


Microeconomics using Excel

Market and policy analysis is central to microeconomics and there is a growing
demand for education and training. Many national and international institutions
require analytical capacities for policy impact analysis, strategic development and
decision-making support. Students and analysts in this field need to have a sound
understanding of the theoretical foundations of microeconomics and spreadsheet
modelling.

Microeconomics using Excel will provide students with the necessary tools to better
understand microeconomic analysis. This new textbook focuses on solving micro-
economic problems by integrating economic theory, policy analysis and spread-
sheet modelling. This unique approach will facilitate a more comprehensive
understanding of the link between theory and problem-solving.

Microeconomics using Excel discusses both basic and advanced microeconomic
problems and emphasises policy orientation. It is divided into four core parts:

• Analysis of price policies
• Analysis of structural policies
• Multi-market models
• Budget policy and priority setting.

The theory behind each problem is explained and each model is solved using
Excel. In addition, there is online content available as an accompaniment to the
book. Microeconomics using Excel will be of great interest to students studying eco-
nomics as well as to professionals in economic and policy analysis.

Kurt Jechlitschka and Dieter Kirschke are at the Humboldt University of
Berlin, and Gerald Schwarz is at the Macaulay Institute, Aberdeen.
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Preface

This book will give readers a new look at microeconomic analysis. The focus is
on integrating economic theory, policy analysis and spreadsheet modelling. The
book discusses fundamental problems of price, structural and budget policies in
18 chapters. The theory behind each problem is explained and it is shown how
the problem can be modelled and solved using Excel. The models, also available
on the accompanying free online content, may be used as prototypes for further
analyses and specific needs.

The book is targeted at students of economics and other related disciplines at
universities. It may be used as a basic textbook or as a supplement for a variety of
courses. The book is also useful for professionals in economic and policy analysis
combining theoretical background and computer-based analysis for different
questions. The models can also be used and extended for specific problems and
needs.

We would like to express our gratitude to a large number of people who
contributed to this book. We are, in particular, grateful to Kerstin Oertel, Sabine
Plaßmann and Regina Schiffner who helped tirelessly to transform and
improve our manuscript. We would also like to thank Christoph Schaefer-
Kehnert and GFA Consulting Group for their interest and support. We particu-
larly thank our families for their patience and support.

Given the new concept of the book we would be very grateful for suggestions
and criticism from readers. We hope you will enjoy working with the book and
your computer.

Kurt Jechlitschka, Dieter Kirschke and Gerald Schwarz
Berlin, March 2007





Free online content access
instructions

This book has additional free content that can be downloaded. To get access to
the material online please follow the instructions provided below.

Instructions:

• Access the Taylor and Francis download website using the link
http://ebookstore.tanf.co.uk/supplements.

• Enter the access code provided with this book.

• If the access code is successfully validated, a web page with details of the
available download content would be displayed.

• Click on the download links to download the file.

• Save the file on your machine.

• The downloaded file could be in .zip format.

• In case you are facing any issue with downloading the file please send a mail
to helpdesk@tandf.co.uk.



Symbols

b share of financial contribution (to the common budget)
B government budget (revenue)
B m government budget (revenue) of a customs union member country
BE (government) budget expenditure
BES (government) budget expenditure for structural policies

c supply constant
C cost
CS consumer surplus
CV compensating variation

d demand constant
D, DM (Marshallian) demand curve
DH Hicksian demand curve

E consumer expenditure
EE external effect
ES export supply curve
EV equivalent variation

f (supply) shift parameter
f d average (supply) shift parameter
FE foreign exchange (revenue)
FE m foreign exchange (revenue) of a customs union member country

g c distributional weight for consumers
g g distributional weight for the government
g p distributional weight for producers

i interest rate
ID import demand curve
IRR internal rate of return



L Lagrange function

MC marginal cost

NB net government budget (revenue)
NW net welfare

p domestic price
pa autarky price
pd demand price
p̃d (·) inverse demand function
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r protection rate
R producer revenue

s producer subsidy rate
S supply curve

t (time) period
T transfer
TB total benefit

v consumer subsidy rate

w expenditure share of a product
W welfare
W a adjusted welfare (integrating distributional weights)
W m welfare of a customs union member country
W s social welfare (integrating external effects)

y income
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εd price elasticity matrix on the demand side
εd, η matrix of price and income elasticities on the demand side
εs supply elasticity
εs price elasticity matrix on the supply side

Hd matrix of the derivatives of the Hicksian demand functions with respect to
the prices

Hs matrix of the derivatives of the supply functions with respect to the prices

η income elasticity of demand

λ Lagrange multiplier
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Introduction

With this book we want to provide a new look at microeconomic analysis. The
focus is on solving microeconomic problems by integrating economic theory,
policy analysis and spreadsheet modelling. The approach allows a better under-
standing of the link between theory and problem-solving; you will learn how to
model and solve specific problems with Excel; and you will be able to use and
extend the models developed for your own needs.

The book discusses various basic and advanced microeconomic problems and
emphasises a policy orientation. It is divided into four parts:

• Analysis of price policies
• Analysis of structural policies
• Multi-market models
• Budget policy and priority setting

In each part we discuss specific problems based on neoclassical microeconomic
theory. The methods used focus on equilibrium and optimisation models. In Parts
I to III partial equilibrium models are applied, with single-market models being
developed and used in Parts I and II and multi-market models in Part III. Part IV
is based on linear programming.

Each chapter follows the same structure. Starting with the objective and the
theory we then formulate an exercise and explain the solution step by step. At the
end of each chapter some relevant literature is listed. The accompanying free
online content provides the opportunity to check the models developed by your-
self or to use the models on the online content for further questions.

Depending on the knowledge and interest of the reader, the book may be used
in different ways. We would suggest that you become familiar with the theoretical
background before starting the modelling exercise. But you can also start with
the available models on the online content to get an overview of the different
modelling approaches.

The chapters build on each other and it is recommended to follow the order
suggested by the book. But, of course, you can also develop your own program.
Chapters 1 to 4 in Part I are essential for Parts I, II and III. The remaining
chapters in Part I and Parts II and III can be worked through quite independently



from each other. Part IV is self-contained and can also be dealt with on its own.
Moreover, the book presents two modelling frameworks, which may be used for
further analyses and specific needs: a framework for a multi-market model cover-
ing up to 12 markets (Chapter 15) and a framework for budget policies and
priority setting (Chapter 18).

The book may be used for different university courses. It is a basic textbook for
microeconomic courses that follow our approach of integrating economic theory,
policy analysis and spreadsheet modelling. For more conventional microeconomic
courses it would be a useful supplement offering a comprehensive policy and
modelling orientation. In addition, the book or specific chapters may be used in a
variety of other courses related to trade, policy analysis, modelling and software
application. Due to the focus of the book on solving microeconomic problems
both theory-oriented and modelling-oriented courses would benefit from our
approach.

The book requires some basic knowledge about microeconomics, policy analy-
sis, modelling and spreadsheet programs. The references in each chapter should
help to provide some orientation. Given the vast amount of available literature for
the different topics addressed, only a selection of publications is listed.

The (solution) steps consist of instructions to develop the different models sup-
ported by a large number of figures and tables. The steps are written following
recent Excel versions, but most of the Excel files will not work with Excel 95 or an
earlier version.

According to the different exercises, file names have been allocated to the
models, which can also be identified from the figures. The models build on
each other (e.g. exercise4.xls is the basis for exercise12.xls) and not only give the
solutions to the problems but also provide basic modelling concepts using Excel.
The first models are intentionally kept simple, while the descriptions are rather
detailed; in later chapters the models are more complex and the descriptions
shorter.

Following the principle of learning by doing the specific exercises allows you
to solve the problems and to gain modelling abilities using Excel. In addition to
basic techniques (e.g. copy and paste of specific cells and ranges and handling
formulas), more advanced techniques and aspects of Excel are introduced; these
include: generating data tables and charts, Solver applications, linkages between
sheets, VBA programs, protection of models, files and macros. If you follow
the steps in the different chapters, you will quickly learn these techniques. The
accompanying online content makes all models and model variants (123
altogether) available to the reader; the respective models may be found in the
folders Exercise-01 to Exercise-18 according to the chapters of the book.

2 Introduction



Part I

Analysis of price policies





1 Supply, demand and
price policies

Objective

In Chapter 1 we discuss the basic concepts of supply, demand and price policies,
and we formulate an appropriate Excel model. In order to do this, supply and
demand functions are defined and the process of price formation on a market
without and with government intervention is illustrated. We then discuss how
various price policies affect political objectives such as producer revenue, consumer
expenditure, foreign exchange or government budget.

Theory

The starting point for the analysis of price policies on a market is the formulation
of supply and demand functions. Let us consider the following linear supply
function:

qs ( ps ) = a + b ps; a < 0, b > 0 (1.1)

where qs (·) – supply function
qs – quantity supplied
ps – supply price.

Parameter a describes the hypothetical quantity of supply for a supply price of
zero, and the value will be negative since supply will only begin above a certain
minimum supply price. Parameter b describes the slope of the supply function and
indicates the change in units supplied as a consequence of an increase of the
supply price by one unit, exactly: by one infinitesimally small unit. It is common to
graphically show supply and demand functions as inverse functions with the price
on the y-axis and the quantity on the x-axis. Solving (1.1) with respect to ps yields
the following inverse supply function:

p̃ s (q s ) = −
a

b
+

1

b
qs (1.1)′



where p̃ s (·) – inverse supply function.

The function is visualised in Figure 1.1.
Similar to the supply side, the following linear demand function can be

formulated:

qd ( pd ) = c + d pd; c > 0, d < 0 (1.2)

where qd (·) – demand function
qd – quantity demanded
pd – demand price.

Parameter c marks a saturated situation. Parameter d is the slope of the demand
function indicating the change in units demanded as a consequence of an increase
of the demand price by one unit, exactly: by one infinitesimally small unit.

Solving (1.2) with respect to pd yields the following inverse demand function
illustrated in Figure 1.1:

p̃ d (q d ) = −
c

d
+

1

d
q d (1.2)′

where p̃ d (·) – inverse demand function.

Let us now consider a closed economy without government intervention. For
such a policy framework there will be an equilibrium price on the market equalis-
ing supply and demand. This is the autarky price pa in Figure 1.1. Under free

Figure 1.1 Linear supply and demand functions.
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trade, instead, the world market price pw will be the relevant price for domestic
supply and demand. We assume that the world market price is given for the
domestic market; this is the ‘small country assumption’ according to which the
world market price will not change due to domestic supply and demand changes.
According to Figure 1.1, domestic supply and demand will be qs ( pw ) and qd ( pw )
under free trade and imports will be qim = qd ( pw ) – qs ( pw ). Autarky and free trade as
discussed here mark the absence of government interventions in a market, but the
scenarios may also be interpreted as describing only the specific policy framework:
autarky and free trade.

Let us now consider that a country sets the domestic price independently of
the world market price according to domestic policy objectives. Such a price
policy can be implemented by price and quantity interventions; in market econ-
omies the typical intervention is a ‘subsidisation’ or a ‘taxation’ of economic
activities yielding domestic supply and/or demand prices different from the world
market price. In Figure 1.2 a protectionist price policy is visualised that may be
implemented by a tariff in an import situation or an export subsidy in an export
situation. Formally, policy objectives on this market such as increasing producer
revenue or government budget now depend on the world market price and/or the
domestic price.

Figure 1.2 presents the case of a protectionist price policy in an import
situation. As compared to free trade, the quantity of supply increases to qs ( p)
and the quantity of demand decreases to qd ( p). Further relevant policy object-
ives may be defined for this protectionist price policy. The producer revenue
will be:

R ( p) = qs ( p) · p. (1.3)

Figure 1.2 Consequences of a protectionist price policy in an import situation.
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For consumer expenditure we get:

E ( p) = qd ( p) · p. (1.4)

In the import situation considered here import expenditures occur. In general,
covering both an import and an export situation, we define a foreign exchange
function as follows:

FE ( p, pw ) = �qs ( p) − qd ( p)� pw. (1.5)

Thus, foreign exchange is a function of the two exogenous prices and it has a nega-
tive value in the import situation considered. Similarly, we define a government
budget function:

B ( p, pw ) = �qd ( p) − qs ( p)� �p − pw�. (1.6)

The value of this function is positive for the case considered. It would be negative
for a protectionist price policy in an export situation to be established by an export
subsidy. Foreign exchange (expenditure) and government budget (revenue) are
visualised in Figure 1.2.

The values of the defined functions can now be calculated depending on the
values of the exogenous prices and the parameters of the supply and demand
functions. In order to assess the impact of the prices on these functions, it is helpful
to draw the corresponding graphs of these functions. Foreign exchange will thus
be a linear rising function of the domestic price p as the derivative of this function

∂
∂p

FE ( p, pw ) = �∂q s

∂p
−

∂q d

∂p � pw (1.5)′

is a constant. It intersects the price axis at the autarky price pa. The foreign
exchange function is visualised in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3 also shows the government budget function with respect to the
domestic price. For the linear supply and demand functions considered, we get a
strictly concave quadratic budget function, intersecting the price axis at free trade
p = pw and autarky at p = pa. At a domestic price level below the world market
price, import subsidies are paid and, hence, budget expenditures occur that
decrease with a rising domestic price. For a domestic price level between free trade
pw and autarky pa, tariffs create budget revenues, with a maximum exactly between
pw and pa. Finally, with higher domestic prices above the autarky price pa, increasing
budget expenditures occur due to export subsidies.

8 Analysis of price policies



Based on (1.5) and (1.6), analogous foreign exchange and government budget
functions could be drawn as functions of the world market price pw, taking the
domestic price as a constant. The equations show that the graph of a function in
one price depends on the value of the other price.

Exercise 1

Consider the supply function

qs ( ps ) = a + b ps

with a = −30, b = 6

and the demand function

qd ( pd ) = c + d pd

with c = 120, d = −4.

Set up a linear market model in Excel and solve the following problems:

(a) Consider a free trade situation with a world market price pw = 10. Calculate
producer revenue, consumer expenditure and foreign exchange.

(b) The country now pursues a price policy setting the domestic price independ-
ently of the world market price. Calculate producer revenue, consumer
expenditure, foreign exchange, and government budget for p = 12 and
p = 18.

(c) How do foreign exchange and government budget develop in a domestic

Figure 1.3 Foreign exchange and government budget as a function of the domestic price.
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price range 10 ≤ p ≤ 20? Show the graph of the functions and discuss the
shape.

(d) How do foreign exchange and government budget develop for p = 12 and
10 ≤ pw ≤ 20? Show the graph of the functions and discuss the shape. How
does the graph change for p = 18?

(e) The country considers implementing an autarky policy. Calculate equi-
librium price and equilibrium quantity.

Solution

Step 1.1 Enter the value of 10 in cell B4 for the domestic price and the same
value in C4 for the world market price. Enter the values of the parameters
a, b, c and d in the range B8:E8.

Step 1.2 In cell E4, we now define the supply function by entering the formula
= B8+C8*B4. Respectively, in F4 we define the demand function
with = D8 + E8*B4.

Step 1.3 According to (1.3)–(1.6), enter the formula for producer revenue, con-
sumer expenditure, foreign exchange and government budget in H4 to
K4 and your linear market model is completed (see Figure 1.4). The
values in your model describe the free trade situation with pw = 10.
In order to determine the consequences of a protectionist price policy
(Exercise 1b), you simply set the domestic price at p = 12 and p = 18,
respectively. You obtain the values of the defined variables for an import
and an export situation.

Step 1.4 To solve Exercise 1c you proceed as follows. Enter the value of 10 in
G11 and go again to cell G11. Now select the Excel menu ‘Edit’, ‘Fill’
and ‘Series’, take the option ‘Series in columns’ and enter 20 as the
‘Stop value’. In H9 enter the formula = J3 and copy it to the range
H9:I10. Now select the table range G10:I21 and select ‘Data’ and
‘Table’. Click into the field ‘Column input cell’ and then on B4. You will
get the values for foreign exchange and government budget for domestic
prices from 10 to 20. If you now select the range G9:I21 and then select
the ‘Chart wizard’ icon (e.g. the diagram type ‘Line with markers dis-
played at each data value’) you will get, possibly after some editing, a
diagram as indicated in Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.4 Linear market model (exercise1.xls).
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The shape of the foreign exchange function and the government
budget function clearly reveal an autarky price pa = 15. The functions
underline our discussion on the consequences of a protectionist price
policy (compare Figure 1.3).

Similarly you can solve Exercise 1d by selecting the world market price
(C4) as ‘Column input cell’ within the multiple operation ‘Data’, ‘Table’.
The focus of this exercise is to find out the consequences of a rising world
market price on foreign exchange as well as on the government budget
for a given domestic price. With p = 12 the country is an importer with
an import quantity of 30. According to Figure 1.6, foreign exchange is
negative and decreases with a rising world market price. In addition, the
government budget decreases with an increasing world market price.
The government budget is positive with a higher domestic price than the
world market price due to tariff revenues, but it becomes negative for a
higher world market price indicating an import subsidisation policy.

Figure 1.7 shows an export situation with an export quantity of
30. With a rising world market price foreign exchange is rising too.
Government budget is negative for the situation of a protectionist price
policy, but becomes positive for a world market price above 18 indicat-
ing budget revenues from an export tax. For the free trade situation with
pw = 18, the budget is zero.

Step 1.5 For the determination of the equilibrium price under autarky we use
the Excel Solver. To do this, select the Excel menu ‘Tools’, ‘Solver’
command. If the Solver is not available, select the ‘Tools’, ‘Add-ins’
command. If the Solver still does not show up you need to reinstall

Figure 1.5 Foreign exchange and government budget as a function of the domestic price
with a world market price of 10 (exercise1.xls).
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Office or Excel with the Custom option of the original MS-Office CD.
Since we do not really have an optimisation problem in Exercise 1e the
setting of the target cell does not play an important role – but it should
be a cell with a formula (e.g. E4) or you can even select nothing by
leaving the space empty. As changing cells you take the domestic price
(by writing B4 into the appropriate line or by clicking first on this field

Figure 1.6 Foreign exchange and government budget as a function of the world market
price with a domestic price of 12 (exercise1d.xls).

Figure 1.7 Foreign exchange and government budget as a function of the world market
price with a domestic price of 18 (exercise1d.xls).
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and then on cell B4). As a constraint you add E4 = F4 (show or register).
Thus the Solver is set (see Figures 1.8 and 1.9).

Since our model is a linear one you should click on ‘Options’ and
activate ‘Assume linear model’. Also select ‘Assume non-negative’. This
ensures that the changing cells – in our case the domestic price – will
assume non-negative values (see Figure 1.10). Click ‘OK’ and ‘Solve’
and you will get the domestic price of 15 and the equilibrium quan-
tity of 60. For further details of using the Solver see Winston and
Venkataramanan (2002) or the Excel Help function.

Figure 1.8 Solver dialogue box.

Figure 1.9 Dialogue box for adding constraints.

Figure 1.10 Solver options dialogue box.
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2 Welfare and distribution

Objective

In Chapter 2 we introduce further indicators for price policies. Based on the
concept of applied welfare economics, welfare functions and their components
are defined and welfare and distributional effects of different price policies are
explained.

Theory

Following the concept of applied welfare economics, the maximum willingness to
pay may be used as a welfare indicator for the consumer. Willingness to pay is
defined as the maximum amount a consumer is prepared to pay for a good or
service. It is therefore a monetary measure of the satisfaction of consuming a
good. In Figure 2.1 willingness to pay, aggregated for all consumers, is illustrated
by the area under the demand curve up to the quantity demanded qd ( p). We also
call this the total benefit of consumption, defined as:

TB ( p) = �
q d (p)

0
p̃d (v) dv (2.1)

with TB – total benefit
v – integration variable, here qd.

Since goods have to be produced before being consumed, the production of a
certain good implies that production and consumption of all other goods will be
reduced. A measure of the reduced willingness to pay on other markets is the
variable cost of producing a good, because factors cannot be used to produce
other goods and cannot create benefit on other markets. Hence, the cost function
represents the benefit foregone, or opportunity cost, and, as shown in Figure 2.1,
may be visualised by the area under the supply curve up to the quantity supplied
qs ( p):



C ( p) = �
q s ( p)

0
p̃s (v) dv (2.2)

with C – cost
v – integration variable, here qs.

Furthermore, in an open economy, welfare implications of trade and changes in
foreign exchange have to be considered. Foreign exchange revenue from exports
increases welfare as the revenue may be seen as a potential demand of foreign
goods leading to additional satisfaction. Foreign exchange expenditure for imports,
on the other hand, leads to a reduction of the ability to consume other foreign
goods, thus decreasing welfare. The case of foreign exchange expenditure is
shown in Figure 2.1.

Adding the different welfare components, the example for a protectionist price
policy leads to a welfare level indicated by the bold-framed area in Figure 2.1.
Thus, the welfare function is defined as:

W ( p, pw ) = TB ( p) − C ( p) + FE ( p, pw ) (2.3)

with W – welfare,

and

Figure 2.1 Welfare indicators for economic activities.
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W (p, pw ) = �
q d (p)

0
p̃d (v) dv − �

q s (p)

0
p̃s (v) dv

+ �qs ( p) − qd ( p)�pw. (2.3)′

The welfare function as defined in equations (2.3) and (2.3)′ is based on the eco-
nomic activities of consumption, production and trade. Since welfare is an indica-
tor for the satisfaction of a society from the consumption of goods, welfare may
also be defined as an aggregate of the welfare level of different groups: consumers,
producers and taxpayers.

Looking at consumers first, they gain benefits from consumption, but have to
pay for the goods they consume. The expenditure for a certain good cannot be
used to gain satisfaction from the consumption of other goods. Hence, from the
consumers’ point of view, expenditure is the cost of consuming a good. The
difference of total benefit and consumer expenditure is the relevant welfare indi-
cator for consumers, called consumer surplus. Consumer surplus, illustrated in
Figure 2.2 as the difference of the area under the demand curve up to the
quantity demanded qd ( p) and consumer expenditure, is defined as:

CS ( p) = �
q d ( p)

0
p̃d (v) dv − qd ( p) p (2.4)

with CS – consumer surplus.

Figure 2.2 Welfare indicators for groups.
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Accordingly, producer revenue describes the ability of producers to demand
goods and to derive benefit from their consumption, while cost for variable factors
reduces the ability to consume goods. Thus, the relevant indicator to describe the
welfare of producers is the difference of producer revenue and cost; it is called
producer surplus. Producer surplus is displayed in Figure 2.2 and defined as:

PS ( p) = qs ( p) p − �
q s (p)

0
p̃s (v) dv (2.5)

with PS – producer surplus.

Producer surplus is comparable to gross margin in business management. Using
producer surplus as an income and welfare indicator for producers it is important
to keep in mind that it does not take into account ownership of fixed factors and
does not consider variable factors such as family labour belonging to the producer
household.

It is also important to note that the concept of applied welfare economics is
based on the assumptions of utility maximisation of consumers, profit maximisa-
tion of producers, and perfectly competitive markets. Without these assumptions
the welfare indicators cannot be defined. Moreover, the concept is based on an
individual welfare concept assuming that preferences are properly revealed on
markets. Furthermore, the aggregation of individual welfare does not consider
income differences. It applies a so-called ‘dollar-democracy’, where each dollar
provides equal satisfaction for society, no matter if it accrues to consumers, produ-
cers or taxpayers. This shows the importance of evaluating distributional effects
of policy changes.

In applied welfare economics the consequences of policy changes for taxpayers
are analysed through changes in government budget. Government budget rev-
enue, as shown in Figure 2.2, increases the ability of society to consume goods
(e.g. through increased transfer payments, reduced taxes or the provision of public
goods). In contrast, government budget expenditure reduces the ability of a society
to consume.

If we aggregate welfare indicators for the different groups, we can define the
welfare of a society as:

W ( p, pw ) = CS ( p) + PS ( p) + B ( p, pw ) (2.6)

and

W ( p, pw ) = �
q d (p)

0
p̃d (v) dv − �

q s (p)

0
p̃s (v) dv

+ �qs ( p) − qd ( p)� pw. (2.6)′
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The welfare functions defined in equations (2.3)′ and (2.6)′ are the same and the
bold-framed areas in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 are identical.

The basic concept of applied welfare economics is widely used and may be
applied without problems for the welfare indicators foreign exchange and govern-
ment budget as well as for cost and producer surplus which are derived from the
supply function. But for welfare indicators derived from the demand function such
as total benefit and consumer surplus, it is important to note that these indicators
represent only an approximation of the relevant welfare indicators and not exact
values. However, such approximation is acceptable as long as we restrict the
analysis to a small fraction of the economy such as a commodity market. On that
basis we can now analyse different problem settings.

One can show, for example, that free trade leads to a maximisation of welfare.
This is the theorem of comparative advantage. A domestic price set above or
below the world market price through government intervention results in an
efficiency loss to society. This welfare loss comprises deadweight losses due to
consumption distortion and production inefficiency, which may be identified as
‘deadweight loss triangles’ in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. Accordingly, one can describe
a welfare function which is strictly concave in p with a maximum at p = pw.
Furthermore, one can show in Figure 2.1 that a protectionist price policy to
reduce foreign exchange expenditure for imports leads to a welfare loss.

Welfare gains from the transition from autarky to free trade depend on the extent
of resource reallocation induced by free trade, indicating a comparative advantage
or disadvantage. Figure 2.3 shows that with an autarky price equal to the world
market price, opening the economy evidently does not cause any change in wel-
fare as no trade takes place. However, both the export case at pw′ and the import

Figure 2.3 Welfare gains from trade.
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case at pw″ result in welfare gains. Accordingly, for free trade one may describe
a welfare function W( pw; p = pw ) depending on pw, which is strictly convex with a
minimum at the autarky price pa. This function is also called gains from trade
curve.

Exercise 2

Consider the supply function

qs ( ps ) = a + b ps

with a = −30, b = 6

and the demand function

qd ( pd ) = c + d pd

with c = 120, d = −4.

Extend the market model from Exercise 1 by the functions for total benefit, cost
and welfare as well as consumer surplus and producer surplus. Solve the following
problems:

(a) A country has set the domestic price independently from the world market;
the world market price is pw = 10. Show that free trade leads to welfare
maximisation.

(b) How do welfare, consumer surplus and producer surplus develop for p = 12

and p = 14 with pw = 10 compared to free trade?
(c) Depict the graph of the functions for welfare, consumer surplus and pro-

ducer surplus for 5 ≤ p ≤ 15 with pw = 10 and explain the result. How does the
graph change with pw = 12?

(d) Show how, starting from free trade with pw = 10, a step-by-step increase in
the domestic price 10 ≤ p ≤ 20 leads, at the same time, to foreign exchange
increases and welfare losses as compared to free trade.

(e) Depict the gains from trade curve for 10 ≤ pw ≤ 20.

Solution

To start with, the indicators of applied welfare economics have to be integrated
into the linear market model.

Step 2.1 Let us create, based on exercise1.xls, some space for the cost function,
total benefit function and welfare function, which we enter in cells H4
to J4. To do this, you move the function block H3:K4 to K3:N4 (e.g.
highlight H3:K4, go with the cursor over the frame – the cursor
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becomes an arrow – then select with a pressed left mouse button the
new area and release the left mouse button).

Step 2.2 We begin with the cost function, which we enter in cell H4. Cost is
defined as the area under the inverse supply function. Hence, assuming
the supply function qs = −30 + 6p, we can calculate the cost, for
example, as the difference of the revenue p · qs ( p) and the triangle
( p − 30/6 ) · qs( p)/2. 30/6 = 5 is the intersection of the supply function
with the price axis, and thus the minimum supply price. The Excel
formula in H4 is = B4*E4 − (B4 + B8/C8)*E4/2. Alternatively, we
could determine the cost calculating the trapezium ( p + 30/6 ) · qs( p)/2.
Both calculations may be explained using Figure 2.4.

Step 2.3 Assuming the linear demand function qd ( p) = 120 − 4p, we can calculate
benefit as the trapezium ( p + 120/4 ) · qd ( p)/2. Hence, we enter in I4
the Excel formula: = (B4 − D8/E8)*F4/2. (Note the negative value of
E8 = −4.) The calculation may be explained again using Figure 2.4.

Step 2.4 Now, we can easily derive welfare from the formula total benefit − cost +
foreign exchange in cell J4. Similarly straightforward are the formulas
for producer surplus and consumer surplus in O4 and P4. Producer
surplus is the difference of revenue and cost, while consumer surplus is
the difference of total benefit and expenditure. Compare the results of
your model with the values in Figure 2.5. Choose then for the domestic

Figure 2.4 Cost and benefit.
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Figure 2.5 Linear market model with cost, total benefit, welfare, producer surplus and
consumer surplus at a domestic price of 10 (exercise2.xls).

Figure 2.6 Linear market model with cost, total benefit, welfare, producer surplus and
consumer surplus at a domestic price of 12.
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price in B4 the value 12. By doing so, you obtain the values shown in
Figure 2.6. Then choose a domestic price of 14 and you have already
solved Exercise 2b. The rise of the domestic price from 10 to 14, at
pw = 10, outlines the consequences of an increasing protectionist price
policy. That is an increase in producer surplus, but a decline of consumer
surplus and welfare.

Step 2.5 In order to solve Exercise 2a you have to carry out the following steps.
Assume a domestic price of 14 and a world market price of 10; set the
Solver as follows: target cell: J4; welfare to be maximised; target value:
max; changing cell: B4; constraints: none. As a result you obtain the
welfare-maximising domestic price of 10, in other words, the world
market price, following the theorem of comparative advantage.

The result is only an approximation. Since the welfare function is
not a linear function of the prices, the optimisation model is not linear
either, and the Solver provides, depending on the settings chosen under
‘Options’, an approximate solution close to 10. Compare the results the
Solver provides for different domestic prices.

Step 2.6 To solve Exercise 2c enter the base values for the domestic price (10) and
world market price (10) in your market model. Then proceed as follows.
Enter in G11 the number 5 and go back to G11. Under ‘Edit’, ‘Fill’ and
‘Series’ choose the option ‘Series in columns’ and enter 15 as the ‘Stop
value’. Then write the formula = O3 in H9 and copy H9 in the range
H9:I10. Write the formulas = J3 and = J4 in J9 and J10, respectively.
Now, select the range G10:J21 and choose ‘Data’, ‘Table’, click into the
field ‘Columns input cell’ and then click on B4. In that way, you obtain
the values for producer surplus, consumer surplus and welfare at integer
domestic prices from 5 to 15; you may depict the functions by using the
‘Chart Wizard’, as explained in Step 1.4.

Step 2.7 In order to facilitate the interpretation of the shape of the functions, it
may be helpful to look at the changes in the indicators from one
domestic price to the next. We can show these absolute changes in
H25:J34 through intelligent copying of the formula of the difference.
If you have in G24:G34 the series 5 to 15 and in H23:J23 the appro-
priate terminology, you can depict the required diagram by selecting
G23:J34 and using the ‘Chart Wizard’. Compare your results with
Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7 shows that producer surplus increases under a rising
domestic price, while consumer surplus decreases accordingly. In line
with the theorem of comparative advantage the welfare maximum is at
p = 10. The increasing welfare loss under a rising domestic price points
to the ‘cost’ of a protectionist price policy in the context of this political
objective.

At a world market price of pw = 12 we get similar results, of course with
different values. The welfare maximum is now at p = 12, hence smaller
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than at p = pw = 10. But it still applies that a country can maximise its
welfare through free trade, but the welfare gain from trade is smaller
due to less comparative advantage compared to autarky. Compare your
results with Figure 2.8.

Step 2.8 To solve Exercise 2d, again implement in your market model a free
trade situation with p = 10 and pw = 10. Now generate, as carried out
in Exercise 2c, a data series for foreign exchange and welfare at prices
between 10 and 20 and create the relevant diagrams. Note that the
changes to be calculated in this exercise refer to the free trade situation.
You will find the result in Figure 2.9.

Figure 2.7 Welfare, consumer surplus and producer surplus as functions of the domestic
price at a world market price of 10 (exercise2c.xls).
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Figure 2.9 shows how foreign exchange and welfare change if the
domestic price increases from a word market price level at 10 to a price
of 20. For an autarky price of 15 there is no foreign exchange expendi-
ture; hence foreign exchange increases by 500 compared to free trade.
Welfare at autarky, on the other hand, is at 750, which is a reduction of
125 compared to free trade. In this example this is the welfare gain of
free trade, the gains from trade.

Step 2.9 The scale of the gains from trade depends on the difference between
the free trade equilibrium and the autarky equilibrium. The bigger the
difference between the two equilibria the bigger the gains from trade.

Figure 2.8 Welfare, consumer surplus and producer surplus as functions of the domestic
price at a world market price of 12.
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Accordingly, you can define a gains from trade function in Exercise
2e, which depicts welfare in free trade situations at different world
market prices. To define this function you enter in C4 the formula = B4
and proceed as outlined in Exercise 2c using the data series 10 to 20
and displaying the welfare function. Compare your results with
Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10 shows a strictly convex gains from trade curve with a
minimum at the autarky price p = pw = 15. If the world market price is
equal to the equilibrium price in autarky, there is obviously no welfare
gain from trade, because trade does not take place.

Figure 2.9 Foreign exchange and welfare changes compared to free trade (exercise2d.xls).
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3 Price policy instruments

Objective

In Chapter 3 we further differentiate the analysis of price policies. We explain how
different price policy instruments can be integrated into the market model and
what implications such instruments have for the formulated political objectives.

Theory

In the analysis thus far, for situations where a country deviates from free trade and
sets the domestic price independently from the world market, we have differenti-
ated between the world market price and a domestic price. However, government
intervention can be more complex, resulting in a separate supply price and
demand price for the same good. An example of such a price policy in an import
situation is shown in Figure 3.1. In this case the supply price ps is set significantly
higher than the world market price (e.g. to establish a protectionist price policy for

Figure 3.1 Consequences of a differentiated supply price and demand price policy.



producers) while the demand price pd is also above the world market price, but
lower than the supply price. Consequently, a demand price higher than the world
market price implies a tax on consumers.

The consequences of such a price policy can be shown by redefining the
relevant political objectives as functions of supply price, demand price and world
market price. Producer revenue will be:

R ( ps ) = q s ( ps ) · ps. (3.1)

For consumer expenditure we get:

E ( pd ) = qd ( pd ) · pd. (3.2)

We define a foreign exchange function as follows:

FE ( ps, pd, pw ) = �qs ( ps ) − q d ( pd )� pw ; (3.3)

similarly, we define a government budget function:

B ( ps, pd, pw ) = qd ( pd ) �pd − pw� − qs ( p s ) �ps − pw�. (3.4)

Accordingly, welfare functions and their components explained in Chapter 2 need
to be redefined. It follows:

TB ( pd ) = �
qd ( pd )

0
p̃d (v) dv (3.5)

C ( ps ) = �
qs ( ps )

0
p̃s (v) dv (3.6)

CS ( pd ) = �
qd ( pd )

0
p̃d (v) dv − qd ( pd ) pd (3.7)

PS ( ps ) = qs ( ps ) ps − �
qs ( ps )

0
p̃s (v) dv (3.8)

and

W ( ps, pd, pw ) = �
qd ( pd )

0
p̃d (v) dv − �

qs ( ps )

0
p̃s (v) dv

+ �q s ( ps ) − q d ( pd )� pw. (3.9)
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The consequences of such a price policy for some political objectives are depicted
in Figure 3.1. Government budget is the difference between the two corresponding
rectangles (budget revenue and budget expenditure) following the two components
qd ( pd ) ( pd − pw ) and qs ( ps ) ( ps − pw ) defined in equation (3.4). The welfare loss
compared to free trade is shown by the bold-framed areas, which indicate the
deadweight losses due to consumption distortion and production inefficiency.
Finally, foreign exchange expenditure is indicated by the hatched area.

Let us now look at the question of how a government implements such a price
policy. It will rarely happen in a market economy that a government intervenes
directly in the economic activities of production, consumption and trade to set
target prices. It is more likely that a government will intervene through subsidisa-
tion or taxation of economic activities to reach certain target prices on the
domestic market. Taxation of imports and subsidisation of exports, for example,
will lead to a domestic price above the world market price, while subsidisation of
imports and taxation of exports achieve the opposite effect. From a domestic price
obtained through taxation and subsidisation of trade, the supply price can deviate
through taxation or subsidisation of producers. Accordingly, the same principle
applies for a deviation of the demand price from the domestic price.

If we consider a percentage subsidy or tax based on the value of economic
activities, it follows:

p = (1 + r) pw (3.10)

with r – protection rate

ps = (1 + s) p (3.11)

with s – producer subsidy rate

pd = (1 − v) p (3.12)

with v – consumer subsidy rate.

For simplification we assume r, s, v are ‘positive’: r indicates how many percentage
points the domestic price is higher than the world market price (or lower than
the world market price if r is negative); s and v denote the percentage by which
the supply price or the demand price deviate from the domestic price benefiting
producers and consumers, respectively.

If we include (3.10) in (3.11) and (3.12), respectively, it follows:

ps = (1 + s) (1 + r) pw (3.13)

and

pd = (1 − v) (1 + r) pw. (3.14)
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In the same way we could adjust the functions defined in (3.1) to (3.9), for
example, the welfare function W (s, v, r, pw ), and examine the implications of
different subsidy rates and tax rates for relevant policy objectives.

Exercise 3

Consider again the supply function

qs ( ps ) = a + b ps

with a = −30, b = 6

and the demand function

qd ( pd ) = c + d pd

with c = 120, d = −4.

Extend the market model from Exercise 2 by differentiating between a supply
price and a demand price. Then, solve the following problems:

(a) A country sets the supply price and demand price independently from the
world market price; the world market price is pw = 10. Calculate foreign
exchange, government budget and welfare for ps = 14 and pd = 12 and for
ps = 20 and pd = 8. Explain the results in comparison to free trade.

(b) At what level do the supply price and demand price need to be set to maximise
welfare in a closed and open economy?

(c) The government subsidises both supply and demand by 20 per cent. Compare
foreign exchange, government budget and welfare for r = 0, 20 per cent and
−20 per cent.

(d) Assume free trade. Show graphically and discuss the welfare function under a
gradual increase of both producer subsidy rate and consumer subsidy rate to
50 per cent.

(e) Again, assume free trade. Show graphically that welfare losses occurring
under a gradual increase in the protection rate to 50 per cent are the sum of
the welfare losses of a corresponding producer subsidisation and consumer
taxation. Does the result differ for pw = 12?

Solution

Step 3.1 We extend the linear market model with only one domestic price from
Exercise 2 by entering the value 14 for the supply price ps in cell A4 and
changing the previous domestic price in cell B4 to the demand price
pd = 12.

Step 3.2 Check and correct the functional relationships with the differentiated
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prices. The demand function, total benefit function, welfare function,
foreign exchange function, producer surplus function and consumer
surplus function are already correct and do not need to be changed.
However, you need to adjust the formulas for supply, cost and revenue,
i.e. in each case substitute B4 with A4. For government budget, follow-
ing equation (3.4), enter the Excel formula = F4*(B4 − C4) − E4*(A4 −
C4). Check your market model by using the ‘Formula auditing’ which
you will find under ‘Tools’. You can remove all traces by using ‘Remove
all arrows’. For the free trade situation ps = pd = 10 the model must
produce the results given in Exercise 2.

Step 3.3 In order to examine the variables mentioned in Exercise 3a, we only
need to enter the relevant price framework in A4 and B4 (cf. Figures 3.2
and 3.3). In Figure 3.2 a protectionist price policy for producers and
minor taxation of consumers is shown. On the other hand, Figure 3.3
describes a substantial protectionist price policy for producers and con-
sumers, following examples of a planned economy for agriculture. The
latter policy leads to a comparatively low welfare level and large budget
expenditure.

Step 3.4 Establish the solutions for Exercise 3b for the same market model by
using the Solver (compare with Step 2.5). In this case, free trade with
ps = pd = 10 leads to a maximisation of welfare, while in a closed
economy, welfare is maximised at the autarky price level ps = pd = 15.

Step 3.5 To solve Exercise 3c proceed as follows. Enter the protection and sub-
sidy rates r, s and v in the cells A15, B15 and C15, i.e. the values 0,
0.2 and 0.2, respectively. Next, define the supply price and the demand
price as endogenous variables as outlined in (3.13) and (3.14), so that
you finally get the formula = (1 + B15)*(1 + A15)*C4 in cell A4 and
the formula = (1 − C15)*(1 + A15)*C4 in cell B4. This automatically

Figure 3.2 Linear market model at a supply price of 14 and a demand price of 12
(exercise3.xls).
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adjusts all functions and takes into account the more differentiated price
framework. For example, welfare is now defined as a function of the
(exogenous) variables r, s, v, pw (in addition to the parameters a, b, c, d ).
By clicking on the welfare cell in J4 and then several times on ‘Trace
precedents’ under ‘Formula auditing’ you can easily trace and display
this relationship.

In order to obtain the values for foreign exchange, government budget
and welfare for r = 20 per cent and −20 per cent, you only need to
change the value in cell A15 to 0.2 and −0.2, respectively. The values
for these policy objectives are summarised in Figure 3.4. Hence, this

Figure 3.3 Linear market model at a supply price of 20 and a demand price of 8.

Figure 3.4 Linear market model with protection rate, producer subsidy rate and consumer
subsidy rate (exercise3c.xls).
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exercise shows the consequences of a protectionist price policy for
producers and consumers, where a country differentiates the supply
price and demand price from a domestic price, as given by a certain
trade policy (e.g. free trade with r = 0).

Step 3.6 Exercise 3d aims to examine the impact of a simultaneous increase in
the producer subsidy rate and consumer subsidy rate on welfare at a
protection rate of 0. To do this, enter the value 0 in cells A15 and B15
and define the value for v as being equal to the value for s, i.e. enter the
formula = B15 in cell C15. We can now develop a data series for welfare
at different (subsidy) rates in the range G14:H24 by following the same
approach as described under Steps 1.4 and 2.6 (choose ‘Data table’,
click on the field ‘Columns input cell’ and then on B15). Again, you can
depict the functions by using the ‘Chart wizard’.

The result is displayed in Figure 3.5. Figure 3.5 clearly shows that, in

Figure 3.5 Welfare as a function of producer subsidy rate and consumer subsidy rate (s = v)
(exercise3d.xls).
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comparison with free trade, increasing protection for producers and
consumers will lead to growing welfare losses.

Step 3.7 We use our model now to solve Exercise 3e. Enter the value 0 (free trade)
in the cells A15, B15 and C15. Since we already have the series 0, 0.05
to 0.5 for the rates in G14 to G24 and the link to the welfare function
with the formula = J4 in H14, we can, once we have selected the range
G14:H24, create a data series for welfare under different protection
rates in the cells H14:H24. To do this, choose again ‘Data, table’ and
‘Columns input cell’ and, in this case, click on cell A15. Now select the
range H14:H24, choose ‘Copy’, click on cell I14 and choose ‘Paste
special . . .’ with the option ‘Values’.

Let us now alter the value for s. Select again the range G14:H24 and
follow the same approach as before using ‘Data, table’ and subsequent
steps. We will now paste the new welfare values into the range J14:J24.
Since we examine consumer taxation in the third example, we need to
adjust the rate series by changing the value in G15 from 0.05 to −0.05,
selecting G14:G15 and then moving the thin black ‘+’ cursor in the
lower right-hand corner of the two cells towards G24 (until the value
−0.5 is reached). For these values of v we again generate the welfare
values, as described above, and copy the values in the range K14:K24
using ‘Paste special . . .’ (cf. Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.6 Welfare losses against free trade for different protection and subsidy rates
(exercise3e.xls).
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Since our main interest is to compare the welfare losses of the different
price policies against free trade, we enter these welfare losses a little
further down on the sheet in the range I27:K37. Enter 0 in the cells I27,
J27 and K27, then fill the formula = I$14–I15 in cell I28 and copy the
formula into I28:K37. In order to prove our thesis, enter the sum of
the cells in the J and K columns in L27:L37 and compare these sums
with the welfare losses relating to the protection rate in the I column.
With the ‘Chart wizard’ you can now easily create a diagram that
compares graphically the welfare losses from the different policy scen-
arios. For a different world market price (e.g. pw = 12 ), the relations
regarding the welfare losses remain, although with different numbers.
Calculate the relevant numbers. In this way Exercise 3e shows that a
protectionist price policy does indeed correspond with an equivalent
producer subsidisation and consumer taxation policy.
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4 Iso-elastic supply and
demand functions

Objective

In Chapter 4 the analysis of price policies will be based on iso-elastic supply and
demand functions. We will show how a corresponding market model can be
developed and applied for the impact analysis of different policy scenarios.

Theory

It is common in economics to talk about elasticities when we look at inter-
dependencies between two variables. An elasticity indicates by how many per-
centage points an endogenous variable changes if an exogenous variable changes
by 1 per cent, whereby, to be exact, an infinitesimally small change is considered.
The advantage of elasticities is that they are non-dimensional which allows a
relatively straightforward discussion of the relationship between variables. Hence,
it follows for any function y = f (x):

εy,x =

dy

y

dx
x

=

dy

dx

y
x

=
dy

dx

x

y (4.1)

with ε – elasticity.

Correspondingly, we can define the own-price elasticity of supply, i.e. supply
elasticity εs, for a supply function qs = qs ( ps ). The supply elasticity εs indicates
by how many percentage points the quantity supplied changes if the supply
price increases by 1 per cent. Similarly, the own-price elasticity of demand,
i.e. demand elasticity εd, for a demand function qd = qd ( pd ) indicates by how many
percentage points the quantity demanded changes if the demand price increases
by 1 per cent.

In order to simplify the analysis of markets, it is often assumed that supply and
demand functions have constant elasticities and are iso-elastic functions. Power
functions with the corresponding elasticities as exponents fulfil this postulate; in



economics, according to its developers, such functions are called Cobb–Douglas
functions. Let us first consider the following iso-elastic supply function:

qs ( ps ) = c ( ps )ε
s

; εs > 0 (4.2)

with c – supply constant
εs – supply elasticity.

Apparently, it follows:

dqs

dps

ps

qs
=

εsc ( ps )ε
s − 1 ps

c ( ps )ε
s = εs.

The function goes through the origin and the supply constant c influences the
slope of the function.

Similarly, we can define the following iso-elastic demand curve:

qd ( pd ) = d ( pd )ε
d

; εd < 0 (4.3)

with d – demand constant
εd – demand elasticity.

Due to the negative demand elasticity this function is a hyperbolic curve, which
approaches the axes at infinity; the demand constant d influences the slope of the
function.

Because iso-elastic supply and demand functions can be easily interpreted,
these functions are widely used in market models. However, the functions con-
sidered in the analysis of price policies have to be defined accordingly and some
particularities need to be taken into account. In this context, the graphical repre-
sentation of the iso-elastic supply and demand functions in Figure 4.1 clearly
reveals that, besides the desired characteristics discussed above, other character-
istics of these functions are not exactly economically sound and require some
abstraction. For example, total benefit, defined as the integral below the demand
curve, would be infinite and hence not suitable as an indicator for the satisfaction
from consuming goods. Similarly, with respect to the supply function we need to
prescind from fixed cost.

One approach to dealing with these problems could be to suitably shift the
functions and to define an upper price limit for demand and a minimum price
for supply, respectively. That, however, would eliminate the main advantage of
such functions removing the constant elasticities. Consequently, we proceed as
follows. For the definition of total benefit we set an arbitrary upper limit for the
demand price pdo as a quasi-intersection of the demand curve and the price axis.
On the supply side, we prescind from fixed cost when we define cost. However,
this procedure has to be considered when we interpret the model results. As a
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consequence, one should focus on changes in welfare indicators rather than
levels.

It is important to note that any definition of supply and demand functions
should satisfy two conditions. It should reflect the concrete decision-making of
producers and consumers, and it should be founded empirically. The first condi-
tion refers to the microeconomic foundation of supply and demand functions and
this condition is particularly important in deriving welfare conclusions of policy
changes. Since information regarding the real decision-making behaviour of
producers and consumers is limited, microeconomic theory provides relevant pos-
tulates for assumed behaviour and frameworks on markets (e.g. the marginal cost
pricing principle in relation to the supply function of producers, assuming profit
maximisation and perfect competition). The microeconomic considerations allow
for an assessment of the chosen functional forms and of their limitations for
policy evaluation.

While an alternative approach, namely to derive supply and demand functions
from a concrete microeconomic optimisation exercise, is possible, it would require
adequate knowledge about the decision-making behaviour and may lead to less
assessable and comprehensive model specifications compared to the iso-elastic
supply and demand functions chosen here. Basically, the model specification
chosen is always the result of a consideration between an explicit microeconomic
foundation and a (more) pragmatic simplification and abstraction; we will return
to this issue again in the discussion of multi-market models.

In any case, every model specification and development should be as empiric-
ally based as possible. Using iso-elastic supply and demand functions, the ideal

Figure 4.1 Iso-elastic supply and demand functions.
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case would be if, for all parameters and elasticities, precise econometric estima-
tions were available. At least, elasticities used in a model should be empirically
plausible.

If such plausible data for supply and demand elasticities are available, realistic
policy simulations on the basis of iso-elastic supply and demand functions, as
shown in (4.2) and (4.3), are relatively straightforward and require only limited
additional data on quantities and prices on the relevant markets. To do this,
supply and demand functions have to be calibrated to define the respective
constants. Following (4.2) we define the supply constant as:

c =
qs

( ps )ε
s . (4.4)

Similarly, we can define the demand constant. It is important to note that a certain
elasticity value has to be assumed for the calibration. If one is interested in
evaluating the consequences of a certain price policy for different elasticities, the
supply and demand functions need to be calibrated for each of these different
elasticities.

Generally, the analysis of price policies with the market model based on iso-
elastic functions follows the procedure outlined in Chapter 3. The relevant polit-
ical objectives will be defined as functions of supply price, demand price and
world market price or as functions of protection rate, producer subsidy rate
and consumer subsidy rate (cf. (3.1) to (3.9)). For the supply function we get in
this case:

qs (s, r, pw ) = c ((1 + s) (1 + r) pw )ε
s

. (4.5)

and for the demand function:

qd (v, r, pw ) = d ((1 − v) (1 + r) pw )ε
d

. (4.6)

Exercise 4

Consider the supply function

qs ( ps ) = c ( ps )ε
s

with εs = 0.3

and the demand function

qd ( pd ) = d ( pd )ε
d

with εd = −0.4.
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As in Chapter 3, develop a market model in Excel and solve the following
problems:

(a) A country sets supply price and demand price independently from the world
market price with ps = 15 and pd = 12; the world market price is pw = 10. At
this price setting the country is an importer; the quantity supplied is q s = 80,
and the quantity demanded is qd = 100. Calibrate the supply and demand
functions.

(b) At what level do supply price and demand price need to be set to maximise
welfare in a closed and open economy?

(c) Assume free trade. Show graphically and discuss the impacts on self-
sufficiency of a gradual increase of the protection rate, the producer subsidy
rate and the consumer subsidy rate to 50 per cent.

(d) Assume again free trade. Show graphically the welfare losses occurring under
a gradual increase of the protection rate to 50 per cent.

(e) Change the elasticities to εs = 0.5 and εd = −0.7 and compare the curve
progression with (d).

Solution

Step 4.1 Similar to the linear market model developed in Chapter 3, we now
develop a non-linear market model of the Cobb–Douglas type. In order
to facilitate our work we take the linear Excel model from Chapter 3
and change, where required, functions and parameters. First, we change
the parameters. In cell B8 we enter for the supply constant c the value 1
and assume the same value for the demand constant d in cell C8. We
then enter a supply elasticity of 0.3 in cell D8 and a demand elasticity
of −0.4 in cell E8 (cf. Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2 Cobb–Douglas market model without calibration (exercise4.xls).
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Step 4.2 Change the supply function in cell E4 to = B8*A4^D8. Through
simply copying E4 we can obtain the demand function in cell F4.

Step 4.3 Now we only need to change the cost function in cell H4 and the total
benefit function in cell I4. By using integral calculus we can describe the
relevant marked areas in Figure 4.1 and, with the supply function (4.2),
we get for the cost (cf. Step 2.2):

C = ps qs ( ps ) − �
ps

0
qs (v) dv

(4.7)= ps qs ( ps ) −
1

εs + 1
c ( ps )ε

s + 1.

According to (4.7) enter the Excel formula = A4*E4 − B8*A4^(D8+1)/
(D8+1) in H4.

With the total benefit function, however, we have the problem that
the respective area below the (inverse) Cobb–Douglas demand function
would be infinite, as the integral value is ∞. A way out of this dilemma is
to define a quasi-intersection of the demand curve with the price axis
and to cut off the integral at a sufficiently high price; in this example at
pdo = 50. This approach is acceptable, as many questions to be answered
with market models focus on the changes in functional values (in this
example total benefit), for which the choice of the upper price limit does
not cause any problems. But, of course, we have to be careful when we
assess the level of total benefit and other functions which are based on
total benefit (e.g. consumer surplus and welfare).

Thus we define total benefit in our model as:

TB = pd · qd ( pd ) + �
50

pd
qd (v) dv

(4.8)= pd · qd ( pd ) +
d

εd + 1
(50εd + 1 − ( pd )ε

d + 1 ).

Following (4.8) you enter the Excel formula = B4*F4+C8/(E8+1)*
(50^(E8+1) – B4^(E8+1)) in cell I4. The other functions do not require
any changes (cf. Figure 4.2).

Let us look at the outcome of the model at a domestic price of 1.
Since we get for ps = pd = 1 the equilibrium quantity q = 1, the role
of the constants c and d as shift parameters becomes clear. In this
context, try, for example, to get a certain amount of quantity sup-
plied at a given price (e.g. 15) by choosing an adequate value for the
parameter c.

Step 4.4 For the calibration, following Exercise 4a, enter the prices ps = 15,
pd = 12 and pw = 10. Then enter the values 15, 12, 80 and 100 in
the cells A5, B5, E5 and F5, respectively, as our ‘parameters of cali-
bration’. Following (4.4), you now enter for the constant c the Excel
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formula = E5/A5^D8 in cell B8 and for constant d the formula =
F5/B5^E8 in cell C8. Your market model is now calibrated (see
Figure 4.3).

Step 4.5 The optimal prices for welfare maximisation can again be computed by
the Solver (cf. Step 2.5 or 3.4). In the case of a closed economy you have
to take account of the equilibrium constraint E4 = F4 and you get the
value ps = pd ≈ 18.16.

Step 4.6 In order to prepare the model for Exercise 4c, we extend our calibrated
Cobb–Douglas model by incorporating protection and subsidy rates
(as in Exercise 3c). To do this we can either proceed as explained under
Step 3.5 or copy the range A13:C15 and the cells A4 and B4 from the
corresponding Excel sheet to the actual sheet using ‘Copy’ and ‘Paste’.
We set all rates r, s, v equal to zero, which means we simulate free trade.
In cell H14 we calculate the self-sufficiency ratio (SSR) using the formula
= E4/F4. In G14:G24 we again enter the series (0, 0.05, . . ., 0.5) for
different rates. We can now generate a data series for self-sufficiency at
different rates for r, s and v, respectively, by choosing ‘Data table’ and
following the procedure as explained earlier. We can then, through click-
ing on ‘Copy’, ‘Paste special . . .’ and ‘Values’, summarise the values in
the range I14:K24 (see Figure 4.4). Again, you can depict the functions
by using the ‘Chart wizard’.

Figure 4.4 shows that a rise in border protection leads to a significantly
larger increase in self-sufficiency than an equivalent percentage increase
in the producer subsidy rate. On the other hand, a consumer subsidy
decreases self-sufficiency.

Step 4.7 To solve Exercise 4d proceed in the same way as in Exercise 3e or
Step 3.7 to get the results shown in Figure 4.5, which show the growing

Figure 4.3 Cobb–Douglas market model with calibration (exercise4a.xls).
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Figure 4.4 Self-sufficiency as a function of protection rate, producer subsidy rate and
consumer subsidy rate (exercise4c.xls).

Figure 4.5 Welfare effects of an increase in the protection rate compared to free trade
(exercise4d.xls).



welfare losses of an increasing protectionist price policy compared to
free trade.

Step 4.8 To solve Exercise 4e you must keep in mind that the model again
has to be calibrated for ps = 15, pd = 12, qs = 80, qd = 100, εs = 0.5 and
εd = −0.7 by changing only the values at D8 and E8. The results
show that higher elasticities increase the welfare losses of a protec-
tionist price policy compared to free trade (compare your results with
Figure 4.6).
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5 Policy formulation and
trade-offs

Objective

In this chapter the formulation of price policies will be looked at in more detail.
We will show how the developed market model may be used for different questions
of policy formulation and how trade-offs between objectives and with respect to
the implementation of different instruments can be identified.

Theory

The question of why governments intervene in markets and pursue price policies
and, in fact, whether they should do so at all, remains a controversial issue. Here,
we assume that governments behave rationally and introduce price policy instru-
ments to achieve certain objectives. Then, the problem of policy formulation may
be considered as an optimisation problem. Employing a simplified approach in
this manner does not deny the complex reality of policy formulation; it is simply a
useful tool that allows us to assess government intervention in a transparent way.

In previous chapters we have looked at some problems of policy formulation.
We have seen, for example, that a policy with a domestic price equal to the world
market price leads to a maximisation of welfare. From an economic point of view
such a policy seems to be adequate; however, at this point we do not want to
discuss such assessments. In fact, policy formulation applied by governments is
much more multifaceted and complex.

The focus on single components of the welfare function at the expense of others
is common practice. For example, in comparison to a free trade situation, a pro-
tectionist price policy leads to budget revenue in an import case. Figure 1.3 shows
that an optimal (i.e. in this case a budget maximising) domestic price should be
between the world market price and the autarky price. In addition, a rise in the
domestic price to increase foreign exchange has often been discussed, both as
import substitution policy in the import case or as export promotion policy in the
export case. Figure 1.3 points out that in this case there is no optimal (here: foreign
exchange maximising) price, since every rise in the domestic price leads to a further
increase in foreign exchange. Hence, a real optimisation problem only exists if
certain constraints are considered (e.g. budget expenditure or welfare losses).



Many government interventions on markets are driven by distributional object-
ives. If the supply price is to be increased in order to protect producers from
competition from abroad, such a policy will usually lead to a burden on govern-
ment budget and welfare losses to both consumers and society. The specific result
of a protectionist policy depends on the instrument applied and the constraints
to be considered. Figure 5.1 shows the consequences of a producer subsidy and
an export subsidy. For example, for a subsidisation of producers we get a max-
imum supply price ps′, if the resultant budget expenditure may not exceed the
hatched area. A relaxation of the budget constraint would of course widen the
scope for a supply price increase, for example, to ps″, while an additional consider-
ation of a maximum welfare loss would be a binding or non-binding constraint
for the optimisation problem depending on the limit chosen. On the other hand,
a protectionist price policy, which leads to an increase in the price for producers
and consumers, would, under the same budget constraint, result in greater scope
for producer protection. Following Figure 5.1 the maximum domestic price would
now be p′. Note that for simplification, in Figure 5.1 and in the following diagrams
we continue to assume linear supply and demand curves.

For any chosen policy described by instruments implemented and constraints,
we can define a trade-off curve between different objectives. Such a trade-off
curve, for example, between producer surplus and government budget, depicts
the maximum value for producer surplus that may be realised at a certain gov-
ernment budget value or vice versa. Figure 5.2 shows such a trade-off curve for
the discussed example of a producer subsidisation. At a maximum level of the
budget constraint (i.e. at budget expenditure B ′ ), producer surplus would be PS ′.

Figure 5.1 Protectionist policy for producers under budget expenditure constraints.
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A gradual decrease of the maximum possible budget expenditure would lead
to the outlined curve, which at free trade would have the values PS ″ and B = 0.

As we can see in Figure 5.2, increasing the domestic price would lead to a
different trade-off curve. In an import case such a price increase would first result
in both a higher producer surplus and government budget, but later lead to a
conflict between these two political objectives, although at a higher level. Hence,
using trade-off curves allows us to examine the scope for and choice of different
policy instruments and constraints. It is, however, important to note that in this
example changes in consumer surplus have not been considered.

In order to take into account distributional aspects in policy formulation, the
use of distributional weights for different groups in welfare functions has been
discussed. Such an approach is theoretically sound, since we surely cannot assume
that income distribution in a society is optimal in a way that every euro spent and
earned can be weighted equally between individuals. But that is exactly what is
assumed in ‘classical’ welfare economics. In fact, in a society, the marginal utility
of income, in other words the additional utility of the last euro, will be higher for
poorer groups than for richer groups, providing the basis for different distri-
butional weights. Consequently, by extending (3.9) a welfare function adjusted for
distribution may be written as follows:

W a ( ps, pd, pw; g c, g p, g g) = g c CS ( pd ) + g p PS ( ps )

+ g g B ( ps, pd, pw ) (5.1)

with W a – adjusted welfare (integrating distributional weights)
g c – distributional weight for consumers
g p – distributional weight for producers
g g – distributional weight for the government

Figure 5.2 Trade-off curve between producer surplus and government budget.
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or

W a ( ps, pd, pw; g c, g p, g g) = g c ��
qd (pd )

0
p̃d (v) dv − q d ( pd ) pd�

+ g p �qs ( ps ) ps − �
qs (ps)

0
p̃s (v) dv�

+ g g �qd ( pd ) ( pd − pw ) − qs ( ps ) ( ps − pw )�. (5.1)′

Now, the objective of government policy formulation could be to maximise the
adjusted welfare function. If we imply a bigger distributional weight for producers
and set the distributional weight for consumers and the government to 1, we get
the following condition for the optimal supply price:

ps �1 −
g p − 1

εs � = pw, (5.2)

and for the optimal demand price:

pd = pw. (5.3)

Thus, in this case, the greater the distributional weight for producers and the
more inelastic the supply, the higher the supply price should be set above the
world market price. The instrument for such a first-best distribution-oriented
policy would be a corresponding producer subsidisation. At an optimal uniform
domestic price, on the other hand, welfare losses on the demand side need to be
considered. Such a second-best solution for policy formulation would lead to an
optimal domestic price between the supply price derived in the first-best solution
and the world market price.

As elegant as this extended and distribution-oriented welfare view seems to be,
it poses fundamental problems for practical policy formulation. On the one
hand, the setting of certain distributional weights is without doubt a rather
delicate political issue; on the other hand, the consequence would be a differen-
tiated price system requiring a substantial amount of information to be available
to the government in a manner similar to that of a planned economy. In the
end, such a policy approach would result in eliminating the information and
co-ordination functions of the market mechanism. That is why the ‘classical’
concept of welfare economics is still central to welfare assessments in policy evalu-
ations; however, the explicit identification of distributional effects is essential to
every policy analysis.

The limitations of a distribution-oriented policy formulation also become clear
if we examine a typical objective of international agricultural and food policy: to
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ensure proper incentive prices for producers and, at the same time, to establish
reasonable food prices for consumers. In this case, the obvious suitable policy
would be subsidisation of both producers and consumers which, of course, would
lead to welfare losses and budget expenditure. Figure 5.3 shows a corresponding
trade-off curve between a maximum producer subsidy rate at a given consumer
subsidy rate or vice versa in a situation where a budget constraint applies. If
higher budget expenditure is an option, the scope for the policy pursued increases
and the trade-off curve shifts outside.

Exercise 5

Consider again the supply function

qs ( ps ) = c ( ps )ε
s

with εs = 0.3

and the demand function

qd ( pd ) = d ( pd )ε
d

with εd = −0.4.

For the calibration we also use the values from Exercise 4 with ps = 15, pd = 12,
q s = 80 and qd = 100; the world market price is pw = 10. Solve the following
problems:

(a) At what level does the uniform domestic price need to be set to maximise

Figure 5.3 Trade-off curve between producer and consumer subsidy rates under subsidisa-
tion of producers and consumers and a binding budget constraint.
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government budget? And at what level should it be set to maximise foreign
exchange, whereas budget expenditure may not exceed 100 (200)?

(b) Assume free trade; a country wants to increase the supply price, but to limit
budget expenditure to a maximum of 400. What is the highest possible
supply price? What uniform domestic price would be possible instead?

(c) Assume again free trade; show for both policies the trade-off curve between
producer surplus and government budget of −400 ≤ B ≤ 0.

(d) For distributional reasons producers get a 20 per cent higher weight than
consumers and the government. How should supply and demand prices
be set to maximise the adjusted welfare function? At what level should an
optimal uniform domestic price be set instead?

(e) Assume free trade again; a country wants to increase the supply price, but, at
the same time, also decrease the demand price, again limiting budget expend-
iture to a maximum of 400. What trade-off curve would we get for the
producer and consumer subsidy rates, and how does this trade-off curve
change for a budget expenditure constraint of 800?

Solution

Step 5.1 Since we assume the same starting values as in Exercise 4, we can use
the model calibrated in Exercise 4a; or we can conduct a new calibra-
tion as explained in Step 4.4. Exercise 5a is again a typical Solver appli-
cation, whereas in the first part we want to get the uniform domestic
price (changing cell: A4; in cell B4 is the formula = A4), which maxi-
mises government budget (target cell: N4). Compare your result with
Figure 5.4. The optimal domestic price is between the world market
price pw = 10 and the autarky price pa = 18.16 (cf. Step 4.5). If we now
maximise foreign exchange (target cell: M4) under the budget constraint

Figure 5.4 Budget maximisation at a uniform domestic price (exercise5a.xls).
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(constraint: N4 > = −100 respectively −200), the optimal domestic price
is 21.15 respectively 23.42. The budget constraint thus restricts the
export subsidy in a surplus situation.

Step 5.2 We also solve Exercise 5b with the Solver (cf. Figure 5.5). Note that a
fixed demand price of 10 must be in cell B4 if we want to change only
the supply price. If instead the formula = A4 is in cell B4, you get the
optimal uniform domestic price with the same Solver parameters.

Not exceeding the budget expenditure constraint of 400 the producer
subsidisation leads to a maximum possible supply price of ps = 15.00.
With the same budget constraint the uniform domestic price can be
raised above the autarky price to a maximum possible value p = 27.11.

Step 5.3 To solve Exercise 5c we use the models with the Solver configuration
from Exercise 5b, but for all budget constraints between 0, −50, −100 to
−400. To do this, put the corresponding values in the range G14:G22
and enter the Solver solutions for producer surplus in H14:H22.
We also need to change the right side of our constraint each time
(cf. Figure 5.5). Note that choosing the supply price as the target cell pro-
duces the same result as choosing producer surplus, because producer
surplus is a monotonically increasing function of the supply price.

Now select the two data series and generate with the ‘Chart wizard’
(Chart type point (XY), with data points connected by smooth lines) the
desired trade-off curve (see Figures 5.6 and 5.7) Under ‘Chart options’
you can determine the title and the names for the axes.

Pursuing a policy with a uniform domestic price (note the formula
= A4 in cell B4), the trade-off curve shifts to the right (cf. Figure 5.8),

Figure 5.5 Maximum supply price at a budget expenditure constraint of 400 (exercise5b.xls).
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which outlines the greater scope of this policy for increasing producer
surplus under the budget constraint.

Step 5.4 To solve Exercise 5d simply change the welfare function in cell J4 to
= 1.2*O4 + P4 + N4 and run the Solver (cf. Figures 5.9 and 5.10). The
first-best policy results in a supply price of ps = 30 and a demand price at
world market price level, while the second-best policy produces a uni-
form domestic price of p = 13.36. This example shows the cost of using
inappropriate policy instruments in policy formulation.

Step 5.5 In Exercise 5e we discuss the objective of establishing an incentive price
for producers and, at the same time, a reasonable price for consumers.
In this case the country would have to deviate from free trade sub-
sidising both producers and consumers. This would create a trade-off
situation between producer and consumer subsidy rates at a given
budget expenditure constraint. We could directly identify the relevant
trade-off curve for different values for producer and consumer subsidy
rates by maximising the producer subsidy rate for various levels of

Figure 5.6 Dialogue box ‘Chart source data’, ‘Series’ (exercise5c.xls).
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Figure 5.7 Trade-off between government budget and producer surplus at maximum
producer subsidisation (exercise5c.xls).

Figure 5.8 Trade-off between government budget and producer surplus at maximum
uniform domestic price (exercise5c2.xls).
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consumer subsidy rates or, vice versa, by maximising the consumer
subsidy rate for various levels of producer subsidy rates. The procedure
would be comparable to Exercise 5c as visualised in Figures 5.7 and 5.8.
On the other hand, we could also approach this problem as a vector
optimisation problem. Basically, we pursue two objectives: a maximum
supply price and a minimum demand price. Such a situation describes a
vector optimisation problem, where several objective functions are con-
sidered. In our case the two objective functions have a simple structure,
with the two prices as variables.

If we now try to find the maximum supply price at a fixed demand
price of 10 under the required budget constraint, we get the maximum
possible value for the producer subsidy rate. If, on the other hand, we
try to find the minimum demand price at a fixed supply price of 10,
again under the required budget constraint, we get the maximum
possible value for the consumer subsidy rate. If we define both prices as
variables (changing cell: A4:B4) we have to accept compromises with
respect to the two objectives pursued resulting in the trade-off function.
To set up this vector optimisation problem we choose a parameter a,
which varies the weights for the two objectives. This means that in each
case we maximise the linear combination a · ps − (1 − a)pd for different

Figure 5.9 Supply and demand prices at maximum welfare with a 20 per cent higher
weight for producers (exercise5d.xls).

Figure 5.10 Uniform domestic price at maximum welfare with a 20 per cent higher weight
for producers (exercise5d2.xls).
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values of a = 0, 0.1, 0.2, . . ., 1. In the target cell (D12) we enter the
formula = C11*A4 − D11*B4, and the value for the parameter a in
C11 and the formula = 1 − C11 in D11, i.e. the value for 1 − a. We
have to bear in mind that in addition to the budget constraint the
solution is restricted by the limits ps ≥ 10 and pd ≤ 10. If we start with
a = 0, we maximise −pd, i.e. minimise pd and we get the Solver solution
ps = 10 and pd = 6.81. We can then copy both values to A14:B14. We
now increase the value for a and copy the values for the respective prices
to A15:B24.

As a result of the vector optimisation problem and the chosen para-
metrisation, we get only three different sets of solution values. Hence,
we can roughly outline the trade-off curve between a proper incentive
price for producers and a reasonable food price for consumers. We can
solve the price equations for the subsidy rates s and v following (3.11)
and (3.12), and the resultant values provide the basis for the trade-off
curve in Figure 5.11. At a maximum budget expenditure of 800 we
proceed in the same way and get a trade-off curve with four different
solution values shifted slightly to the right.

Figure 5.11 Maximum supply price and minimum demand price at a budget expenditure
of 400 (exercise5e.xls).
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6 External effects

Objective

In Chapter 6 we will discuss how external effects can be considered in the analysis
of price policies. We will show what consequences external effects have for the
impact analysis and the formulation of price policies.

Theory

External effects, positive or negative, are caused by activities of economic agents
which affect the objective function of others (e.g. the utility function of a house-
hold or the profit function of a producer) without being reflected in prices. The
classical example of a negative external effect is a company polluting a river and
thus reducing yield and revenue of a fisherman further downstream. On the other
hand, the cultural landscape shaped by farming over centuries is a widely
accepted example of a positive external effect.

An external effect results in costs or benefits through economic activities which
are not reflected in market prices. In such a situation a market cannot lead to a
maximisation of the social objective function; market failure occurs. This implies
the question: If and how can government intervention on markets correct market
distortions created by external effects? It is a central question in economics,
whether and under what conditions direct government intervention is an appro-
priate mechanism for the internalisation of external effects or whether an
internalisation can be achieved through private agreements in a suitable legal
framework.

The consequences of external effects for the analysis of price policies are
shown in Figure 6.1. In this example we assume a positive external effect through
agricultural production (e.g. a contribution of agriculture in maintaining the cul-
tural landscape). The existence of such an external effect requires a differentiation
between a ‘private’ and a ‘social’ supply curve. The private supply curve reflects
the marginal cost (MC) of the producers and thus, under the prevailing assump-
tions, the marginal cost with respect to welfare. From a social point of view,
however, the external benefit in relation to the landscape contribution also needs
to be considered. In Figure 6.1 we assume a constant marginal external benefit of



the production; hence the ‘social’ supply curve, which considers the private cost of
production and the external benefit, lies below the private supply curve, whereby
the distance between the two curves is defined by the marginal external benefit.

External effects thus widen the assessment of market and price policies from
a ‘classical’ welfare perspective to a broader social welfare point of view which
also includes external benefits and costs. To differentiate from the classical con-
cept, we define an extended ‘social welfare’ function. The extension can be
formalised in a simple way by defining the external production effect considered
as follows:

EE ( ps ) = f (q s ( ps )) (6.1)

with EE – external effect.

Hence it follows for social welfare from (3.9):

W s ( ps, pd, pw ) = TB ( pd ) − C ( ps ) + FE ( ps, pd, pw ) + EE ( ps ) (6.2)

with W s – social welfare

or

W s ( ps, pd, pw ) = �
qd ( pd )

0
p̃d (v) dv − �

qs (ps )

0
p̃s (v) dv

+ �qs ( ps ) − qd ( pd )� pw + f (qs ( ps ) ). (6.2)′

Figure 6.1 Internalisation of a positive external production effect.
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In this context Figure 6.1 shows that free trade leads to a maximisation of welfare,
but would not maximise social welfare. Instead, a producer subsidisation, as
shown in Figure 6.1, would maximise social welfare. Although, in comparison
to free trade, the producer subsidisation would lead to a welfare loss of the
horizontally hatched area, it would result overall in a social welfare gain of
the vertically hatched area, due to the additional external benefit defined by the
bold-framed area.

If, instead of a producer subsidisation, we consider a protectionist policy to
internalise the external production benefit, the result would be twofold and we
would get an increase in social welfare on the supply side, but also a loss on the
demand side. We could define an optimal protection rate for the internalisation of
the positive external effect, in this case comparing marginal gain and marginal
loss under this policy. The protection rate is optimal if marginal gain and mar-
ginal loss are equal. Comparing the optimal producer subsidy rate discussed
above with such an optimal protection rate, the optimal protection rate would be
smaller due to the distortion on the demand side. Hence producer subsidisation
would be the first-best policy to internalise the external effect and a protectionist
policy would be the second-best policy approach.

The trade-off between welfare and external benefit can also be illustrated
graphically. Figure 6.2 shows the trade-off curve under a producer subsidisation
and under a protectionist price policy, respectively, while free trade is always
our base situation. We can see how the second-best protectionist price policy
limits the scope for policy-making compared to a first-best producer subsidisation
policy.

The concept of external effects and their internalisation may be extended to
other economic activities and, in principle, to any derived variable so long as
social welfare effects are plausible. For example, Figure 6.3 assumes a negative
external production effect and a positive external consumption effect. Moreover,
it implements the assumption of an undervalued exchange rate (the price of
foreign exchange) due to an overvalued domestic currency. Thus, the real cost of

Figure 6.2 Trade-off between welfare and positive external production effect.
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foreign exchange expenditure is higher as shown by the exchange rate, and the
shadow price of an imported good is therefore higher than the world market
price. Figure 6.3 illustrates how an optimal price policy would be formulated to
internalise these external effects. It shows an optimal protection rate, an optimal
producer tax rate and an optimal consumer subsidy rate, whereas each of these
policy interventions internalises one of the external effects described above. At the
end, this combination of policy instruments leads to an optimal supply price and
an optimal demand price. However, this result may also be achieved through
other combinations of the three policy instruments.

As evident as such policy formulation is, this example also points to the limita-
tions of price policies to internalise external effects. Similar to the definition of
distributional weights in Chapter 5, the definition and quantification of external
cost and benefit would not be an easy political task. Internalisation would, then,
require a differentiated price system which, in the end, would resemble a system
somewhat similar to that of a planned economy; in essence, an ambitious policy
approach to internalise external effects would result in eliminating the informa-
tion and co-ordination functions of the market mechanism. A responsible policy
formulation in case of external effects therefore implies comparing advantages
and disadvantages of government interventions carefully.

Exercise 6

Consider again the supply function

qs ( ps ) = c ( ps )ε
s

Figure 6.3 Internalisation of different external effects through price policies.
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with εs = 0.3

and the demand function

qd ( pd ) = d ( pd )ε
d

with εd = −0.4.

For the calibration of the functions we use the values from Exercise 4 with ps = 15,
pd = 12, q s = 80 and qd = 100; the world market price is pw = 10. Solve the following
problems:

(a) Assume free trade; the production causes a marginal external benefit of 3
(e.g. with respect to the landscape objectives of a society). Show graphically
the welfare function and social welfare function at a gradual increase in the
protection rate to 50 per cent.

(b) Compare the optimal producer subsidy rate and the optimal protection rate
maximising social welfare.

(c) Assume again free trade; show graphically the trade-off curve between welfare
and external production effect at a gradual increase in the producer subsidy
rate and the protection rate, respectively, to 50 per cent.

(d) How would the results in (b) and (c) differ with εs = 0.6 and εd = −0.8,
and what would be the consequences of the implementation of a budget
expenditure constraint of 150?

(e) Assume again the initial elasticity values. Implement the following assump-
tions: a negative external production effect of 20 per cent of the supply price,
a positive external consumption effect of 30 per cent of the demand price,
and a shadow price for foreign exchange which, due to an overvalued
domestic currency, is 10 per cent higher than the real exchange rate. Formulate
an optimal price policy to internalise these external effects. Compare this
policy with an optimal protectionist price policy.

Solution

Step 6.1 We use the model from Exercise 4d as a basis for this exercise
(cf. Figure 4.5). In that way, we already have the protection rates and
subsidy rates incorporated into the model (see Step 4.6 or 3.5).

We enter value 3 for the marginal external benefit in cell H8. Below, in
cell H10, we enter for the external effect 3 · qs the formula = H8*E4 and
write for social welfare the formula = J4 + H10 in cell H13. We now only
need to produce the welfare function and social welfare function at a
changing protection rate r by using ‘Data, table . . .’ and we need to
show the results in a diagram (see Figure 6.4); Exercise 6a is now solved.

Figure 6.4 shows that a gradual increase in protection results in wel-
fare losses. Social welfare rises initially above the free trade level due to
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the external production effect, but then also declines due to the increas-
ing welfare losses at higher protection levels.

Step 6.2 Using the Solver you calculate the optimal producer subsidy rate and the
optimal protection rate maximising social welfare. Choose H13 as target
cell and B15 and A15 as changing cells. You do not need to define any
constraints in this exercise. The results are shown in Figures 6.5 and 6.6.

Figure 6.4 Impact of a positive external production effect on social welfare (exercise6a.xls).

Figure 6.5 Optimal producer subsidy rate for social welfare (exercise6b.xls).
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The optimal producer subsidy rate results in a supply price above the
world market price, whereas the difference between the two prices is
defined by the marginal external benefit. On the other hand, the opti-
mal protection rate is significantly lower, due to the demand distorting
effect of this second-best policy to internalise the external production
effect.

Step 6.3 To solve Exercise 6c you can directly use the model from Exercise 6a.
You only need to substitute social welfare with the external effect and
display the data in a trade-off curve. You then get the trade-off curve for
different values of the protection rate r (cf. Step 5.3 and see Figure 6.7);
whereas to get the trade-off at a changing producer subsidy rate s

(see Figure 6.8), you simply need to alter the ‘Data, table’ operation
(‘Columns input cell’ B15).

To facilitate a graphical comparison, it is useful to include both
curves in the same diagram (with ‘Chart source data’ and adding a
data series: see Figure 6.9). We can see that a producer subsidisation
policy provides greater scope for policy-making with respect to wel-
fare and the external benefit considered than a protectionist price
policy.

Step 6.4 In Exercise 6d we want to work with other elasticity values. Before doing
Steps 6.2 and 6.3 again, you need to calibrate the model for the new
values (cf. Step 4.4). To do this, you simply enter the new elasticities in
cells D8 and E8, and the calibration constants, the quantities in E4 and
F4, and all other functions adjust automatically.

Compare your results with Figures 6.10 to 6.12. You will see that
higher elasticity values do not influence the result for the optimal pro-
ducer subsidy rate, but lower the optimal protection rate. This implies
that welfare distortions of this second-best policy are greater if demand

Figure 6.6 Optimal protection rate for social welfare (exercise6b2.xls).
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is more elastic. Another consequence is that the difference between
the trade-off curves for first-best and second-best policies is bigger in
Figure 6.12 than in Figure 6.9. However, a comparison of the two
figures needs to take into account different functional values.

If we limit budget expenditure to a maximum of 150, we get an
optimal producer subsidy rate of 0.213 (Solver constraint N4 > = −150;
see Figure 6.13). Thus, in this example, budget expenditure for a pro-
ducer subsidisation policy is a binding constraint for the internalisation
of the external production effect. In contrast, the budget expenditure
constraint does not affect the result for the optimal protection rate, since
the calculated protection rate does not stimulate exports and thus does
not cause budget expenditure. In Figure 6.12 the calculated values for
budget expenditure show that with a budget constraint of 150 the trade-
off curve for the producer subsidisation policy would truncate after the
first five values.

Step 6.5 In Exercise 6e we want to consider multiple external effects at the same
time. To do this, we enter the values −0.2, 0.3 and 0.1 in the cells I9, I10

Figure 6.7 Trade-off between welfare and external production effect at a changing protec-
tion rate (exercise6c.xls).
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and I11, respectively. For the sum of the external effects it follows the
formula: EE = α · Cost + β · Total benefit + γ · Foreign exchange. In
comparison to the previously discussed constant marginal external
benefit of production we now consider a percentage supplement or
reduction of the supply curve (as marginal cost), of the demand curve
(as marginal total benefit) and of the world market price (as marginal
foreign exchange expenditure). We enter the appropriate Excel formula
= I9*H4 + I10*I4 + I11*M4 in cell H15 and social welfare in cell H18
(see Figure 6.14).

First, we implement free trade as our base situation (r = 0, s = 0, v = 0 ).
To determine optimal price policies we again use the Solver. If we
begin with the optimal protectionist price policy, we need to define
the protection rate r (cell A15) as changing cell; target cell is H18. We
get the solution with r ≈ −0.13 and a domestic price of 8.67. If we
now go back to the base situation (free trade, r = 0, s = 0, v = 0 ) and
define all three rates as changing cells (i.e. the range A15:C15), we
get the optimal values displayed in A20:C20 and E20 and F20 of
Figure 6.14.

Figure 6.8 Trade-off between welfare and external production effect at a changing pro-
ducer subsidy rate (exercise6c2.xls).
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Figure 6.9 Trade-off between welfare and external production effect at a changing protec-
tion rate r and producer subsidy rate s (exercise6c3.xls).

Figure 6.10 Optimal producer subsidy rate for social welfare at εs = 0.6 and εd = −0.8
(exercise6d1.xls).
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If we choose different initial values (e.g. r = 0.5, s = 0 and v = 0 ), we
get a different solution for r, s and v (cf. A21:C21 in Figure 6.14), but the
same values for ps, pd and for the maximum social welfare. We also get
these optimal values if we fix one rate and define the other two rates as
changing cells (cf. A23:C25 in Figure 6.14).

Thus it is clear that different combinations of these price policy
instruments produce the same first-best result with a supply price of
ps = 9.17 and a demand price of pd = 8.46. The optimal supply price is
20 per cent of the value 9.17 lower than the adjusted world market price
of 11, as shown in Figure 6.3. Similarly, the optimal demand price is
30 per cent of the value 8.46 below the adjusted world market price.

The above example shows the scope for formulating a first-best price
policy with various combinations of price policy instruments. If the
number of available policy instruments is restricted, one has to consider
the following consequences. With two available instruments there is only
one solution which produces the first-best prices; with only one available
instrument a first-best solution is not possible in the case considered
above. Figure 6.14 shows that, if policy formulation is limited to the
protection rate, the optimal domestic price is p = 8.67, which is between
the supply and the demand price of a first-best policy.

Figure 6.11 Optimal protection rate for social welfare with εs = 0.6 and εd = −0.8
(exercise6d2.xls).
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Figure 6.12 Trade-off between welfare and external production effect at a changing pro-
tection rate r and a changing producer subsidy rate s with εs = 0.6 and
εd = −0.8 (exercise6d5.xls).
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Figure 6.13 Optimal producer subsidy rate for social welfare with εs = 0.6 and εd = −0.8
and budget expenditure constraint of 150 (exercise6d6.xls).

Figure 6.14 Optimal price policies considering multiple external effects (exercise6e.xls).
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7 Integrated markets

Objective

In Chapter 7 we extend the analysis of price policies to integrated markets.
We will show how transfers occur in integrated markets and what consequences
such transfers have for the analysis and formulation of price policies.

Theory

There are a number of examples where countries in a certain region integrate
their markets, protecting them together against the rest of the world. Regional
integration can take place in different forms: in a free trade zone internal trade
is free of barriers, but the member states usually keep different tariffs against the
rest of the world; in a customs union (e.g. the European Union), member states
typically protect their markets through a common tariff. In addition to free
internal trade with commodities, a common market is often characterised
by free exchange of production factors between the different countries. Further
integration concepts are known from discussions surrounding the European
Union: an economic and monetary union with a common economic and
monetary policy or a political union integrating further policy fields of member
countries.

Figure 7.1 shows a customs union such as the European Union, but with only
two member states. The common market price pu in this customs union is above
the world market price pw. As in the case of a single country, this price policy is
implemented through a tariff in an import case and an export subsidy in an
export case. However, compared to a situation without a customs union, there is
one major difference. Due to financial solidarity in a customs union trade policies
no longer affect the national but the common budget, and member countries have
to finance the common budget through financial contributions. Consequently,
trade transfers between the member states arise, which affects the impact and
assessment of price policies.

Following Figure 7.1 we see that in a customs union the import country loses
the tariff revenue. The country has to pay the higher market price for imports
from another member state, leading to a negative trade transfer. Moreover, it has



to transfer the tariff revenue for imports from the rest of the world to the common
budget of the customs union, resulting in a negative indirect financial transfer.
The reverse situation applies for an export country. The export country does not
need to finance export subsidies any more; it receives a positive trade transfer for
exports to other member countries due to the higher international price and a
positive indirect financial transfer from the common budget for exports to third
countries (i.e. the rest of the world).

The assumed net-trade situation for the customs union is overall positive, i.e.
the price policy shown in Figure 7.1 leads to a financial burden of the common
budget in terms of export subsidies. Depending on the share in the financial
contribution to the common budget, a negative direct financial transfer occurs for
both countries, which further deteriorates the transfer situation of the import
country and reduces the positive transfer situation of the export country. For the
customs union as a whole, however, such transfer effects represent a ‘zero-sum
game’ (in other words, the sum of all, positive and negative, transfers in a customs
union is 0), so that the protectionist policy shown in Figure 7.1 leads to an overall
welfare loss for the union and, hence, for the member countries together depicted
by the bold-framed triangles.

The transfer problem for a member country in a customs union may be gener-
alised and formalised in a simple way. For transfers in a member country it
follows:

Ti (ps
1, . . ., ps

n, pd
1, . . ., pd

n, pu, pw, bi ) = �q s
i ( ps

i ) − q d
i (pd

i )� ( pu − pw )

− bi �
n

j=1
�q s

j (ps
j ) − q d

j ( pd
j )� ( pu − pw ) (7.1)

Figure 7.1 Transfers in a customs union.
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with Ti – transfer
pu – customs union price
bi – share of financial contribution (to the common budget)
i – defines the member country considered, while j = 1, . . ., i, . . ., n is

the index for all member countries in a customs union.

Equation (7.1) shows that the transfer of a member state is a function of the
supply prices and demand prices of all member countries as well as the customs
union price, the world market price and the share of the financial contribution. If
the member states do not pursue a national price policy, which is the basic idea
behind a customs union, it then follows ps

j = pd
j = pu, and the transfer is thus a

function of pu, pw and bi. Equation (7.1) also shows that, overall, the sum of all
transfers in a customs union is 0 because we can write:

�
n

i=1

Ti = �
n

i=1
�q s

i ( ps
i ) − q d

i ( pd
i )� ( pu − pw )

− �
n

i=1

bi �
n

j=1
�q s

j ( ps
j ) − q d

j (pd
j )� ( pu − pw ) = 0. (7.2)

The transfer for a member state in a customs union changes the foreign
exchange and government budget functions of the country and, hence, also the
welfare function. For the foreign exchange function it follows based on (3.3):

FE m
i = FEi + Ti (7.3)

or

FE m
i ( ps

1, . . ., ps
n, pd

1, . . ., pd
n, pu, pw, bi ) = �q s

i ( ps
i ) − q d

i ( pd
i )� pu 

− bi �
n

j=1
�q s

j ( p s
j ) − q d

j ( pd
j )� ( pu − pw )

(7.3)′

with FEm
i – foreign exchange (revenue) of a customs union member country.

Similarly, for the government budget function following (3.4), we can write:

Bm
i = Bi + Ti (7.4)

or
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B m
i (ps
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with B m
i – government budget (revenue) of the customs union member

country.

Hence, for the welfare function it follows based on (3.9):

W m
i = Wi + Ti (7.5)

or

W m
i = TBi − Ci + FE m

i , (7.5)′

or also

W m
i = CSi + PSi + B m

i (7.5)″

and finally
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with W m
i – welfare of a customs union member country.

Equation (7.5) illustrates that the formulation of total benefit and cost as well as
consumer surplus and producer surplus does not change for a member country in
a customs union. If we finally aggregate the welfare functions of all member
countries, we can formulate the welfare level of the customs union in a way which
is comparable to a non-member country (see (3.9)).

In order to understand the transfer problem in a customs union, it is helpful
to define the transfers for the different member countries as a function of
the customs union price. Figure 7.2 shows some examples of transfer functions.
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Since the transfer is 0 for pu = pw, in both cases the transfer function intersects
the abscissa at pw. For country 1 the transfer function is decreasing monotonic-
ally, meaning that any increase in the customs union price would further
deteriorate the transfer situation. Vice versa, any decrease in the internal price
in the customs union would improve the situation. This implies that for this
country a customs union price at world market price level would not lead to
welfare maximisation. Instead, the optimal outcome would be a lower price at
which the ‘marginal transfer gain’ would match the ‘marginal welfare loss’ as
visualised by the welfare loss triangles (cf. Figure 7.1). In a similar way, country 2
would achieve a maximisation of welfare at a customs union price, which is
higher than the world market price. Product-tied transfers within a customs
union thus result in conflicts between the member countries with respect to a
common price policy and create incentives for policy distortions from a union’s
point of view.

Furthermore, the cost of national policies can also be shifted to other member
countries and the union as a whole. For example, a producer subsidisation imple-
mented in one member country could, at a given customs union price, increase
export refunds of the customs union and deteriorate the transfer, foreign
exchange and budget situation in the other member countries. The extent of such
externalisation opportunities in integrated markets depends, of course, on the
share of financial contribution to the common budget of the member countries.
A hypothetical share of 0, for example, would not affect the national budget as a
consequence of an ‘externalisation policy’. In this case, the customs union price
would be the relevant ‘shadow price’ for the member country guiding the coun-
try’s allocation of resources and not the world market price. In an export case and
from a national perspective the country should advocate an increasing customs
union price at the expense of the union. The other extreme, a hypothetical share
of the financial contribution to the common budget of 1, would lead to a totally

Figure 7.2 Transfer for member countries in a customs union.
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different outcome. In this case, the country, and only this country, has to bear
all the consequences of not only its own national policy, but also of policies
implemented in other member countries.

Overall, the integration of markets leads to totally different conditions for an
individual country to analyse and formulate price policies. The new policy
framework can broaden the scope for formulating and realising policy objectives
(e.g. increase in producer surplus and limiting budget expenditure), but it can also
restrict the scope for policy-making.

Exercise 7

Consider for both member countries of a customs union the following supply
functions:

q s
i ( ps

i ) = ci ( ps
i )

ε
s
i, i = 1, 2

with ε s
1 = ε s

2 = 0.3

and the demand functions

q d
i ( pd

i ) = di ( pd
i )

ε
d
i, i = 1, 2

with εd
1 = εd

2 = −0.4.

The customs union sets the customs union price independently from the world
market price at pu = 12; the world market price is pw = 10. Under this price setting
the first member country is an importer with q s

1 = 80 and q d
1 = 100, and the

second member country is an exporter with q s
2 = 200 and q d

2 = 160. The share of
financial contribution is b1 = 0.5 for the first member country and b2 = 0.5 for the
second. Formulate and calibrate the corresponding model and solve the following
problems:

(a) Show graphically how the transfers for the two member countries change
under a gradual increase of the customs union price from 10 to 20.

(b) At what level does the customs union price need to be set to maximise welfare
for the individual member states and what price level is required to maximise
welfare for the customs union as a whole?

(c) Describe and explain the reasons for the shape of the welfare function for
both countries for 5 ≤ pu ≤ 30. How does the shape change with b1 = 0.2 (0.8 )?

(d) Assume that the customs union price is the relevant price for producers and
consumers in both member countries. Show graphically how a gradual
increase in the producer subsidy rate to 50 per cent in country 2 affects
transfer, foreign exchange and government budget in country 1. How does
the result change with b1 = 0.2 (0.8 )?

(e) How does the trade-off between producer surplus and government budget in
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country 1 change, if, following a national protectionist policy, a common
protectionist policy is pursued in the customs union?

Solution

Step 7.1 We can again use the model from Exercise 4a (or Exercise 5a) calibrated
for ps = 15, pd = 12 and pw = 10, εs = 0.3 and εd = −0.4. Click on cell A1
and add a new first column (‘Insert’, ‘Columns’). You can now enter the
customs union price in cell A4. For the second member country of
the customs union we copy the market model from the first eight rows of
the Excel sheet into rows 9–16.

Step 7.2 Set both the supply price and the demand price equal to the customs
union price (= A4 and = A12). Write the formula = A4 in cell A12 and
the formula = D4 in cell D12. In that way, prices and elasticities are
correct and the model can be calibrated for both countries (importer
and exporter) (see also Step 4.4, but note the different parameters of
calibration, and see Figure 7.3).

Step 7.3 In this step we want to add the transfer Ti (see (7.1)) to the customs
union model. To do this, enter the share of financial contribution
b1 = 0.5 in cell A8 and write the formula = 1 − A8 for b2 in cell A16. If
you now calculate customs union expenditure = (F4 − G4)*(A4 − D4) +
(F12 − G12)*(A12 − D12) in cell A19, you get the transfer for country 1
defined as = (F4 − G4)*(A4 − D4) − A8*A19 in cell B8 and the transfer
for country 2 written as = (F12 − G12)*(A12 − D12) − A16*A19 in B16
(cf. Figure 7.3).

Following (7.3) and (7.4) we have to add the transfers of countries 1 and
2 to their respective foreign exchange and government budget formulas
in the cells N4 and O4 (country 1) and N12 and O12 (country 2).

The values in Figure 7.3 show the consequences of membership in a
customs union. As importer, country 1 loses tariff revenue and, in add-
ition, has to contribute to the export subsidies of the customs union.
Under the described price policy scenario country 1 has a budget rev-
enue of 40 as a non-member of the customs union. Being a member of
the customs union leads to a deteriorating budget situation and a budget
expenditure of 20. Moreover, foreign exchange expenditure increases
from 200 to 260. On the other hand, for country 2 the consequences of
joining the customs union are exactly the opposite to those described for
country 1.

Step 7.4 We can now solve Exercise 7a. We assume free trade as our base situ-
ation and enter the value 10 for pu in cell A4. We produce the transfer
data for both member countries under a gradual increase of the cus-
toms union price by using ‘Data, table’ (as explained in Step 1.4) and
depict the values in a diagram (see Figure 7.4). Figure 7.4 shows that an
increase in the customs union price above the world market price leads
to a growing transfer from country 1 to country 2.
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Step 7.5 We solve Exercise 7b using the Solver. For country 1 we get an optimal
customs union price of pu ≈ 8.36, and for country 2 of pu ≈ 19.73. From
the customs union point of view (target cell here is a cell with the
formula = K4 + K12 as the union’s welfare) the optimal price is the
world market price.

While different national political objectives in the various member
states of a customs union may always result in differences in the assess-
ment of a common policy, this example demonstrates that just the insti-
tutional framework of a customs union can lead to conflicting interests.

Step 7.6 In Exercise 7c we get the welfare functions in the same way as in Step 7.4
using ‘Data, table’. The way we have built our models for the customs
union allows us to analyse the situations at different shares of financial
contributions by simply changing the value for b1 in cell A8 (see
exercise7c.xls).

Figure 7.3 Model for a customs union (exercise7.xls).
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At a share of financial contribution of b1 = b2 = 0.5 the welfare
functions reach their maximum at pu ≈ 8 for country 1 and pu ≈ 20 for
country 2, in line with the result of Exercise 7b. However, at shares of
financial contributions of b1 = 0.2 and b2 = 0.8 country 2 has a greater
‘financial responsibility’ in the customs union; the welfare-maximising
customs union price for country 2 is now only slightly above the world
market price. On the other hand, at shares of financial contribution of
b1 = 0.8 and b2 = 0.2 we get a rather paradoxical situation where any
increase in the customs union price makes sense for country 2, but at the
expense of the other member country, country 1 (cf. Figure 7.5).

Step 7.7 To solve Exercises 7d and 7e we need to include the protection rate and
subsidy rates in the model for both countries (e.g. as in Exercise 6e). In
order to create some space for these parameters, we move country 2
from rows 10–19 to rows 13–22. To do this, highlight the rows 10–19
and move the contents to the new range (compare with Step 2.1). The

Figure 7.4 Transfer functions at equal shares of financial contributions (exercise7a.xls).
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lower space of the Excel sheet would be better blank (operations such as
‘Data, table’ or a diagram could interfere). Alternatively, you can use the
model exercise7.xls. In the same way, move customs union expenditure
(A20:A22) to D24:D26. Besides the inclusion of the rates, do not forget
to endogenise supply and demand prices, defined as dependent on the
customs union price and not on the world market price (cf. Step 3.5 or
4.6 and see Figure 7.6).

Step 7.8 We can now generate transfer, foreign exchange and government
budget data for country 1 for different producer subsidy rates s2 in
country 2 by again using ‘Data, table’ and create a diagram (see
Figure 7.6). We recommend a separate presentation of the individual
curves. You can vary the share of financial contribution in cell A8 (in
cell A19 we have the formula = 1 − A8).

Depending on the shares of financial contributions, higher production
in country 2 due to producer subsidisation in this country leads to an
increase in the negative transfer for country 1 and a rise in government
budget and foreign exchange expenditures. This spill-over effect from
country 2 to country 1 is particularly high with a larger share of
financial contribution coming from country 1.

Step 7.9 Let us proceed to Exercise 7e. In order to formulate a common pro-
tectionist price policy in the customs union, we add a protection rate for
the customs union (r union) with a preliminary value of 0 in cell A26, and
link this cell with the world market price defining the customs union

Figure 7.5 Welfare functions of the member countries of a customs union at shares of
financial contributions of b1 = 0.8 and b2 = 0.2 (exercise7c.xls).
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price; hence, in cell A4 we get the formula = (1 + A26)*D4. Moreover,
we assume the same share of financial contribution in both member
countries (b1 = b2 = 0.5 ) and no national price policies (ri = si = vi = 0 ).
We can now generate transfer, government budget and producer sur-
plus data for country 1 at a changing protection rate (r union) again by
using ‘Data, table’. Finally, we depict government budget and producer
surplus as trade-off function (cf. Figure 7.7 and Step 5.3).

Step 7.10 In the next step, we want to simulate a protectionist price policy in
country 1 without being a member of the customs union, show the
resulting trade-off curve between producer surplus and government
budget and compare the trade-off curve with the previous trade-off
curve from Step 7.9. To do this we first fix the values generated through

Figure 7.6 Market model for a customs union with protection and subsidy rates
(exercise7d.xls).
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Figure 7.7 Trade-off between producer surplus and government budget of a country under
a common protectionist price policy in the customs union (exercise7e1.xls).
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‘Data, table’ in the range B30:D39 and related to protection in the
customs union (‘Copy, paste special, values’). Next, substitute the cus-
toms union price for the world market price in the formulas of the
supply and the demand price and the customs union protection rate by
the national protection rate, i.e. ps and pd are now dependent on the
national rates and pw. Keep also in mind that government budget may
no longer include the transfer (cf. G29). Finally, generate government
budget and producer surplus for country 1 at different national protec-
tion rates r1, again by using ‘Data, table’, and add the relevant data
series as the second trade-off function to the diagram (cf. Figure 7.8 and
exercise7e2.xls).

Figure 7.8 shows that a protectionist price policy in a non-member
country does not lead initially to a conflict between producer surplus
and government budget, but would do so if the country becomes a
member of the customs union. This emphasises how trade-offs between
political objectives and the scope for policy-making of a country can
change significantly, if a country becomes a member of a customs
union.

Figure 7.7 continued.
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Figure 7.8 Trade-off between producer surplus and government budget of a country under
a common protectionist price policy and as a non-member of the customs union
(exercise7e2.xls).
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8 World market and third
country effects

Objective

In Chapter 8 we will examine international interdependencies and linkages. We
will show how a price policy implemented in one country can affect the world
market price and political objectives in third countries.

Theory

In the discussions thus far we have assumed that price policies in a certain
country do not affect the world market price; hence we have assumed in this
context a ‘small country’. However, in many cases, particularly in the case of
integrated markets, price policies are implemented by large countries or regions
which have a considerable share in world trade; policies in such large countries
or regions will then, of course, have an impact on the world market and third
countries.

Figure 8.1 shows how a national protectionist price policy leads to a lower
world market price. For the sake of simplification, we assume that the considered

Figure 8.1 Impact of a protectionist price policy on the world market price.



country is the only importer (or consumer) on the world market. The import
demand function ID is the difference between the quantities demanded and sup-
plied in the country at the relevant domestic price. The import demand is satisfied
through export supply (ES) of the rest of the world. At free trade, the world
market is in equilibrium at pw.

If this country now increases the domestic price to p, the import demand kinks
at qim′ and becomes totally inelastic. As a consequence of this policy the world
market price declines to pw′. Similarly, in an export situation a national protection-
ist price policy will lower the world market price. Generally, the impact on the
world market price is larger the more inelastic demand and supply abroad and
the bigger the share of the considered country in world trade. On the other hand,
the described price effect also depends of course on the specific protectionist
policy instrument applied.

In general, for the calculation of the world market price it applies that in
the equilibrium the world market must be cleared. Hence, in contrast to the
assumption of a small country, we need to endogenise the world market price. It
follows:

�q s ( p s ) − q d ( p d )� + �q s
r ( pw ) − q d

r ( p w )� = 0 (8.1)

where r denotes the rest of the world from the point of view of the considered
country.

Similar to (3.13) and (3.14) we can also write the following for different price
policies:

�q s (s, r, p w ) − q d (v, r, p w )� + �q s
r ( p w ) − q d

r ( p w )� = 0 (8.1)′

and for free trade:

�q s ( p w ) − q d ( p w )� + �q s
r ( p w ) − q d

r ( p w )� = 0. (8.1)″

The changes in world market prices due to price policy interventions in the
considered large country affect different political objectives in third countries.
Figure 8.2 shows the example of an export country. In this case, changes in
welfare, foreign exchange and producer surplus are negative; thus, the rest of the
world loses, measured by these political objectives, as a consequence of the
national protectionist price policy in the large country.

In the import case the consequences of a protectionist price policy are not that
clear. In this case welfare increases and foreign exchange expenditure can increase
or decrease depending on the size of the price and quantity effects, and these
effects depend on the supply and demand elasticities. From the producers’ point of
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view, however, also in this case a reduction of producer surplus occurs, as is shown
by the bold-framed area in Figure 8.2; the producers in third countries are
thus in any case the losers of a protectionist price policy in the considered large
country.

However, we have to keep in mind that in our discussion on third country
effects of price policies we assume corresponding domestic price changes in third
countries due to the world market price changes. But that does not necessarily
need to be the case, since these countries could also pursue a price policy
independent from the world market price.

The considered large country could finally use its market power on the
world market to influence the world market price to achieve its own objectives.
Figure 8.3 shows the classical optimal tariff argument. If the large country
increases the domestic price to p, this not only causes welfare losses as described
for a small country by the welfare loss triangles, but also leads to terms of trade
gains through the reduced world market price. The optimal protection rate, the
optimal tariff, is where the marginal welfare loss is equal to the marginal welfare
gain from the improved terms of trade. The country maximises its welfare as
monopsonist on the world market.

The optimal tariff argument may be applied to an export situation. In this case
the country could act as a monopolist and use its market power on the world
market. By lowering the domestic price below the world market price, the latter
could be increased and the welfare level improved. Similar to the optimal tariff
argument, it would be possible to derive an optimal export taxation rate. It is
tempting to further discuss the relevance and moral of such policies at the expense
of other countries, but we do not extend this discussion here.

Figure 8.2 Impact of a protectionist price policy on political objectives in third countries.
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Exercise 8

For a large country and for the rest of the world the supply functions are:

q s ( p s ) = c ( p s )ε s

with ε s = 0.3

and

q s
r ( pw ) = cr ( pw )ε s

r

with ε s
r = 0.3

and the demand functions

q d ( p d ) = d ( p d )ε d

with ε d = −0.4

and

q d
r ( p w ) = dr ( p w )ε d

r

with ε d
r = −0.4.

The country sets the domestic price at p = 15; the world market price is p w = 10.
Under this price policy the country is an importer with a quantity supplied of
q s = 80 and quantity demanded of q d = 100. For the rest of the world the quantity
supplied is q s

r = 200 and the quantity demanded is q d
r = 180. Formulate and

calibrate the corresponding model and solve the following problems:

Figure 8.3 Optimal tariff argument.
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(a) What is the world market price at free trade?
(b) Assume free trade. Show graphically how the world market price changes

with a gradual increase of the country’s protection rate to 50 per cent.
(c) Show graphically how welfare, foreign exchange and producer surplus in

the rest of the world change at the same gradual increase of the country’s
protection rate.

(d) Determine the optimal tariff for the considered country.
(e) Compare the optimal tariff, calculated under (d), with the optimal tariff at

ε s = 0.5 and ε d = −0.7 as well as with the optimal tariff at ε s
r =0.5 and ε d

r = −0.7.

Solution

Step 8.1 In this exercise you may use the model from exercise4a.xls and proceed
as in Steps 7.1 and 7.2, copying the first eight rows, inserting a new
column G, in which you enter the formula for the excess supply
and their sum for the two countries, and then calibrating the model
accordingly (cf. Figure 8.4).

Step 8.2 To solve Exercise 8a you will need to define the price linkages at free trade
in a way that only the world market price in cell C12 is set as exogenous.
You then maximise (e.g. the welfare of the country in the target cell),

Figure 8.4 Market model for a large country and the rest of the world (exercise8.xls).
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whereas the world market needs to be cleared (constraint: sum G16 = 0);
C12 is defined as changing cell. You obtain a world market price of 11.44.

In this example a liberalisation in the large country compared to the
base situation would thus lead to an increase in the world market price
of 14.4 per cent.

Step 8.3 As in Step 7.7 you implement the protection and subsidy rates and link
the prices with the rates (cf. Figure 8.5). Then, using the Solver, you
calculate the world market prices clearing the world markets at different
protection rates. You can summarise their values in the range B26:B36
and produce a diagram as in Figure 8.5.

Figure 8.5 World market prices at different protection rates in the large country (exer-
cise8b.xls).
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Figure 8.5 shows how the world market price changes with increasing
protection in the large country. In comparison to the world market
price at free trade ( p w = 11.4 ) the protectionist policy pursued by
the large country reduces the world market price (note that this
price reduction effect is declining with an increasing protection rate)
up to a protection rate of 50 per cent, with the world market price
of p w = 10 which is the initial value for the world market price in
Exercise 8.

Step 8.4 Since the three political objectives for the rest of the world from
Exercise 8c are functions of the world market prices calculated in
Exercise 8b, we can use the ‘Data, table’ operations to enter their values
in the range B26:E36, taking C15 as ‘Column input cell’ (cf. Figure 8.6
and exercise8c.xls). Because of the large differences between the values

Figure 8.6 Welfare, foreign exchange and producer surplus of the rest of the world at
different protection rates in the large country (exercise8c.xls).
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of the three variables it is better to produce a separate graphical
presentation of the three functions.

The graphs confirm the theory that a protectionist price policy of a
large country has negative consequences for export countries (based on
the political objectives considered). On the other hand, consumers in
the rest of the world gain due to lower prices.

Step 8.5 To determine the optimal tariff for the large country (Exercise 8d) we
set the Solver with the national welfare K4 as target cell, the protection
rate of the country in cell A12 and the world market price in cell C15 as
changing cells (select non-continuous cells or blocks by holding down
the control key), and the market-clearing condition G19 = 0 as con-
straint. Compare the solution with Figure 8.7. The result confirms that
the large country can maximise its welfare, compared to free trade,
through a tariff of r = 22 per cent.

Step 8.6 Let us now solve Exercise 8e. When you change the elasticities used
in exercise8d.xls, the model will automatically be calibrated for the
new values. Depending on the changes of the elasticities for the large
country, the rest of the world or both, you get different solutions for the
optimal tariff, i.e. for the values of r and pw (cf. Figures 8.8 to 8.10).

Figure 8.6 continued.
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Figure 8.7 Calculation of the optimal tariff (exercise8d.xls).

Figure 8.8 Optimal tariff at εs = 0.5 and εd = −0.7 (exercise8e1.xls).



Figure 8.9 Optimal tariff at εs
r = 0.5 and εd

r = −0.7 (exercise8e2.xls).

Figure 8.10 Optimal tariff at εs = 0.5, εd = −0.7 and εs
r = 0.5, εd

r = −0.7 (exercise8e3.xls).
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Elastic supply and demand in the large country leads to a stronger
decline in the import demand and thus to a larger reduction of the
world market price, resulting in a comparably higher optimal tariff. If,
however, supply and demand in the rest of the world are elastic, then
the opposite is the case, since a protectionist price policy now has a
smaller impact on the world market.
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Part II

Analysis of structural
policies





9 Shifts of the supply curve

Objective

In Chapter 9 we will further extend the market model to analyse structural
policies. We will explain how structural policies lead to a shift of supply curves
and we will show how such a shift of the supply curve affects political objectives.

Theory

Differentiating between price policies and structural policies, in price policy
analysis it is usually assumed that supply and demand curves are given, while
structural policies lead to a shift of supply curves. Figure 9.1 emphasises this
differentiation: price policies are thus characterised by movements on given
supply and demand curves, in contrast to structural policies, which move (i.e. shift)
the supply curves to a new position.

Figure 9.1 Differentiation between price and structural policies.



There are a number of different types of structural policies. For example,
research and extension can lead to an enhancement of productivity and hence
to a rightward shift of the supply curve. Similarly, policies to improve technical
and social infrastructure or to decrease transaction cost in marketing can have the
same effect. Generally, such structural policies aim explicitly to improve product-
ivity and the production base which then leads to the described rightward shift
of the supply curve. But other structural policies are also possible: for example,
environmentally targeted production restrictions increase the production cost
and such a structural policy would thus shift the supply curve to the left. Finally,
it is important to note that structural policies are not always dependent on, and
financed through, a government budget. For example, it is possible that changes
in relevant legislation alter the production conditions without resulting in gov-
ernment expenditure or revenue. Given the large variety of structural policies we
want to concentrate on the classical case of a structural policy, which is financed
through budget expenditure and leads to a rightward shift of the supply curve.

Let us formulate a suitable supply function. The iso-elastic supply function
(4.2) is now defined as:

q s ( p s ) = c (1 + f ) ( p s ) ε s

; ε s > 0 (9.1)

with f – shift parameter.

Equation (9.1) shows that analysing structural policies, practically, means to intro-
duce and incorporate a shift parameter in the supply function. The impact of a
structural policy may then be evaluated by comparing relevant political objectives
with and without shift parameter. However, we have to take into account that the
budget expenditure caused by a structural policy needs to be considered in all
political objectives which include budget effects and requires a revision of the
formulation of those objectives. For a better differentiation we define net variables
for the political objectives, which include the additional budget expenditure for
the structural policy. Thus, based on (3.4), we change government budget to net
government budget defined as:

NB = B − BES (9.2)

with NB – net government budget
BES – government budget expenditure for structural policies

and, based on (3.9), welfare to net welfare as:

NW = W − BES or (9.3)

NW = CS + PS + NB (9.3)′

with NW – net welfare.
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Figure 9.2 shows welfare and distributional effects of a structural policy in a
closed economy, without price policy interventions by the government. The
figure emphasises that structural policies lead to an increase in the quantity
supplied and also to a lower market price. Because of this spill-over effect of
the supply curve shift, consumers benefit from the structural policy through an
increase in consumer surplus, which is denoted by the bold line. For producers
we can identify two opposite effects: a loss of producer surplus due to the lower
price and, on the other hand, a gain in producer surplus due to higher pro-
ductivity and the associated cost reduction. These effects are shown by the
broken line.

Overall, welfare increases by the hatched area. This welfare increase may be
divided into two different effects of the structural policy considered: a cost reduc-
tion for quantity q produced at the old equilibrium and the welfare effect from
the production expansion (q′ − q) due to improved production conditions and
enhanced productivity. The overall net welfare effect of the structural policy is
positive, if the shown welfare effect in the figure is bigger than government budget
expenditure for this policy.

Furthermore, welfare and distributional effects of a structural policy depend on
the price policy framework in a market. At free trade no price reduction would
occur, consumer surplus would remain unchanged and only producers would
benefit and get the whole welfare increase. A price policy implementing a fixed
domestic price independent of demand would also have a similar effect. In a closed
economy without price interventions by the government the distributional effects
of a structural policy depend on the elasticities. The more inelastic the demand
is, the more consumers benefit from the structural policy due to a high price
reduction at the expense of producers.

Figure 9.2 Welfare and distributional effects of structural policies in a closed economy.
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Structural policies of a government raise a number of interesting questions on
policy-making, which can only briefly be outlined in this book. A central question
is: should structural policies be pursued at all by governments; in other
words, should structures be changed by the government? Doubts are expressed
in many cases if government institutions really know better how to develop
structures in an economy than private businesses and companies. In other cases,
for example, in transition countries, suitable structural policies can clearly pro-
mote the competitiveness of businesses. While structural policies often aim
explicitly at facilitating adjustment processes of producers and enhancing prod-
uctivity, the price policy framework should not be ignored and possible price
reductions as a consequence of a structural policy should be taken into account.
In the context of developing countries, the idea of supporting agricultural
development without opening up the markets should be reflected critically. In
particular, integration into international markets may reduce the price pressure
of national structural policies. It thus seems questionable if the idea of enhancing
productivity in the agricultural sector by structural policies in a closed economy is
a suitable concept to help producers.

Structural policies are often criticised for increasing the negative consequences
of a protectionist price policy; but this argument too has limitations. Without
doubt, a protectionist price policy leads to a welfare loss and, in an export case, to
government budget expenditure as shown in Figure 9.3. It is also correct to say
that, in this case, a structural policy increases government budget expenditure,
but, of course, the structural policy would also lead to a welfare gain. Hence the
evaluation of a structural policy in a certain price policy framework depends
on the political objectives considered. This again shows that looking only at
government budget effects can mislead the evaluation of structural policies and

Figure 9.3 Structural policy under a protectionist price policy in an export case.
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that self-sufficiency is certainly not a convincing indicator to assess whether a
structural policy should be applied or not.

Generally, structural policies change the trade-off between relevant political
objectives and thus the scope for policy-making. If, as discussed in Chapter 5,
the aims are to increase producer surplus through a protectionist price policy
and, at the same time, to limit budget expenditure, a trade-off curve for these
two objectives can be developed (Figure 9.4). The structural policy would shift the
trade-off curve to the left, hence limiting the scope for the price policy. But
structural policies can also lead to an increase in the scope for policy-making. For
example, it is clear that the welfare gain from a structural policy increases the
scope for distribution to producers and consumers. A trade-off curve between
producer surplus and consumer surplus would thus shift to the right. Again, the
results depend on the political objectives considered and the changes in trade-offs
between these objectives can greatly differ.

Exercise 9

Consider the supply function

q s( p s ) = c (1 + f ) ( p s ) ε s

with εs = 0.3 and
f – shift parameter

and the demand function

qd (pd ) = d (pd )ε
d

with εd = −0.4.

Figure 9.4 Changes in the trade-off between producer surplus and government budget
under a protectionist price policy through a structural policy (cf. Figure 5.2).
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For the calibration of the functions we take the values from Exercise 4: p s = 15,
p d = 12, q s = 80 and q d = 100; the world market price is p w = 10. Solve the
following problems:

(a) A structural policy, with a budget expenditure of 100, shifts the supply curve
by 10 per cent to the right. How do consumer surplus, producer surplus,
welfare and net welfare change?

(b) What impact would the considered structural policy (a) have on the political
objectives at free trade and autarky?

(c) Compare the effects of the considered structural policy at autarky on con-
sumer surplus and producer surplus as under (b) with the results at (absolute)
high elasticity values (ε s = 0.5, ε d = −0.7) and at (absolute) low elasticity values
(ε s = 0.1, ε d = −0.2).

(d) Assume the initial elasticities. Compare the impact of the considered struc-
tural policy under a protectionist price policy on welfare and government
budget for p = 12 and p = 20 at pw = 10.

(e) Assume the base situation under a protectionist price policy. Compare the
trade-off between producer surplus and government budget (−400 ≤ B ≤ 0 )
before and after the structural policy (compare with Exercise 5c).

Solution

Step 9.1 We can again use the calibrated model from exercise4a.xls. We enter the
new shift parameter with a preliminary value of 0 in cell F8 and add the
factor (1 + F8) to the formulas for the quantity supplied (E4) and cost
(H4) (cf. Figure 9.5 and exercise9.xls).

Step 9.2 In order to solve Exercise 9a we now only need to enter the value 0.1 in
cell F8 and display the changes in the relevant variables as shown in
Figure 9.6. Under the considered price policy the structural policy leads
to a welfare increase for producers. Since the budget expenditure for the
structural policy is greater than the welfare gain, the overall net welfare
effect is negative.

Step 9.3 For Exercise 9b set the prices at 10 to simulate free trade (cf. Figure
9.7) and, in the autarky case, use the Solver twice (as in Exercise 1e)

Figure 9.5 Cobb–Douglas market model with calibration and shift parameter (exer-
cise9.xls).
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(cf. Figure 9.8). At free trade producers are the only beneficiaries of the
structural policy and the welfare gain is equal to the increase in producer
surplus; however, the net welfare effect remains negative. At autarky
consumers clearly gain from the price reduction, while the welfare level
of the producers even declines. Interestingly in this case, the considered

Figure 9.6 Impact of a structural policy (exercise9a.xls).

Figure 9.7 Impact of a structural policy at free trade (exercise9b1.xls).

Figure 9.8 Impact of a structural policy at autarky (exercise9b2.xls).
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structural policy leads to a positive net welfare effect. This may be
explained by a significant higher price level under autarky compared to
the base situation and free trade.

Step 9.4 If you want to assess the impact of the structural policy at autarky
for different elasticities, as required in Exercise 9c, you need to enter
these elasticities in cell D8 and cell E8 (cf. Figures 9.9 and 9.10), set
a uniform domestic price (formula = A4 in cell B4) and use the Solver
for f = 0 and f = 0.1 (with A4 as changing cell and E4 = F4 as
constraint).

At comparably high elasticity values the negative effects for producers
and positive effects for consumers are reduced. On the other hand, at
comparably low elasticities the redistributional effect from producers
to consumers is even greater than at the initial elasticity values. The
different total welfare effects are a consequence of the different price
levels resulting from the model calibration.

Step 9.5 For Exercise 9d follow the same procedure as in Exercise 9a and take into

Figure 9.9 Impact of a structural policy at autarky at εs = 0.5 and εd = −0.7 (exer-
cise9c1.xls).

Figure 9.10 Impact of a structural policy at autarky at εs = 0.1 and εd = −0.2 (exer-
cise9c2.xls).
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account the protectionist price policy setting and revised budget values
(cf. Figures 9.11 and 9.12).

Under the considered price policy in Exercise 9d the structural
policy leads to a greater increase in producer surplus and a greater
reduction of the budget at the high price level. Consumer surplus
remains unchanged and the net welfare effect is negative, at similar
levels, in both cases.

Step 9.6 Let us now solve Exercise 9e. The situation before the structural
policy is exactly depicted by the Excel model in exercise5c2.xls
(cf. Figure 5.8). You get the relevant trade-off for the situation after the
structural policy for f = 0.1 as described in Step 5.3. By adding the new
data series to the chart, you can compare the two curves as shown in
Figure 9.13.

Figure 9.13 shows that the structural policy decreases the scope
for the price policy to increase producer surplus at a given budget
expenditure. The structural policy thus shifts the trade-off curve to
the left.

Figure 9.11 Impact of a structural policy at p = 12 and pw = 10 (exercise9d1.xls).

Figure 9.12 Impact of a structural policy at p = 20 and pw = 10 (exercise9d2.xls).
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10 Implications of structural
policies over time

Objective

In Chapter 10 we incorporate the time dimension in the analysis of structural
policies. We will show how the impact of structural policies can be depicted and
compared over time.

Theory

So far, we have not considered the time dimension in the formulation of market
models. The analysis was comparative-static, i.e. we have analysed the implica-
tions of a policy regarding its impact on equilibrium values without considering
the time horizon in which these changes happen. But the analysis of structural
policies requires, at least to some extent, to take into account the time dimension.
A supply curve shift induced by a structural policy is likely to occur over several
time periods and the analysis should therefore try to capture this time dimension.
Furthermore, supply shifts on markets will also occur without structural policies
and the impact of a structural policy would then be the difference between two
development paths, with and without structural policy, for the political objectives
considered.

Figure 10.1 shows such an impact analysis of a structural policy over a specific
period of time. A structural policy in the base period results in a change in
the development path of welfare over the considered time span of 15 years. The
difference between the two development paths describes the impact of the struc-
tural policy at each point of time. In Figure 10.1 budget expenditure occurring for
the structural policy is not included. A development path of net welfare would
have a lower value in the base period, if budget expenditure would occur in that
period and, similarly, the value would also be lower than shown in Figure 10.1
over the years 1 to 15, if budget expenditure for the structural policy would also
occur in those years.

To describe such development paths, shift parameters and budget expenditures
of a structural policy need to be determined for each period of time which then
provides the basis for the calculation of the political objectives considered in these
periods. It may also be plausible to use a simplified assumption such as an average



shift parameter for each resultant period. The supply function in (9.1) would then
be defined as:

q s
t ( p s ) = c (1 + f d )t (ps ) ε s

; εs > 0 (10.1)

with q s
t – quantity supplied in period t

f d – average shift parameter (from one period to the following)
t – time period (t = 0, . . ., n).

This formulation allows us to compare equilibriums at different periods and the
respective values of their political variables, applying a comparative-static analysis
in a time context. This is not a dynamic analysis, since this would entail that
variables in a certain period would be dependent on variables of previous periods
and require, for example, the formulation of suitable differential equations.
Hence our ‘comparative-dynamic approach’ is not truly dynamic, but allows,
to some extent, the incorporation of the time dimension into the analysis in
a straightforward way.

Since the analysis of the impact of structural policies on net welfare is compar-
able to a cost–benefit analysis of projects, the analytical tool of cost–benefit
analysis may also be applied for the analysis of structural policies. In a cost–benefit
analysis of a project, incoming and outgoing cash flows are compared over time
whereby the net receipts of a project are comparable to the net welfare effects
of structural policies. In fact, the evaluation of net welfare effects of structural
policies could also be described as a cost–benefit analysis of a ‘big project’.

Figure 10.2 depicts the impact of a structural policy on net welfare over time.
The development path of net welfare results from the difference of the welfare
paths depicted in Figure 10.1 and also takes into account the budget expenditure
for the structural policy in the base period. In cost–benefit analysis it is common
practice to discount all future benefits and costs to their present value to allow
for comparison of cash flows occurring over different periods of time. The net

Figure 10.1 Impact of structural policies over time.
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present value describes the difference between the present value of all cash inflows
(benefit) and the present value of all cash outflows (cost). Applying the method
to our case, we would calculate the (discounted) present value of all net welfare
effects of a structural policy considered. We can write:

PV = �
n

t = 0

1

(1 + i )t
(∆NWt ) (10.2)

with PV – present value of net welfare effects (of a structural policy at
the base period t = 0 )

i – interest rate.

Discounting future net welfare effects implies that net welfare effects are more
valuable the sooner they occur. A preference for the presence seems plausible; we
typically assume that the interest rate on a perfect capital market would exactly
reflect the time preference of a society. In practical applications the interest rate
for long-term bonds is often used as an approximation for the time preference of
a society. Overall, the present value of net welfare effects is an indicator of the
assessment if, and to what extent, a structural policy is worth pursuing and
implementing. If the present value of net welfare effects of a certain structural
policy is negative, this policy should not be implemented and alternative options
should be explored. On the other hand, it implies that positive effects of a
structural policy are expected to be greater the higher its present value.

Another important indicator is the internal rate of return, which indicates at
which interest rate the present value of net welfare of a structural policy becomes
zero. We can write:

�
n

t=0

1

(1 + IRR )t
(∆NWt ) = 0 (10.3)

Figure 10.2 Net welfare effects of a structural policy over time.
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with IRR – internal rate of return.

This implies that a structural policy is only economically viable if the internal rate
of return is at least as high as the interest rate characterising the time preference
of a society. If this is the case, then, of course, a higher internal rate of return
indicates higher potential benefits from an intended structural policy.

The market model formulated in this chapter may be used for the analysis of
different types of structural policies so long as the relevant budget expenditures
for the structural policy and shift effects of the supply curve can be determined
for the considered time periods. Moreover, the formulated market model may
be applied for the analysis of other policy interventions, which lead to shifts
of supply curves. The infant industry argument provides an example where a
protectionist price policy would lead to a shift of the supply curve through
the introduction of a temporary tariff. Figure 10.3 shows the impact of such a
temporary protection. The tariff leads initially to a static welfare loss, indicated
by the bold-framed area. Then, it is argued, temporary protectionism would
allow the ‘infant industry’ to grow and develop. Domestic producers would
increase their productivity and become more competitive, leading to an increase
in supply from q s ( p) to q s ′ ( p). Thus we get a price policy-induced shift of
the supply curve, which leads to a ‘dynamic’ welfare gain indicated by the
hatched area.

A critical evaluation of the infant industry argument should first assess the main
assumption that a protectionist price policy leads to an increase in productivity.
In fact, it seems plausible to assume that price protection could also lead to the
opposite effect. Less competition could mean that production becomes more
inefficient which would result in a leftward shift of the supply curve. If the latter

Figure 10.3 Infant industry argument.
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applies, that, of course, would be another argument against any protectionist
price policy, temporary or not.

But even if the main assumption of the infant industry argument applies, this
would not automatically justify the implementation of price protection. What
would rather be required is to compare the ‘dynamic’ welfare gain (from the
price-induced supply shift) with the ‘static’ welfare loss (from the protectionist
price policy). In fact, this is a typical case for the application of cost–benefit
analysis if the present value of net welfare following the infant industry argument
is positive in comparison to free trade. Moreover, it is also possible that other
policy options, such as a targeted structural policy, could achieve the desired shift
effect more efficiently than a temporary price protection. In this context, Figure
10.3 shows that, for example, a producer subsidy would be superior to infant
industry protection and would lead to a higher present value of net welfare, since
such a policy would not cause a welfare loss on the demand side.

Exercise 10

Consider the supply function for the period t :

q s
t ( ps ) = c (1 + f d )t (ps )ε

s

with εs = 0.3

and the demand function

q d (pd ) = d (pd ) εd

with εd = −0.4.

For the calibration we again take the values from Exercise 4: ps = 15, pd = 12, qs = 80

and q d = 100; the world market price is pw = 10. Solve the following problems:

(a) Show how self-sufficiency and budget expenditure develop over 15 years at a
supply shift of 2.5 per cent per year.

(b) A structural policy with a budget expenditure of 100 in the base period (t = 0 )
increases the supply shift to 3.5 per cent per year. Compare the development
of welfare with and without the structural policy over time.

(c) What present value at i = 0.1 and what internal rate of return can be calcu-
lated for this structural policy?

(d) Infant industry protection with a tariff of 40 per cent leads to an increase in
the supply shift from 1 per cent to 2 per cent in comparison to free trade.
Show the impact of infant industry protection on welfare over time. What
present value of welfare at i = 0.1 and what internal rate of return can be
calculated following the infant industry argument?

(e) Compare the result from (d) with the respective impact of a producer subsidy
of 40 per cent.
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Solution

Step 10.1 Add an average shift parameter f d of 0.025 to the supply function in cell
H10, using the model exercise9.xls. Produce a series for the years
(periods) 0, 1, 2, . . ., 15 in the cells G11:G26. Enter now the formula
= (1 + $H$10)^G11 – 1 (compound interest formula) in H11 and copy the
formula to H12:H26. You can add the $ symbols with the F4 key to fix
the cell references in the formulas. By using ‘Data, table’ (regarding
H10:J26 and F8 as input cell) and ‘Chart wizard’ in the usual way
we get the graph for self-sufficiency and budget expenditure (cf. Figure
10.4 and exercise10a.xls).

The graph shows that, at the assumed growth rate of supply, the
country becomes an exporter after 10 years and budget expenditure
nearly doubles over the 15 years.

Step 10.2 To compare the development of welfare for f d = 2.5 per cent and f d = 3.5

per cent proceed as in Step 10.1 (compare with Figure 10.5 and
exercise10b.xls). Be aware that you need to apply ‘Data, table’ twice.

Step 10.3 In order to provide the data to solve Exercise 10c, we expand the model
by adding ∆NW in the cells L11:L26 defined as the difference of the
respective ‘welfare cells’ in columns I and K and deducting budget
expenditure for the structural policy. Since only in the base period
budget expenditure for the structural policy of BES = 100 occurs, we
just need to subtract this expenditure from the value in cell L11; i.e. we
change the formula in cell L11 to = I11 – K11 – 100. We now enter the

Figure 10.4 Development of self-sufficiency and budget expenditure at a supply shift of
2.5 per cent per year (exercise10a.xls).
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present value of net welfare at i = 0.1 and the internal rate of return in
cell L28 and cell L29, respectively, following (10.2) and (10.3). To do this,
click on ‘Insert function’, choose the category ‘Financial’ and select the
functions NPV and IRR (cf. Figure 10.6 and exercise10c.xls). Note that
in cell L28 we have to enter the formula = NPV (10%, L12:L26) + L11
since the Excel function NPV calculates the present value for the
periods t = 1, . . ., 15 with respect to the preceding period t = 0.

The considered structural policy apparently seems to be quite success-
ful. The present value of the welfare gain is twice as high as the budget
expenditure and the internal rate of return is as high as 26 per cent.

Step 10.4 To solve Exercise 10d you use the model from the previous exercise
(exercise10c.xls). Since we want to compare the impact of infant indus-
try protection with free trade, we need first to set all prices at 10.
Remove the budget expenditure for the structural policy (−100) from the
formula in cell L11 (∆NW in the base period), so that the formula now
reads as = I11 – K11. Next, update the values for f d to 0.02 in cell H10
and to 0.01 in cell J10 and the characters in cells I9 and K9, respectively.
The welfare values at free trade now need to be defined as base values.
To do this, you select the whole range K11:K26, click on ‘Copy’ fol-
lowed by ‘Paste special’ with the option ‘Values’. To implement infant
industry protection with a tariff of 40 per cent, you now only need to
change the supply price and the demand price from 10 to 14 and you
automatically get the desired welfare curve in the chart. Simultaneously,
you get an internal rate of return of 4 per cent in cell L29 and a
negative present value of −60.68 (cf. Figure 10.7 and exercise10d.xls).
Hence, the assessment of the shift effect induced by infant industry

Figure 10.5 Development of welfare with and without a structural policy (exercise10b.xls).
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Figure 10.6 Present value and internal rate of return of a structural policy (exercise10c.xls).

Figure 10.7 Development of welfare at a tariff of 40 per cent and free trade (exer-
cise10d.xls).
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protection is not so positive: price protection results in only 4 per cent
interest, which, at an interest rate of 10 per cent, is equal to a negative
present value of infant industry protection.

Step 10.5 Let us finally solve Exercise 10e. For comparison, copy the values for
∆NW, PV and IRR (in other words, for the whole range L11:L29) to
N11:N29. Next, implement the producer subsidy of 40 per cent with
ps = 14, pd = 10 and pw = 10. We can see that the producer subsidy is
clearly superior to infant industry protection. The present value of the
welfare effects is positive with 154.19 and the internal rate of return is
37 per cent. The ‘static’ welfare loss of this policy instrument will
already be outweighed by the ‘dynamic’ welfare gain in the third year,
compared to the seventh year in the case of infant industry protection
(cf. Figure 10.8 and exercise10e.xls).

Figure 10.8 Impact of a producer subsidy and the infant industry argument on the
development of welfare (exercise10e.xls).
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11 Optimal structural policies

Objective

In Chapter 11 we will analyse the formulation and design of structural policies.
We will discuss which and to what extent structural policies should be funded, and
show what consequences budget constraints have in this context.

Theory

In the discussion of structural policies thus far, we have considered only one
structural policy at a time and analysed the impact of this policy on political
objectives, in particular welfare. If, however, several structural policies can be
pursued at the same time, the question arises to what extent each of these
policies should be financed to achieve the defined targets and objectives. The
structure and principles of this optimisation problem will be discussed on the
basis of Chapter 10. We will again focus our analysis on the net welfare effects of
structural policies.

Let us first consider different structural policies for which the present value of
net welfare effects has been calculated. Figure 11.1 shows the aggregated present
value of altogether four structural policies and compares the aggregated present
value with the budget expenditure for these policies in the period zero. The
structural policies are depicted in order of their contribution to the objective
resulting in a step function as shown. But which combination of the different
policies would deliver an optimal structural policy? Apparently, structural policy
4 should not be taken up at all, since it would lower the aggregated present
value. The other three structural policies should be implemented, since these
would increase the aggregated present value. According to their contribution
to the welfare objective we can assign the greatest importance to structural policy
1, followed by structural policies 2 and 3.

However, this statement is only correct if all three structural policies can be
financed. If a budget constraint limits the financial scope for implementing the
policies in period zero, an optimal structural policy may consist of a different
combination of the three different policies, resulting in a different hierarchy of the
considered three structural policies. If, for example, for the budget constraint BE



implies that BES1 + BES2 < BE < BES1 + BES2 + BES3, structural policy 3 would
not be implemented, while for BES2 + BES3 < BE < BES1 structural policy
1 would be abandoned and structural policies 2 and 3 implemented. This shows
that in this example the relevance of the structural policies depends on the specific
budget constraint. Moreover, it is important to note that for simplification the
budget constraint has been limited to period zero. Finally, the relevance of
structural policies may also depend on the implemented price policies, since these
affect the extent of net welfare effects of structural policies.

The above example shows that the contribution of a structural policy to the
political objective cannot be used as a stand-alone indicator to decide whether
the structural policy should be implemented. In addition, developing a hierarchy
(ranking) of the different contributions of structural policies to the political object-
ives is not particularly helpful. Without budget constraint a ranking is redundant,
since all structural policies with a positive present value should be implemented;
and with a budget constraint the recommendation of certain combinations of
structural policies based on ranking may simply be wrong, since, following the
greedy method, this approach must not lead to an optimal solution (cf. Keller
et al. 2004, pp. 15–17, or Albright 2001, pp. 367–80).

From a mathematical point of view the discussed example is an integer, and
more specifically a binary (0−1-)optimisation problem of the knapsack type,
where structural policies have certain budget requirements and lead to a certain
contribution to political objectives. In Figure 11.1, for example, it is assumed that
only the specific amount of budget expenditure BES1 for structural policy 1 leads
to the present value of net welfare effects PV1. A lower budget for structural policy

Figure 11.1 Aggregated present value of net welfare effects and budget expenditure for
different structural policies in period zero.
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1 would make this policy ineffective, while a budget above BES1 would not provide
any additional (positive) impact on PV1. Such an assumption might be appropriate
for a concrete optimisation problem, but other conditions and assumptions are
also plausible.

Let us now examine a continuous optimisation problem assuming that struc-
tural policies are arbitrarily divisible and a certain present value of net welfare
effects PVi (BESi ) can be defined for a structural policy i, so that for each
argument BESi a respective present value PVi may be determined. Usually in
this context we assume a strictly concave shape of the function, as defined in the
law of diminishing returns. Figure 11.2 takes this into account; the figure
modifies the example from Figure 11.1 accordingly, and depicts the respective
functions.

As a result we get an optimisation problem which complies with the well-known
condition of optimal input use of a firm. In our case the structural policies are to
be financed to an extent which maximises the targeted political objective (the
aggregated present value of net welfare effects), taking into account a budget
constraint. If we assume that the budget can be fully utilised, we can solve this
problem with the Lagrange method. If we consider only two structural policies,
the Lagrange function may be defined as:

L = PV1 (BES1) + PV2 (BES2) + λ (BE − BES1 − BES2) (11.1)

with BE – budget expenditure (for the structural policies in period zero)
λ – Lagrange multiplier.

The required condition for an optimum is:

dPV1

dBES1

=
dPV2

dBES2

= λ. (11.2)

Figure 11.2 Present value of net welfare effects for different structural policies as a function
of budget expenditure in period 0.
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Hence, it applies for an optimal structural policy that the marginal present value
of net welfare effects (in other words, the discounted ‘marginal value product’) of
the first structural policy is equal to the marginal present value of the second
structural policy or more generally: the marginal present value of all structural
policies is the same.

In Figure 11.2 this condition is fulfilled if all functions have the same slope.
This relationship is again depicted in Figure 11.3 showing the marginal present
value functions. Without budget constraint the optimum would apparently be
at BES1′ and BES2′. In this case the shadow price of the budget constraint would
be zero (λ′ = 0 ). At λ″ the optimum condition results in BES1″ and BES2″, and at
λ″′ in BES1″′ and BES2″′. For λ″ the hatched area illustrates the loss of present
value, which would occur if budget expenditure for structural policy 1 would be
increased at the expense of structural policy 2.

Of course, the functions shown in this example are based on simplified assump-
tions, and in reality it is important to estimate such functions in the best possible
way. The rule for an optimal structural policy, derived above, then provides
an indication for the assessment and improvement of the actual formulation of
structural policies.

The allocation of budget expenditures and priority setting for different policies
is apparently a complex optimisation problem. The example of the optimal for-
mulation of structural policies outlines the principal approach, which, depending
on the considered problem setting, needs to be further specified. Specific attention
generally needs to be paid to the contribution of different policies to the political
objective, in particular if more than one political objective needs to be taken into
account. Moreover, budget constraints are usually more complex than here. A
generalisation and a more in-depth discussion of budget allocation and priority
setting will be conducted in Part IV.

Figure 11.3 Optimal formulation of structural policies.
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Exercise 11

Consider again the supply function for the period t :

q s
t (ps ) = c (1 + f d )t (ps )ε

s

with εs = 0.3

and the demand function

q d (pd ) = d ( pd )ε
d

with εd = −0.4.

For the calibration we again take the values from Exercise 4: p s = 15, pd = 12, q s =
80 and q d = 100; the world market price is pw = 10. Solve the following problems:

(a) The following structural policies are considered:

Calculate the present value of net welfare effects of these structural policies
for i = 0.1 and discuss which structural policies should be implemented at a
budget constraint of 500 (400) in period 0.

(b) How does the importance of the discussed policies under (a) change at free
trade?

(c) The following figures apply for structural policy A:

Display the present value of net welfare effects of the structural policy as a
function of budget expenditure in period 0.

Policy Average shift parameter (%) Budget expenditure

Period 0 Period 1–15

A 1.0 200
B 1.5 200 5
C 1.8 300

Average shift parameter (%) Budget expenditure

Period 0 Period 1–15

1.3 100
2.0 200
2.5 300
3.1 400 10
3.5 500 20
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(d) The following figures apply for structural policy B:

Display also the present value of net welfare effects of this structural policy as
a function of budget expenditure in period 0 and compare the functions of
both structural policies A and B.

(e) To what extent would you fund structural policies A and B if budget
expenditure were limited to 500 (300) in period 0?

Solution

Step 11.1 In the first step we need to expand the model exercise10c.xls. To do this,
move the range J8:L29 by two columns to the right (cf. Step 2.1). In the
then empty cells J11:J26 and K11:K26 enter the values for the budget
expenditure for the structural policy and net welfare (as difference of
the values in the columns I and J), respectively, for the different periods.
Similarly, for the base situation without structural policy, move the range
N8:N29 by two columns to the right and add budget expenditure and
net welfare in the resulting gap. Finally, correct all cells for ∆NW as
difference of the cells in column K and column O (cf. Figure 11.4 and
exercise11a.xls).

Step 11.2 In the base situation without structural policy it applies: f d = 0; check all
entries in L10 and M9 if the shift parameter is zero. Then examine the
different structural policies by entering the respective values for f d in
H10 (and I9) and for budget expenditure in J11:J26. You can then draw
a table for the values of PV and IRR (cf. Figure 11.4 and exercise11a.xls).

According to the calculated present values, the structural policies B
and C should be implemented in period 0, taking into account a budget
constraint of 500; implementing structural policies B and C would lead to
the highest aggregated present value of net welfare. However, at a budget
constraint of only 400, the situation is different, and structural policies A
and B should now be implemented. Funding only structural policy C, the
policy option with the highest present value, would in this case lead to a
lower result than funding the combination of policies A and B.

Step 11.3 In Exercise 11b we assume free trade. All prices in the range A4:C4
have the value of 10. Proceed as in Step 11.2 (cf. Figure 11.5 and
exercise11b.xls).

Average shift parameter (%) Budget expenditure

Period 0 Period 1–15

1.0 100
1.8 200 5
2.5 300 10
3.2 400 20
3.6 500 20
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Figure 11.4 Present value of net welfare effects of three structural policies (exercise11a.xls).

Figure 11.5 Present value of net welfare effects of three structural policies at free trade
(exercise11b.xls).
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In this case the budget constraint leads to the same combination of
structural policies, but with higher values for the political objectives.

Step 11.4 In Exercises 11c and 11d you proceed as in Step 11.2. The base
situation is defined by p s = 15, p d = 12, p w = 10 and f d = 0 (0 in cell
L10). Draw a table for the present value of net welfare effects of the
different structural policies and display the respective chart, as shown
in Figure 11.6.

It becomes clear that both structural policies follow the law of dimin-
ishing returns. Structural policy A has initially a high increase in return,

Figure 11.6 Comparison of the present value of net welfare effects of two structural policies
(exercise11cde.xls).
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which then decreases sharply at higher budget expenditure until it even
becomes negative at a budget expenditure of 500. Structural policy B,
on the other hand, has initially a lower increase in return, which does
decline at a lower rate (compared to option A).

Step 11.5 If, according to Exercise 11e, our available budget in period 0 is con-
strained to 500, we obtain the maximum aggregated present value by
funding structural policy A with 200 monetary units and structural
policy B with 300 units. If, however, our budget is limited to only 300,
we obtain the maximum aggregated present value by funding policy A
with 200 units and policy B with 100 units (cf. Figure 11.6, bottom
table). Hence one should look at changes in return for changing budget
expenditures of each structural policy as a guideline for an optimal
funding mix of these policies.
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Part III

Multi-market models





12 Interdependencies
of markets

Objective

In Chapter 12 we extend the analysis of price policies to multiple markets. We will
show how a model for two markets may be formulated using Excel. We will then
discuss the consequences of price policies in this context.

Theory

Previously, we focused our discussion on the implications of price policies on one
market, assuming that there are no interdependencies between the considered
market and other markets. We ignored the fact that price policies implemented in
one market can lead to spill-over effects on supply, demand and prices in other
markets, which can again cause feedback effects on the market where the price
policy has initially been implemented. Similarly, we did not take into account the
fact that price policies on other markets can affect quantities and prices on the
considered market. Such a simplification is acceptable for some problem settings,
but if interdependencies between markets are significant, or even the main subject
of the analysis, the framework for the analysis needs to be extended, taking into
account such effects between different markets.

Figure 12.1 outlines the problem setting, showing two commodity markets in
two different situations. In the first market a protectionist price policy is imple-
mented in an import situation, while the second market is in equilibrium at
autarky without government intervention. If the price protection in the first mar-
ket is now increased from p1 to p′1, the second market would be affected. For
example, in this case the price increase in the first market would provide an
incentive for producers to use fewer resources for product 2 which would lead to
a leftward shift of the supply curve in this market. In addition, consumers would
consume more of product 2 due to the higher price of product 1, which would
lead to a rightward shift of the demand curve in the second market. In a new
equilibrium in the second market the price would have increased to p′2 and the
quantity declined to q ′2.

However, as a result of the increased price in the second market, supply and
demand shifts then also occur in the first market. Figure 12.1 shows that such a



feedback effect on the first market reduces the quantity effects of the initial price
increase ( p1 to p′1 ), as indicated by the arrows. Hence, in the case of interdepend-
ent markets, supply and demand shifts in other markets, leading to price changes,
need also to be considered, since they may change the outcome of price policies in
the considered market. However, we have to keep in mind that Figure 12.1 shows
only a specific example of interdependent markets out of a wide range of possible
different cases. Generally, in order to analyse specific problem settings in inter-
dependent markets, the relevant shifts of supply and demand curves need to be
identified and the specific price policy framework has to be taken into account.

A commonly used approach to capture interdependencies between markets is
to define cross-price elasticities. The extended supply function q s

1 = q s
1 ( p s

1 , p s
2 )

describes that the supply of the first product depends on the price of this product
and the price of the second product. Accordingly, we may, in addition to the direct
price elasticity of supply ε s

11, define the cross-price elasticity ε s
12 as follows:

ε s
12 =

∂q s
1

∂p s
2

·
p s

2

q s
1

(12.1)

with ε s
12 – cross-price elasticity of supply (of the first product with respect to

the price of the second product).

In (12.1) the cross-price elasticity of supply indicates by how many percentage
points the quantity supplied of the first product changes if the supply price of the
second product increases by 1 per cent. Depending on the sign of the cross-price
elasticity we can distinguish between a substitutive (−) or complementary (+)
relationship in supply. The extent of supply interdependencies is defined by the
absolute value of the cross-price elasticity; at a cross-price elasticity of zero no
interdependencies exist.

Figure 12.1 Interdependencies between markets.
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Similarly, cross-price elasticities may be derived for the supply of the second
product as well as for the demand functions of both markets. The cross-price
elasticity of demand ε d

21 indicates by how many percentage points the quantity
demanded of the second product changes if the price of the first product
increases by 1 per cent. For substitutive products the cross-price elasticity of
demand is positive and for complementary products it is negative.

If we continue to assume iso-elastic supply and demand functions, we can
formulate a two-market model as follows:

q s
1 ( p s

1, p s
2 ) = c1 · ( p s

1 )ε
s
11 · ( p s

2 )ε
s
12 ; ε s

11 > 0 (12.2)

q s
2 ( p s

1, p s
2 ) = c2 · ( p s

1 )ε
s
21 · ( p s

2 )ε
s
22 ; ε s

22 > 0 (12.3)

q d
1 ( p d

1, p d
2 ) = d1 · ( p d

1 )ε
d
11 · ( p d

2 )ε
d
12 ; ε d

11 < 0 (12.4)

q d
2 ( p d

1, p d
2 ) = d2 · ( p d

1 )ε
d
21 · ( pd

2 )ε
d
22 ; ε d

22 < 0 (12.5)

where the cross-price elasticities ε s
12 , ε s

21 , ε d
12 and ε d

21 may be positive, zero or
negative.

On this basis we can now derive the relevant political variables for both mar-
kets, calculating, for example, foreign exchange, government budget and welfare.
However, an adequate empirical foundation of the extended model requires
information about the cross-price elasticities. Ideally, the cross-price elasticities
would be obtained through econometric estimation, but in many cases more or
less economically plausible values are chosen for the analysis. In addition, in the
case of a multi-market model it applies that all supply and demand functions need
to be calibrated, i.e. the relevant constants for the model equations have to be
determined. Based on (12.2), for example, we can define the equation for the
supply constant of the first product:

c1 =
q s

1

( p s
1 )ε

s
11 · ( p s

2 )ε
s
12

. (12.6)

This formula shows that with the extension of the model from one market to two
markets the calculation of the constant changes, because the quantity supplied is
now also explained via the price relation between the two markets. We could also
say that the information obtained from a market model increases with a higher
degree of endogenisation of markets. For the other supply constant and the
demand constants we proceed in the same way. Note that now the cross-price
elasticities also affect the calibration. Hence, if different values for the cross-price
elasticity are chosen, the model has to be calibrated again.

On the basis of the formulated two-market model we can now analyse how
price policies affect relevant political objectives in both markets. Comparing the
results to a scenario with cross-price elasticities of zero will show the consequences
of considering market interdependencies in the analysis, or, vice versa, the
consequences of not considering such interdependencies.

For example, Figure 12.2 shows the consequences of an increased world market
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price of one product for foreign exchange on two markets, assuming free trade in
both markets. Since the price of the second product remains constant, supply and
demand curves in the first market do not shift. As a result of the increased world
market price, foreign exchange expenditure in this market rises by the diagonally
hatched area, but at the same time the decline of imports reduces foreign
exchange expenditure indicated by the horizontally hatched areas. In the second
market, shifts of the supply and demand curves occur due to the increased price
of the first product resulting in lower foreign exchange revenue indicated by the
hatched area.

The result depends on the extent of the cross-price effects and on the price
policies pursued in the considered markets. If a country pursues an autarky policy
in the second market, the increase in the world market price in the first market
would, of course, not affect foreign exchange in the second market, since, by
definition, foreign exchange does not exist at autarky. But feedback effects from the
second to the first market would then lead to shifts of supply and demand curves in
the first market, which would further affect foreign exchange in this market.

Figure 12.3 shows another example of the importance of cross-price effects in
the analysis of price policies. The graph first shows the impact of an increasing
protectionist price policy on an import market without any cross-price effects and
is similar to Figure 1.3 (compare with B1). If we then consider cross-price effects,
for example, with respect to a protected export market, the increase of the
domestic price in the first (import) market would lead to additional budget
expenditure in the export market. As a result, we obtain the budget function B1 for
the first market, which is, under the given price policy assumptions (i.e. constant
p2), the same as the budget function without cross-price effects; but, in addition,
we obtain the budget function B2 for the second market (in relation to p1), and the
aggregated budget function B = B1 + B2. The result shows how under these price
policy assumptions market interdependencies affect the budget effects of an

Figure 12.2 Consequences of an increased world market price of one product for foreign
exchange revenue in interdependent markets.
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increasing protectionist price policy. Under different price policy settings, for
example, a closed market and a producer subsidisation in the second market,
budget functions could be derived in the same way to examine the implications
of an increasing protectionist price policy in the first market for this political
variable.

Exercise 12

Consider the supply functions

q s
1 ( p s

1, p s
2 ) = c1 ( p s

1 ) ε s
11 ( p s

2 ) ε s
12

q s
2 ( p s

1, p s
2 ) = c2 ( p s

1 ) ε s
21 ( p s

2 ) ε s
22

with ε s
11 = ε s

22 = 0.3 and ε s
12 = ε s

21 = −0.1

and the demand functions

q d
1 ( p d

1, p d
2 ) = d1 ( p d

1 ) ε d
11 ( p d

2 ) ε d
12

q d
2 ( p d

1, p d
2 ) = d2 ( p d

1 ) ε d
21 ( p d

2 ) ε d
22

with ε d
11 = ε d

22 = −0.4 and ε d
12 = ε d

21 = 0.2.

Develop a market model in Excel and solve the following problems:

(a) Assume free trade and the world market prices are p w
1 = 10 and p w

2 = 15.
Under this policy the country is an importer of the first product with a
quantity supplied of q s

1 = 80 and quantity demanded of q d
1 = 100. The

Figure 12.3 Budget functions in two markets with an increasing protectionist price policy in
the first market and a given protectionist policy in the second market.
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country is an exporter of the second product with q s
2 = 120 and q d

2 = 100.
Calibrate the supply and demand functions accordingly.

(b) Show how an increase of the world market price of the first product to
p w

1 = 15 affects revenue, expenditure and foreign exchange on both markets.
How would the result differ without any cross-price effects?

(c) The country now pursues autarky in the second market. Show how in this
case an increase of the world market price of the first product to p w

1 = 15

affects revenue, expenditure and foreign exchange in both markets. How
would the result differ without any cross-price effects?

(d) Show graphically how in comparison to free trade a gradual increase of the
protection rate on the first market to 50 per cent affects budget expenditure
both on the markets and in total. On the second market assume a protection-
ist price policy with a protection rate of 20 per cent.

(e) Solve Exercise 12d under the assumptions that no trade on the second market
takes place and that a producer subsidisation of 10 per cent is implemented.

Solution

Step 12.1 Start with the initial Cobb–Douglas model for one market with calibra-
tion used in Exercise 4 (compare with Figure 4.3 and exercise4a.xls).
Move the constants c and d and the elasticities to B11:E11 or the whole
range B6:E8 to B9:E11. Move also the range A5:F5 with the parameters
of calibration to A6:F6. Then copy and paste this range A6:F6 to
A7:F7, the constants and elasticities in B11:E11 to B12:E12 and finally
the complete row 4 to row 5. Now we have two identical independent
markets (cf. Figure 12.4).

Figure 12.4 Cobb–Douglas model with two identical independent markets (exercise12.xls).
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Step 12.2 Now enter the cross-price elasticities in the two markets (for supply
−0.1, and for demand 0.2) and create an elasticity matrix with ε s

ij

and ε d
ij. To do this, move E11 to G11, E12 to H12 and D12 to E12 and

then enter the cross-price elasticities in E11 and D12 and H11 and
G12, respectively. Be careful that the linkages of the functions with the
own-price elasticities remain and make sure that the cross-price elastici-
ties are correctly incorporated into all relevant functions. For example,
in E4 we should obtain the following formula for the quantity supplied:
= B11*A4^D11*A5^E11. The same approach applies for the other
quantities. We then have to adjust the constants c1, c 2, d1 and d 2.
Following (12.6) we get the formula = E6/A6^D11/A7^E11 in B11.
Accordingly, we derive the formulas for the other constants from (12.3)
to (12.5).

Step 12.3 For the functions of cost and benefit we integrate ceteris paribus with
respect to the own market price. Hence we add at the end of each
formula for cost and benefit (H4:I5) the factor ( pj )

εij, i.e. for example, in
H4 we add *A5^E11 (no additional brackets).

Some help for controlling the correctness of the model is given by the
symmetry of the markets. To check the structure of the model we can
use the ‘Trace precedents’ operation in Excel (click on ‘Tools’, ‘Formula
auditing’ and then on ‘Trace precedents’).

We then implement free trade with world market prices of 10 and
15 and calibrate the model according to Exercise 12a. If everything
is correct you get the values as shown in Figure 12.5 (cf. exercise12a.xls).

Figure 12.5 Calibrated Cobb–Douglas market model with two interdependent markets
(exercise12a.xls).
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Step 12.4 To solve Exercise 12b we have to change the price in the first market
and compute the impact on revenue, expenditure and foreign exchange
(cf. Figure 12.6). We can see that the higher price in the first market
leads to significant changes in the political variables in both markets.

To compare this result with the situation without cross-price effects we
first have to enter 0 for all cross-price elasticities. The result is shown in
Figure 12.7. For the first market it is the same result, since due to the
constant price in the second market no feedback effects occur in the first
market, either with or without cross-price effects. But without cross-
price effects the price change in the first market does not have any
impact on the second market.

Step 12.5 To simulate autarky in the second market, apply the Solver for both
model variations (target cell: E5; changing cell: A5; and constraints:
E5 = F5; in cell B5 we have the formula = A5), and Exercise 12c is solved
(cf. Figures 12.8 and 12.9).

Figure 12.8 shows first that at autarky in the second market and under
consideration of cross-price effects different base values for the variables
apply. The world market price increase in the first market now leads to a

Figure 12.6 Impact of a price increase in the first market considering cross-price effects
(exercise12b1.xls).
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significant rise of revenue and expenditure in the second market, while
the increase in foreign exchange in the first market is now smaller than
at free trade in both markets, and in the second market, of course, the
increase is equal to zero.

Without cross-price effects the world market price increase would lead
to the same effects in the first market as at free trade in both markets.
Since no market interdependencies exist, the impact of the price change
in the first market is independent of the price policy pursued in the
second market. Because such interdependencies or cross-price effects do
not exist in this example, the second market will also not be affected by
the price change in the first market.

Step 12.6 To solve Exercise 12d use model exercise12a.xls and set the protectionist
price at 18 for the second market in the cells A5 and B5. Generate a
parameter series for the domestic price of the first product in the range
G14:G24. With ‘Data, table’ we can then easily generate the respective
values for government budget expenditure (with the entry A4 in ‘Col-
umn input cell’ and the formula = A4 in cell B4), which can then be
transformed into a chart with the ‘Chart wizard’ (cf. Figure 12.10).

Figure 12.7 Impact of a price increase in the first market without cross-price effects
(exercise12b2.xls).
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Figure 12.8 Impact of a price increase in the first market considering cross-price effects
and at autarky in the second market (exercise12c1.xls).

Figure 12.9 Impact of a price increase in the first market without cross-price effects and at
autarky in the second market (exercise12c2.xls).



Figure 12.10 shows that the increase in the domestic price of the first
product leads initially to decreasing but then increasing aggregated
budget expenditure. The assumed protectionist price policy for the sec-
ond product results in budget expenditure through export subsidies in
this market. An increase in the domestic price of the first product would
then to some extent reduce the budget expenditure in the second mar-
ket. In the first market the increasing protectionist price policy would
at first lead to tariff revenues and end up in additional export subsidies
in this market.

Step 12.7 Let us now solve the last exercise in this chapter with our model. To do
this, we separate the domestic prices of the second product from the
world market price and introduce a producer subsidy of 10 per cent (i.e.
we have the exogenous value 15 in cell B5 and the formula = 1.1*B5 in
cell A5). Due to the interdependencies between the markets, we now
obtain different autarky prices in the second market (since there is
no trade in this market) for the different domestic prices of the first
product. Hence, we need to compute a Solver solution (target cell: E5;

Figure 12.10 Budget expenditure in two interdependent markets at a protection rate
between 0 and 50 per cent in the first market and a constant protection rate of
20 per cent in the second market (exercise12d.xls).
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changing cell: B5; constraints: E5 = F5) for each of the values for p1

(in cells A4 and B4). The respective values for budget expenditure
are incorporated into the range H14:J24. If you have deleted the
previous content of the ‘Data, table’ operation in the range H15:J24,
you can use the chart from Step 12.6 for this step. The result is shown in
Figure 12.11 and exercise12e.xls.

Again, the increase in the domestic price of the first product leads
initially to decreasing but then increasing aggregated budget expend-
iture. However, in this case the positive budget effect on the first market
is small and turns rather quickly into budget expenditure. In addition,
the increase in the domestic price of the first product enhances the
negative budget effect of the producer subsidy for the second market.
Overall, under the assumed price policy setting the burden for the
aggregated budget grows with an increasing protectionist price policy in
the first market.

Figure 12.11 Budget expenditure in two interdependent markets at a protection rate
between 0 and 50 per cent in the first market and a producer subsidy of 10
per cent in the second market, without trade (exercise12e.xls).
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13 Microeconomic
foundations

Objective

In Chapter 13 we want to further extend and improve the two-market model. We
will explain which microeconomic foundations need to be considered and how
these may be integrated into a two-market model.

Theory

Already in Chapter 4 we have argued that the formulation of supply and demand
functions needs to fulfil two conditions. The functions should reflect the real
decision-making behaviour of producers and consumers and they should be
based on empirical information. With respect to the first condition we address
the microeconomic foundations of supply and demand functions.

The microeconomic foundations of the formulated single-market models are
quite simple and obvious. Supply and demand functions are based on economic
theory assuming profit maximisation of producers and utility maximisation of
consumers. But note that these models apply the rather crude assumption that
interdependencies between the considered market and the rest of the economy
either do not exist or are only minor and may be ignored. On this basis we can
define welfare indicators, which for consumers do not provide exact but accept-
able approximate values for welfare changes. The appropriate choice of price
elasticities ensures the empirical consistency of such models.

In multi-market models the microeconomic foundations are less obvious and
more complex. Let us first examine the supply side and the response of a profit-
maximising firm, producing two products, on price changes. If only the price of
one product changes, supply of both products would be affected, as discussed
earlier. But what impact may be expected if both prices change at the same
percentage? From general equilibrium models we know the consideration that the
supply of different products in an economy does not change if all prices change at
the same percentage. This follows the assumption that firms are free of ‘price
illusion’. Similarly, one may assume that supply quantities do not change in the
formulated two-market model if prices change at the same rate.

One has to be aware, however, that such a condition is rather restrictive for a



two-market model. A multi-market model is not a general equilibrium model and
the outlined condition, if applied to a two-market model, means that we reflect
the decision-making behaviour of a firm only with respect to these two markets.
We assume that the resources used for the two products are given and do not
depend on the production of other commodities in the economy; hence there are
no interdependencies between the considered two products and the rest of the
economy. This may be plausible for a certain case, but in other cases it may not,
underlining the specific character of partial equilibrium models to focus on spe-
cific markets. Hence, depending on the problem setting, it is crucial to consider
the most relevant markets when formulating a multi-market model. The relevance
of the discussed condition needs to be considered for each model development
and application.

Let us now assume that the quantities q s
1 = q s

1 ( p s
1, p s

2 ) and q s
2 = q s

2 ( p s
1, p s

2 )
in the formulated two-market model do not change if p s

1 and p s
2 increase by

the same percentage. Such a property defines homogeneous functions with a
homogeneity of degree zero. Generally, a function y (x) is homogeneous of the
degree r, if:

λ r y = y (λx1, . . ., λx n ). (13.1)

We can show that the formulated Cobb–Douglas supply functions are homo-
geneous and that the homogeneity degree is equal to the sum of the price elastici-
ties. From the above discussion we can thus derive that the following conditions
apply for the elasticities of the functions:

ε s
11 + ε s

12 = 0 (13.2)

and

ε s
21 + ε s

22 = 0. (13.3)

Accordingly, these equations describe the homogeneity condition for supply
functions.

There is another condition that applies for supply functions of a profit-
maximising firm producing two products:

∂q s
1

∂p s
2

=
∂q s

2

∂p s
1

. (13.4)

This symmetry condition describes that the quantity response of one product to
the price change of another product is the same as the quantity response of this
other product to a price change of the first product. The symmetry condition in
(13.4) may be rewritten as:

ε s
12 p s

1 q s
1 = ε s

21 p s
2 q s

2 . (13.4)′
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Following this symmetry condition cross-price elasticities of supply functions have
to be in a specific relationship to fulfil the condition.

Furthermore, general equilibrium models refer to the curve properties of profit
functions with respect to product prices, which also need to be considered in
multi-market models. A profit function should be convex with respect to the
product prices, since it is indeed plausible that a price increase of a product would
lead overall to a non-decreasing profit increase. Furthermore, the supply functions
may be derived as the first partial derivatives of a profit function, so that the
second partial derivatives of the profit function, relevant for the properties of the
profit function, are given through the first partial derivatives of the supply func-
tions. Hence, the profit function in the discussed two-market case is convex if the
following conditions apply for the supply functions:

∂q s
1

∂p s
1

, ∂q s
2

∂p s
2

≥ 0 (13.5)

and

∂q s
1

∂p s
1

∂q s
2

∂p s
2

≥
∂q s

1

∂p s
2

∂q s
2

∂p s
1

. (13.6)

From (13.5) it immediately follows that the direct price elasticities of supply may
not be negative. In addition, through rewriting (13.6) we obtain the following
condition:

ε s
11 ε s

22 ≥ ε s
12 ε s

21 . (13.6)′

Hence the product of the direct price elasticities has to be bigger than, or equal to,
the product of the cross-price elasticities, whereby the specific relationship
between the cross-price elasticities, defined in (13.4)′, needs to be considered.

The discussed microeconomic foundations of the supply functions have thus a
direct impact on the definition of, and restrictions for, the price elasticities of
supply. If these conditions are seen to be appropriate for a specific market model,
they could be incorporated by computing the corresponding elasticities, based on
given start values for these elasticities. These correct, or microeconomically
adjusted, elasticities should be as close as possible to the start values, but consider
the discussed conditions. The following optimisation approach can provide such a
microeconomic adjustment of the elasticities for a two-market model:

min
ε
s
ij

�
2

i=1

�
2

j=1

(ε s
ij − ε s*

ij ) 2 (13.7)

with the constraints:
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ε s
11 + ε s

12 = 0

ε s
21 + ε s

22 = 0

ε s
12 p s

1 q s
1 − ε s

21 p s
2 q s

2 = 0

ε s
11, ε s

22 ≥ 0

ε s
11 ε s

22 ≥ ε s
12 ε s

21

where * denotes the start values for the elasticities.
Similar to the supply side, homogeneity and symmetry conditions as well as the

curve properties of the expenditure function need to be reflected in the micro-
economic foundation of the demand side. In addition, an adding-up condition
has to be considered.

The microeconomic foundations on the demand side are derived from the idea
of utility-maximising households or consumers. Such households will make their
decisions on what and how much they consume depending on product prices
and income. Hence, the demand for products does not only depend on prices,
but also on income. This implies that in a first step the demand functions in
our two-market model need to be extended as follows:

q d
1 ( p d

1, p d
2, y) = d1 ( p d

1 ) ε
d
11 ( p d

2 ) ε
d
12 y η1; ε d

11 < 0 (13.8)

q d
2 ( p d

1, p d
2, y) = d2 ( p d

1 ) ε
d
21 ( p d

2 ) ε
d
22 y η2; ε d

22 < 0 (13.9)

with y – income
ηi – income elasticity of demand of product i = 1, 2.

The income elasticity of demand of the first product indicates by how many
percentage points the quantity demanded of this product changes if the income
increases by 1 per cent. It applies:

η1 =
∂q d

1

∂y

y

q d
1

. (13.10)

ηi will be positive for many products, but negative income elasticities of demand
are also possible.

The adding-up condition postulates that the expenditure of a household will
usually be equal to the income of this household. While this seems plausible for
the total consumption of a household, such an assumption does not necessarily
apply for single products, since a household will generally not spend a given
amount of its income on a specific product. In a multi-market context, however,
we could apply an ‘adding-up condition’ assuming that households will spend a
certain income for the products included in a model. By applying this assumption,
we again consider the part of the economy included in the model as independent
from the rest of the economy. Hence, also for the demand side it is crucial to
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model the most relevant markets for a specific problem setting and to reflect the
relevance of an adding-up condition for the specific case.

If the adding-up condition is considered relevant, it seems plausible to interpret
the income variable y in (13.8) and (13.9) as income for the considered products
and consequently to determine y through the expenditure for these products. It
thus applies y = E. The income elasticities of demand would then be the expend-
iture elasticities of demand for these products. For our two-market case it would
apply:

p d
1 q d

1 ( p d
1 , p d

2 , y) + p d
2 q d

2 ( p d
1, p d

2 , y) = y. (13.11)

After differentiation and some rearrangements we get the so-called adding-up
condition, defined as:

w1 η1 + w2 η2 = 1 (13.12)

with wi = 
pd

i q
d
i

y

and wi – share of expenditure for product i = 1, 2 in total expenditure for
the considered products.

Consequently, the sum of the income elasticities, weighted with the expenditure
shares of the products considered, has to be 1.

The adding-up condition emphasises that by using a multi-market model we
only consider, and capture in the model, a part of the economy; in fact, the
condition describes the relationship between the expenditure elasticities within
the considered part of the economy. Two further remarks may help to clarify the
link between the markets considered in a model and the overall economy. If, for
example, Y is defined as the available income for total consumption, we could
rewrite (13.11) as:

p d
1 q d

1 ( p d
1, p d

2, y (Y )) + p d
2 q d

2 ( p d
1, p d

2, y (Y )) = y (Y ). (13.11)′

Equation (13.12) would then be:

ηy,Y (w1 η1 + w2 η2) = ηy,Y . (13.12)′

Equation (13.12)′ shows the consequences of using the formulated adding-up
condition in a multi-market model. Setting the model in the context of the overall
economy would mean to ‘scale’ the income elasticities accordingly. The scaling
factor ηy ,Y would be the income elasticity of demand with respect to the products
considered in the model. Hence, the ‘correct’ income elasticity of demand of
single products, for example, with respect to the first product, could be interpreted
as the product of the expenditure elasticity of this product and the scaling factor,
the income elasticity of demand of all considered products in the model:
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ηq d
1,Y

= ηq d
1, y η y,Y . (13.13)

A second comment in this context refers to the analysis of income changes. Using
a multi-market model we need to pay attention to which variable we want to
analyse: the change in income in the whole economy or the change in expenditure
for the considered products. It applies:

dy
y = ηy,Y

dY

Y
. (13.13)′

On the basis of the adding-up condition we can examine further relevant condi-
tions on the demand side, similar to the supply side. For example, if a utility-
maximising household is free of price illusion, it will not change its consumption
pattern if all prices and the income of the household change by the same percent-
age. Applying this homogeneity condition to our two-market model, which could
be suitable or too restrictive depending on the specific problem setting, would
mean that demand does not change if the product prices and the amount of
expenditure for the two products change by the same percentage. We can show
that the demand functions, formulated in (13.8) and (13.9), are homogeneous and
that the homogeneity degree is equal to the sum of the price elasticities and the
respective income elasticity. The homogeneity condition requires a homogeneity
degree of zero, so that for both demand functions the following conditions may be
formulated:

ε d
11 + ε d

12 + η1 = 0 (13.14)

and

ε d
21 + ε d

22 + η2 = 0. (13.15)

With respect to the symmetry condition on the demand side, it applies that
the quantity response of a product to a price change of another product is the
same as the quantity response of the other product to a price change of the first
product. Similar to the supply side, this relationship describes the substitution
effect between products due to price changes. However, it has to be taken into
account that the observed demand curves, the so-called Marshallian demand
curves, reflect not only substitution effects but also income effects. To eliminate
these income effects, quantity responses need to be considered on the basis of
income-compensated demand curves, the so-called Hicksian demand curves.

The relationship is outlined in Figure 13.1. A price increase from p d to p d ′ leads
to a decline of demand from q d to q d″. As a consequence of the higher product
price the household substitutes this product with other products, but the house-
hold also consumes less, since its real income has decreased. In order to eliminate
this income effect, the household would have to be compensated for the loss of
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income to maintain its utility level after substitution in consumption. This hypo-
thetical situation is described by the Hicksian demand function. The total quan-
tity effect thus consists of the substitution effect from q d to q d ′ and the income effect
from q d ′ to q d″.

The symmetry condition then requires that the cross-price derivatives of the
Hicksian demand functions are symmetric. Hence, it applies:

∂q d (H )
1

∂pd
2

=
∂q d (H )

2

∂p d
1

(13.16)

whereby (H ) indicates the Hicksian demand functions. The symmetry condition
may be further operationalised using the Slutsky equation, which describes the
relationship between the Marshallian and the Hicksian demand function, for
example, with respect to the first product, as follows:

∂q d
1

∂p d
2

=
 ∂q d (H )

1

∂p d
2

−
∂q d

1

∂y
q d

2 . (13.17)

After some rearrangements of (13.16) and considering the Slutsky equation, the
following symmetry condition can be finally defined:

w1 (ε d
12 + w2η1) = w2 (ε d

21 + w1η2) . (13.16)′

As for the supply side, also on the demand side the symmetry condition requires a
specific relationship for cross-price elasticities.

Figure 13.1 Substitution and income effects of price changes.
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Similarities with the supply side also exist with respect to the curve properties of
the respective relevant functions. On the demand side we have to consider the
curve properties of the expenditure function of a utility-maximising household.
The expenditure function, with respect to product prices, should be concave. The
expenditure function indicates the lowest required expenditure to reach a certain
utility level at given product prices. If a product price now increases, it seems
plausible that the price increase leads to a non-increasing expenditure increase.
Similar to the supply side, the Hicksian demand functions can now be derived as
first partial derivatives of the expenditure function, so that the second partial
derivatives of the expenditure function, which are relevant for the assessment
of the curve properties, can be obtained by the first partial derivatives of the
Hicksian demand functions. In our discussed two-market case the expenditure
function is concave if it applies for the Hicksian demand functions:

∂q d (H )
1

∂pd
1

, ∂q d (H )
2

∂pd
2

≤ 0 (13.18)

and

∂q d (H )
1

∂pd
1

∂q d (H )
2

∂p d
2

≥
∂q d (H )

1

∂pd
2

∂q d (H )
2

∂pd
1

. (13.19)

These curve properties can also be further operationalised through the Slutsky
equation. From (13.18) it follows:

ε d
11 + w1η1 ≤ 0 (13.18)′

and

ε d
22 + w2η2 ≤ 0 . (13.18)″

Accordingly we get from (13.19):

(ε d
11 + w1 η1) (ε d

22 + w2 η2) ≥ (ε d
12 + w2 η1) (ε d

21 + w1η2 ) . (13.19)′

While the above conditions underline the similarities with the supply side, the
equations also point out the difference to the microeconomic foundation on the
supply side, as income or expenditure elasticities need to be taken into account
on the demand side.

Considering microeconomic conditions thus means to impose restrictions on
the choice of price and income elasticities on the demand side, if this is con-
sidered appropriate in the specific case. The following optimisation approach can
provide such a microeconomic adjustment of the elasticities for the discussed
two-market model:
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ε

d
ij ,ηi

��
2

i=1

�
2

j=1

(ε d
ij − ε d

ij
* ) 2 + �

2

i=1

(ηi − η*i )
2 � (13.20)

with the constraints:

w1 η1 + w2 η2 = 1

ε d
11 + ε d

12 + η1 = 0

εd
21 + ε d

22 + η2 = 0

w1 (ε d
12 + w2 η1) = w2 (ε d

21 + w1 η2)

ε d
11 + w1 η1 ≤ 0

ε d
22 + w2 η2 ≤ 0

(ε d
11 + w1 η1) (ε d

22 + w2 η2) ≥ (ε d
12 + w2 η1) (ε d

21 + w1 η2)

where * again denotes the start value for the elasticities.
As a result of the optimisation, the ‘correct’ and adjusted elasticities would

then be incorporated into the model and used for the model calibration and
subsequent policy analysis.

It is important to keep in mind that the discussed microeconomic adjustment
of multi-market models should not automatically be conducted and, in particu-
lar, should not always be done in the same way. For each problem setting and
specific model it needs to be assessed if, and in what form, a microeconomic
adjustment of the elasticities is required. Overall, the outlined microeconomic
adjustment is a useful approach to improve the quality of a formulated multi-
market model, analysing a number of markets in the context of an overall economy
in a theoretically sound way.

In addition to the microeconomic foundations of our multi-market model we
also have to reconsider the formulation of welfare indicators. We have derived
these indicators, such as total benefit, cost, foreign exchange, consumer surplus,
producer surplus and government budget, from the observed supply and
demand functions. Such an approach is widely used and may be applied without
problems for the welfare indicators foreign exchange and government budget as
well as for cost and producer surplus which are derived from supply functions,
assuming the model reflects the microeconomic foundations as discussed. How-
ever, the situation is different if we look at indicators derived from demand
functions. Total benefit and consumer surplus, even with a microeconomic foun-
dation of the model, only provide approximations of the respective welfare
levels, because Marshallian demand functions include both substitution and
income effects.

Such an approximation is acceptable so long as we restrict the analysis to a
small part of the economy such as a commodity market where we can abstract
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from income effects in our model calculations. However, in larger models,
which include more markets and hence a bigger part of the economy, the applica-
tion of welfare indicators based on Marshallian demand functions becomes
questionable.

Against this background it has been argued that welfare indicators based on
income-compensated Hicksian demand functions are more suited for welfare
assessment. Figure 13.2 shows how the change in welfare for consumers may
be described on the basis of Hicksian demand functions. First, the graph depicts
the decrease in consumer surplus due to a price increase by the bold-framed
area. The compensating variation (CV) describes the decline of welfare for
consumers on the basis of the utility level in the base situation, indicated by
the vertically hatched area. The equivalent variation (EV), on the other hand,
describes the decline of welfare for consumers on the basis of the utility level
in the new situation, here indicated by the horizontally hatched area. It has
been shown that both the compensating variation and the equivalent variation
are better suited to indicate welfare changes for consumers than a change in
consumer surplus.

The problem is, however, that Hicksian demand functions cannot be observed
and welfare indicators are thus difficult to calculate on such a basis. For that
reason we continue to use Marshallian demand functions for welfare assessment
in our multi-market models. As a consequence of this caveat, we have to accept
certain inaccuracies in welfare indicators, which are calculated on this basis:
i.e. total benefit, consumer surplus and welfare. In addition, we do not conduct
optimisation exercises with respect to these variables, but restrict ourselves to
comparisons of different scenarios.

Figure 13.2 Consumer surplus, compensating variation and equivalent variation at a price
change.
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Exercise 13

Consider the supply functions

q s
1 ( p s

1, p s
2 ) = c1 ( p s

1 ) ε
s
11 ( p s

2 ) ε
s
12

q s
2 ( p s

1, p s
2 ) = c2 ( p s

1 ) ε
s
21 ( p s

2 ) ε
s
22

with ε s
11 = ε s

22 = 0.3 and ε s
12 = ε s

21 = −0.1

and the demand functions

q d
1 ( p d

1, p d
2, y) = d1 ( p d

1)
ε

d
11 ( p d

2 ) ε
d
12 y η1

q d
2 ( p d

1, p d
2, y) = d2 ( p d

1 ) ε
d
21 ( p d

2 ) ε
d
22 y η2

with ε d
11 = ε d

22 = −0.4, ε d
12 = ε d

21 = 0.2 and η1 = η2 = 1.

Formulate a market model in Excel and solve the following problems:

(a) Correct the above elasticities considering the homogeneity condition, the
symmetry condition and the curve properties for supply and demand func-
tions and the adding-up condition on the demand side. Solve the following
exercises on the basis of this microeconomic adjustment using the corrected
elasticities.

(b) As in Exercise 12, assume free trade; the world market prices are p w
1 = 10

and p w
2 = 15. Under this policy the country is an importer of the first

product; the quantity supplied is q s
1 = 80 and the quantity demanded is

q d
1 = 100. The country is an exporter of the second product with q s

2 = 120

and q d
2 = 100. Calibrate the model accordingly.

(c) Examine how an increase in the world market prices of both products of
10 per cent would affect supply, demand and expenditure. How would
the result differ, if at the same time income (defined as expenditure for the
considered products) were to rise by 10 per cent?

(d) At what level would domestic prices have to be set by the government to
maximise producer surplus, without causing additional budget expenditure?

(e) Show graphically how in comparison to free trade a gradual increase in the
protection rates in both markets to 50 per cent affects producer surplus,
consumer surplus, government budget and welfare in both markets.

Solution

Step 13.1 To correct the elasticity values in Exercise 13a, add the factor y ηi to the
demand and total benefit function of both markets in model exer-
cise12a.xls. Enter the value 2500 for y in cell H7 defining expenditure in
the base situation as well as in cell G7 as an additional parameter of
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calibration for y. We then have to adjust the constants d1 and d2 respect-
ively. For d1 we get the formula = F6/B6^G11/B7^H11/G7^I11 in
C11. The income elasticities of demand for both products are placed in
I11 and I12. Thus we have calibrated the model again (cf. Figure 13.3
and exercise13a.xls).

Then, add below the given start values of the elasticities a range for
the variable (adjusted) elasticity values and enter 1 in each of these cells.
Below, you can calculate the differences of the start values and variable
elasticities and then write the formula for the sum of the squares of
these differences (using the Excel function SUMSQ) in cell F30, which
later needs to be minimised according to the functions in (13.7) and
(13.20). You can implement the left-hand sides of the constraints in
(13.7) and (13.20) as shown in Figure 13.3 and enter the constraints into
the Solver (compare with exercise13a.xls).

Then run the Solver and it will produce the desired solution. The
result shows that some of the adjusted elasticities deviate quite sub-
stantially from the given start values. Figure 13.4 also shows that all
microeconomic conditions are fulfilled.

Step 13.2 Enter the calculated elasticity values in the cells D11:E12 and G11:I12
and the model is automatically calibrated for the adjusted elasticity

Figure 13.3 Calculation of microeconomically adjusted elasticity values (exercise13a.xls).
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values (cf. Figure 13.4 and exercise13b.xls). Exercise 13b is thus also
solved.

Step 13.3 Exercise 13c can now be solved quickly. Enter the value 11 in cell
C4, the value 16.5 in cell C5 and finally the value 2750 for the income
in cell H7. At a price increase for both products of 10 per cent supply
quantities do not change, while demand decreases due to the income
effect. If we increase the income by 10 per cent too, demand remains
unchanged at the original level (cf. Figure 13.5).

Step 13.4 Exercise 13d may be solved with the Solver using model exercise13b.xls.
First, reset the Solver with the ‘Reset all’ button. Enter the formula for
the sum of producer surplus of both markets in cell O6 and choose this
cell as target cell to be maximised. Then enter the sum of budget
revenue in cell N6 and define the constraint N6 > = 0. Define A4:A5
as changing cells for the uniform domestic prices. The Solver produces
the solution p1 ≈ 12.38 and p2 ≈ 15.13 (cf. Figure 13.6).

The result again shows the importance of market interdependencies.
Without consideration of cross-price effects this optimisation problem
should have produced the autarky price as the market price of both
products. However, the market interdependencies lead to an optimal
solution under the given price policy, which deviates from autarky.

Figure 13.4 Market model with microeconomically adjusted elasticity values (exercise
13b.xls).
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Step 13.5 Finally, solve Exercise 13e. First, implement free trade again. Then
integrate the protection rate, and also the subsidy rates, in the model
(similar to Step 3.5 or 4.6). We can now generate the values of the
relevant functions of both markets for the different protection rates
by using the ‘Data table’ operations and show the result in a graph
(cf. Figure 13.7 and exercise13e.xls).

Figure 13.5 Implications of a world market price increase and income increase of 10 per cent
(exercise13c.xls).

Figure 13.6 Maximisation of producer surplus without additional budget expenditure
(exercise13d.xls).
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Figure 13.7 Implications of an increase in the protection rate on both markets from 0 to
50 per cent (exercise13e.xls).
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The figure shows that the principal shape of the functions is the same
as with the single-market models, but the cross-price effects now lead to
different values.
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14 Formulation of a
four-market model

Objective

In Chapter 14 we will formulate a multi-market model for four markets and then
apply the model to the analysis of price policies. We will show how the micro-
economic foundations of market models, discussed on the basis of two markets,
may be extended to more markets.

Theory

To develop a four-market model, supply and demand quantities need to be formu-
lated as functions of all four prices. In addition, the income variable needs to be
considered on the demand side. For the supply side we can write:

q s
i (p s

1, p s
2, p s

3, ps
4 ) = ci (p s

1 )ε
s
i1 (p s

2 )ε
s
i2 (p s

3 )ε
s
i3 (p s

4 )ε
s
i4 (14.1)

with i = 1,. . ., 4.

Analogously, we get for the demand side:

qd
i (p d

1, p d
2, p d

3, p d
4, y) = di (p d

1 )ε
d
i1 (p d

2 )ε
d
i2 (p d

3 )ε
d
i3 (p d

4 )ε
d
i4 yηi (14.2)

with i = 1, . . ., 4.

In order to use and calibrate the model empirically, the quantities supplied and
demanded, supply and demand prices, world market prices, and price and income
elasticities need to be defined for all four products. In addition, the micro-
economic foundation of the model requires that certain restrictions for the elas-
ticities are fulfilled, as explained in Chapter 13. Let us consider the following
elasticity matrix for the supply side:



εs =

εs
11

εs
21

εs
31

εs
41

εs
12
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22
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32
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24
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34
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44

(14.3)

with εs – price elasticity matrix on the supply side.

According to the homogeneity condition the sum of each row of this matrix has
to be zero. To consider the symmetry condition and the curve property (convex-
ity), the matrix of the derivatives of the supply functions with respect to the prices
needs to be determined in a first step:
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with Hs – matrix of the derivatives of the supply functions with respect to
the prices.

Hs can be calculated from εs; since it applies for every element of Hs:

∂qs
i

∂ps
j

= εs
ij

q s
i

p s
j

(14.5)

with i, j = 1, . . ., 4.

It follows:
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Following the symmetry condition Hs must be symmetric and the matrix must
be positive semi-definite with respect to the curve properties. These properties
are fulfilled if the matrix Hs is equal to its transpose HsT (symmetry condition)
and the determinants of all principal submatrices are not negative (curve
properties).

On the demand side we can initially assume the following elasticity matrix:

[εd,η] =
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21
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31
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41
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43

εd
14
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εd
44

η1

η2

η3

η4

(14.7)

with [εd, η] – matrix of price and income elasticities on the demand side.

According to the adding-up condition the income variable in the demand func-
tions would be defined by the sum of the expenditure for the four products, and for
the ‘income column’ in the above matrix it would apply that the sum of the income
elasticities of the four products, weighted by respective shares in expenditure,
must be 1:

�
4

i = 1

wi ηi = 1. (14.8)

To fulfil the homogeneity condition the sums of the matrix rows of [εd,η] should
each add up to zero. Similar to the supply side and again taking into account the
symmetry condition and the curve properties, the matrix of the derivatives of the
demand functions with respect to the prices has to be determined, now based on
Hicksian demand functions:
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with Hd – matrix of the derivatives of the Hicksian demand functions with
respect to the prices.
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Hd can be calculated from [εd, η] by using the Slutsky equation; since for every
element of Hd it applies:

∂q d(H)
i

∂pd
j
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q d

i

p d
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(εd
ij + ηi wj) (14.10)

with i, j = 1, . . ., 4.

It follows:
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Following the symmetry condition Hd must be symmetric and with respect to the
curve properties the matrix must be negative semi-definite. Analogous to the
supply side, the symmetry condition is fulfilled if the matrix Hd is equal to its
transpose HdT. With respect to the curve properties the determinants of all prin-
cipal submatrices must be alternating non-positive and non-negative.

Following the microeconomic foundation of the elasticities the model can be
calibrated and applied for the analysis of price policies. However, it is important
to keep in mind that it has to be evaluated for each individual case, if, and in what
form, a microeconomic adjustment were to be carried out.

Exercise 14

Consider the supply functions

q s
i (p s

1, p s
2, p s

3, p s
4 ) = ci (ps

1)
ε

s
il (p s

2 )ε
s
i2 (p s

3 )ε
s
i3 (p s

4 )ε
s
i4

for i = 1, . . ., 4

with εs
ii = 0.3 and εs

ij = −0.1 (i ≠ j )

and the demand functions
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1, pd
2, pd

3, pd
4, y) = di (p d

1 )ε
d
i1 (pd

2 )ε
d
i2 (pd

3 )ε
d
i3 (pd

4 )ε
d
i4 y ηi

for i = 1, . . ., 4

with εd
ii = −0.4, εd

ij = 0.2 (i ≠ j ) and ηi = 1.

The following information on the four markets is available:

In the first two markets the country pursues a free trade policy, in the third market
a protectionist price policy and in the fourth market an autarky policy are
implemented.

Formulate a market model in Excel and solve the following problems:

(a) Correct the above elasticities considering the homogeneity condition, the
symmetry condition and relevant curve properties on the supply and demand
sides and the adding-up condition on the demand side. Solve the following
exercises on the basis of this ‘microeconomic adjustment’ using the corrected
elasticities.

(b) Calibrate the model accordingly.
(c) Show how an increase in the world market price of the first product to

pw
1 = 15 affects supply and demand.

(d) How does the implementation of free trade on all markets change govern-
ment budget, foreign exchange, producer surplus and consumer surplus?

(e) Show graphically how in comparison to free trade a gradual increase of
the protection rates of all products to 50 per cent affects producer surplus,
consumer surplus and government budget on all markets.

Solution

Step 14.1 Previously, in Steps 12.1 to 12.3 we extended a single-market model to
a two-market model, analysing the interdependencies between two
markets and creating the file exercise12a.xls. We will now further extend
the model from two to four interdependent markets. Thus, start with the
model exercise12a.xls, set all prices to the value 10 (including the cali-
bration values) and choose for each q s

i the value 80 and for each q d
i the

value 100. Starting the modelling in this way will help to monitor our
work using the symmetry of the defined markets. Move the range

Market Quantity
supplied

Quantity
demanded

Supply price Demand price World market
price

1 80 100 10 10 10
2 120 100 15 15 15
3 100 120 14 14 12
4 70 70 18 18 15
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A6:H12 to A8:H14 and then again move the range A11:H14 to
A13:H16. Then copy the complete rows 4 and 5 and enter these in rows
6 and 7. Analogously, copy the complete rows 8 and 9 and paste them
into rows 10 and 11. In order to create some space, move the range
G13:H16 with the demand elasticities to the right into the range
I13:J16. Fill the 4×4 matrices of the supply and demand elasticities with
the given values in the ranges D15:G18 and I15:L18 (cf. Figure 14.1).

Enter the income elasticities with a value of 1 in the range M15:M18.
For income we initially choose the arbitrarily fixed value of 100 and
enter this in cell H9. We enter the same value 100 as calibration value
for income in cell G9. Review the model framework and, analogously
to Step 12.2 and Step 12.3, generate all formulas for qs

i and qd
i in

E4:F7, following (14.1) and (14.2), as well as the cost and total benefit

Figure 14.1 Cobb–Douglas market model with four interdependent markets (exercise14.xls).
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functions in H4:I7. The Excel formulas are, for example, for cell

E4: = B15*A4^D15*A5^E15*A6^F15*A7^G15, for cell
F5: = C16*B4^I16*B5^J16*B6^K16*B7^L16*H9^M16, for cell
H6: = A6*E6 − B17*A4^D17*A5^E17*A6^(F17 + 1)/

(F17 + 1)*A7^G17 and for cell
I7: = B7*F7 + C18*B4^I18*B5^J18*

B6^K18*(50^(L18 + 1) − B7^(L18 + 1))/(L18 + 1)*H9^M18.

Furthermore, the formulas for ci and di in the range B15:C18 need to be
adjusted, following (14.1) and (14.2) and similar to Step 12.2, and the
model is correctly calibrated. For example, in cell B15 we obtain the
formula = E8/(A8^D15*A9^E15*A10^F15*A11^G15) and in C18
the formula = F11/(B8^I18*B9^J18*B10^K18*B11^L18*G9^M18).
Admittedly, the model formulation is somewhat time-consuming, but
the uniform price of 10 and the application of the ‘Formula auditing’
(‘Trace precedents’) help to simplify the task (cf. Figure 14.1 and
exercise14.xls).

Step 14.2 You can now enter the data for price and quantities in the four markets
into the model to solve our exercise. Bear in mind that you have to enter
the value 5440 for the income in the cells G9 and H9, which is the sum
of the expenditure for the four products (cf. Figure 14.2 and
exercise14a1.xls).

Step 14.3 To solve Exercise 14a we will correct the elasticities, proceeding in this
step as in Step 13.1. To model the necessary extension and generalisa-
tion for four markets we use the matrix formulas available in Excel.
Note that a matrix formula can be entered through simultaneously
pushing the Ctrl, Shift and Enter keys, whereby Excel then sets the
matrix formulas in curly brackets ({ }).

Add again below the start values of the elasticities the range for the
variable elasticities and enter below that the range for the differences.
By using the SUMSQ Excel function we again compute the sum of the
squares of these differences, which will then be minimised in the target
cell of the Solver (cf. Figure 14.3 and exercise14a2.xls).

Let us now continue with the formulation of the matrices Hs and Hd,
which we need for the microeconomic adjustment. First, we calculate in
N8:N11 the expenditure shares w1, w2, w3 and w4 with respect to the four
products and enter the values in the range J8:J11. Furthermore, we
need for the formulation of Hs and Hd some additional matrices follow-
ing (14.6) and (14.11). We need the diagonal matrices

q s
1

0

0

0

0

q s
2

0

0

0

0

q s
3

0

0

0

0

q s
4

,

q d
1

0

0

0

0

qd
2

0

0

0

0

qd
3

0

0

0

0

qd
4
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and

,

1

ps
1

0 0 0
1

pd
1

0 0 0

0
1

ps
2

0 0 0
1

pd
2

0 0

0 0
1

ps
3

0 0 0
1

pd
3

0

0 0 0
1

ps
4

0 0 0
1

pd
4

which we depict as formulas through the relevant relationships in the
range Q19:X26 (cf. Figure 14.3 and exercise14a2.xls).

Figure 14.2 Calibrated market model with four interdependent markets (exercise14a1.xls).
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Figure 14.3 continued.
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We then formulate the dyadic product

η1

η2

η3

η4

· [w1, w2, w3, w4]

with the matrix formula = MMULT(M19:M22;MTRANS( J8:J11)) in
the range U27:X30, by using the key combination described above
(after selecting the whole range U27:X30). We do this with respect to
the variable income elasticities and fixed expenditure shares.

We generate the sum of this matrix and the matrix of the variable
demand elasticities with the matrix formula = I19:L22 + U27:X30 in
the range U31:X34. We can now calculate both matrices Hd and Hs in
the ranges I28:L31 and D28:G31, respectively, using matrix multiplica-
tion and the matrix formulas = MMULT(MMULT(U19:X22;U31:X34);
U23:X26) and = MMULT(MMULT(Q19:T22;D19:G22);Q23:T26)
(cf. Figure 14.3 and exercise14a2.xls).

Let us now proceed with the constraints, starting with the homo-
geneity condition on the supply side. We write the formula =
SUM(D19:G19) in cell D35 and copy it into the cells D36:D38. We thus
obtain as a constraint for the Solver the condition D35:D38 = 0. To
formulate the symmetry condition on the supply side we generate the
transpose of the matrix Hs in the range D40:G43 by using the matrix
formula = MTRANS(D28:G31). As constraint for the Solver we then
obtain the condition HsT = Hs, i.e. D40:G43 = D28:G31. To ensure the
correct curve properties, all determinants of the principal submatrices
of the matrix Hs must be non-negative. We restrict ourselves to the
leading principal minors, which we generate with the respective matrix
function MDET in the range D45:D48 (cf. Figure 14.3 and exercise
14a2.xls).

On the demand side we proceed accordingly, defining for the curve
property that the relevant leading principal minors are alternating non-
positive and non-negative (I45 ≤ 0, I46 ≥ 0, I47 ≤ 0, I48 ≥ 0). Besides the
homogeneity condition (I35:I38 = 0) and symmetry condition (I40:L43
= I28:L31) we have to define the adding-up condition I33 = 1 entering
the rather simple formula = SUMPRODUCT( J8:J11;M19:M22) in cell
I33 (cf. Figure 14.3 and exercise14a2.xls).

We can now use the Solver to simultaneously adjust all elasticity values,
as shown in Figure 14.4. Alternatively, we can also adjust the supply or
demand and income elasticities separately. Whatever way we choose to
adjust the elasticities, it can happen that the Solver does not find a
feasible solution. But this does not mean that there is no feasible solution.
Instead, the result of the optimisation is likely to depend on the chosen
start values of the changing cells, which is what also happened in our case.
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If we first use the start values from the model in exercise14a2.xls, the
Solver cannot find a solution. However, if we start with the values from
Figure 14.5 and exercise14a3.xls the Solver finds an acceptable solu-
tion, as shown in Figure 14.6. The example shows that it may be

Figure 14.4 Solver parameters in the ‘microeconomic adjustment’ of all elasticity values.

Figure 14.5 Choosing start values for the Solver (exercise14a3.xls).
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necessary to try different start values (or seed values) until a solution is
found.

If we obtain zero values in the leading principal minors, it is not
guaranteed that Hs and Hd are positive (negative) semi-definite. In such
cases we have to check the eigenvalues or carry out a triangulation of
the Hessian matrix H (see e.g. Jensen and Bard 2003; Klein 2002). On
the accompanying online content in the directory Exercise-15 you will
find an Excel model (triangulation.xls) for the triangulation of square
matrices, which allows you to check the positive (negative) semi-definite
properties.

If the generated result is in fact an optimal solution with respect to our
objective function, minimising the deviation from the initial elasticities,
remains unclear. Generally, due to the derivative-based methods applied
by the Solver (e.g. the reduced-gradient method or quasi-Newton
method), we recommend the use of several sets of seed values for the
changing cells, in particular for rather complex models. Another (some-
times) useful procedure may be to run the Solver in several steps or

Figure 14.6 Calculated elasticity values with the Solver (exercise14a4.xls).
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several times and to accept a solution as seed values for the next Solver
run. This also applies for non-linear problems (with respect to local
optima) as well as for problems with non-smooth functions or a non-
connected feasible region. In addition, Solver solutions can sometimes
depend on the defined Solver options, for example, with respect to
convergence and precision (click on ‘Options’ under ‘Solver
parameters’).

Step 14.4 We now enter the calculated elasticity values in the ranges D15:G18 and
I15:M18, and the model is automatically calibrated for the adjusted
elasticities (cf. Figure 14.7).

Step 14.5 To solve Exercise 14c, enter the value 15 in cell C4 and link (due to the

Figure 14.7 Calibrated market model with four interdepedendent markets and ‘microeco-
nomically adjusted’ elasticity values (exercise14b.xls).
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assumed free trade situation) the domestic prices in A4 and B4 with the
cell C4. Since on the fourth market an autarky policy has been imple-
mented, link A7 and B7 accordingly and determine the new equilibrium
with the Solver (target cell: e.g. E4; changing cell: A7; constraints: E7 =
F7). We get an expected response from demand and supply on the first
market, but also the other markets are affected: both supply and demand
decrease slightly on all three markets (cf. Figure 14.8).

Step 14.6 Apply the link of the domestic prices with the world market price in the
first market (Step 14.5) in all other markets (through copy A4:B4 and
paste in A5:B7) and observe the changes on the markets (cf. Figure 14.9).
With the transition to free trade there would no longer be any budget
revenue in the third market and foreign exchange expenditure would
increase significantly. As expected, producer surplus would decrease and
consumer surplus increase.

Step 14.7 To solve Exercise 14e, integrate a uniform protection rate for all pro-
ducts in the model exercise14d.xls. Choose cell A22 and enter for the

Figure 14.8 Impact of an increase in the world market price of the first product to p w
1 = 15

(exercise14c.xls).

Figure 14.9 Impact of a transition to free trade on all markets (exercise14d.xls).
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protection rate the start value 0 in this cell. We should then obtain the
formula = (1 + A22)*C4 for the supply price of the first product in cell
A4. In cell B4 we enter the formula = A4, i.e. the demand price is equal
to the supply price. In the same way, proceed for the prices of the other
products. You can then analyse the impact of an increasing protection
rate on producer surplus, consumer surplus and government budget of
all products by using the ‘Data table’ Excel operation and finally display
the values in a graph (cf. Figure 14.10 and exercise14e.xls).

Figure 14.10 Producer surplus, consumer surplus and government budget of four products
at increasing protection rates (exercise14e.xls). Continued opposite
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15 Model framework for a
12-market model

Objective

In Chapter 15 we will introduce a model framework which may be used for the
analysis of up to 12 different markets.

Theory

The model structure for a 12-market model corresponds to the theoretical
principles of multi-market models discussed in the previous three chapters. The
supply and demand functions of the Cobb–Douglas type describe the quantities
supplied and demanded for each product as a function of all 12 producer and
consumer prices as well as the income variable on the demand side. The welfare
assessment is based on Marshallian demand curves. The data basis consists of
quantities supplied and demanded, producer and demand prices, world market
prices as well as price and income elasticities for each the 12 products and
markets.

The standard Solver of Excel has the capacity to run a microeconomic adjust-
ment of the elasticity values considering the homogeneity condition, the symmetry
condition and curve properties on the supply and demand side, plus the adding-
up condition on the demand side for up to eight markets. Similar to Chapter 14,
this adjustment is modelled in the sheet ‘Adjustment’ in exercise15.xls. For a
microeconomic adjustment of the elasticities on 12 markets we need to install a
more powerful Solver, for example, the Premium-Solver developed by Frontline
Systems Inc. The model structure may immediately be used for policy analysis
and may also be further extended and revised, if required, depending on specific
problem setting.

Exercise 15

You have the following information about eight markets:



For the first two products the country pursues free trade, while for the third to
fifth products a protectionist price policy has been implemented. In the sixth
market a tax or ‘negative protection’ has been implemented and in the last two
markets the country pursues an autarky policy.

The following start values for the matrix of price elasticities on the supply side
apply:

εs =

0.5

0

−0.1

−0.1

0

−0.2

0

−0.1

0

0.3

0

0

0

0.2
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0

0.2

0
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0

0

0.1

−0.1

0

0

0.4

0

0

−0.1

0.1

0

0

−0.1

0

0.3

0

0
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−0.2
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0

0.3

0

0

0

0

0

−0.1

0

0

0.3
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0.1

0.1

0

0

0

0.1

The following start values for the matrix of price and income elasticities on the
demand side apply:

[εd,η] =

−0.4

0

0.05

0

0.1

0

0

0.1
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0.1
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0
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0
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0

0.1

0

0

0.1

0

0

0
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0

0.1

0

0

0.05

0

0.1

0

−0.4

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Use the model structure for 12 markets in exercise15.xls and solve the following
problems:

Market Quantity
supplied

Quantity
demanded

Supply price Demand price World market
price

1 80 100 10 10 10
2 120 100 15 15 15
3 100 120 14 14 12
4 90 70 20 20 18
5 140 130 18 18 16
6 100 120 18 18 20
7 110 110 20 20 24
8 70 70 18 18 15
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(a) Adjust the given elasticity values considering the homogeneity condition, the
symmetry condition and curve properties on the supply and demand sides
as well as the adding-up condition on the demand side. Then calibrate your
model and solve the following problems on the basis of the conducted
‘microeconomic adjustment’.

(b) At what level do the prices have to be set to maximise budget revenue?
(c) Assume again the base situation. How would a gradual increase of the pro-

tection rates of the first two products to 50 per cent affect the welfare of both
markets, assuming that all other product prices remain constant?

(d) How, in comparison to the base situation, would a transition to free trade in
all markets affect the quantities supplied and demanded?

(e) Assume the base situation and determine an optimal price policy to maximise
(total) producer surplus with a maximum budget expenditure of 1000.

Solution

Step 15.1 First, have a look at the structure of the 12-market model in exercise-
15.xls. The model consists of four linked sheets: ‘Input&Calibration’,
‘Adjustment’, ‘Scenario’ and ‘Differences’.

The sheet ‘Input&Calibration’ serves as a kind of template for the
insertion of the start values and provides the automatic calibration of
the model. Only the white cells and ranges can be edited and filled
with data. For markets which are not required data remain unchanged
(i.e. the value 1 for prices and quantities and 0 for elasticities). Adjust the
totals formula in cell S18 according to the considered markets. After all
input data have been inserted, copy the value from S18 into cell U18.
If necessary, you can also vary the integration limits for the calculation
of the benefit and cost integrals in the cells AX3 and AZ3 (see also
Chapter 4).

In the range BB6:BM17, enter the values for the elasticity of demand
of a product with respect to the supply of the other considered prod-
ucts, if this relationship is seen as relevant for the specific problem
setting. In this way we can take into account that the quantities supplied
can go directly into the demand functions as input, for example, in the
case of cereals used as feed in livestock production systems. If such a
consideration is not relevant for the problem examined, leave the zero
values unchanged.

Next, enter the values of the relevant expenditure shares of the con-
sidered products from the range BO6:BO17 into the range BP6:BP17,
or, respectively, enter the value zero for markets which are not used in
the model.

If you refrain from a microeconomic adjustment of the elasticities,
you can change different variables of the developed model in the sheet
‘Scenario’. This usually applies only for the values in the yellow high-
lighted ranges, i.e. prices, eventually required shift factors of supply and
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demand, total income, and elasticities. This sheet may also be used for
Solver applications of more complex policy scenarios.

Finally, differences between the scenario model and the calibrated
(or reference) model can be depicted in the sheet ‘Differences’, both as
absolute and percentage changes.

Step 15.2 If you want to carry out a microeconomic adjustment of the elasticity
values (after you have entered all start values in the sheet ‘Input-
&Calibration’), as required in Exercise 15a and as carried out in
Chapter 13 (Step 13.1) and Chapter 14 (Step 14.3), you can do this using
the Solver in the sheet ‘Adjustment’. In the upper part of this sheet you
will find a copy of the model developed in the ‘Input&Calibration’
sheet. Similar to Step 14.3 and the model in exercise14a2.xls, you will
find the modelling of the ‘microeconomic adjustment’ in the lower
part of the ‘Adjustment’ sheet (ranges W18:AV95, BB30:BM53 and
BQ30:CB77), including the necessary target cell, changing cells and
constraints for the Solver (but here for a 12-market model).

The adjustment of the elasticities should now be carried out separ-
ately for the demand and supply side. When you open the Solver, you
will already find the relevant setting of the Solver for the demand side,
but for all 12 markets. The setting thus needs to be adjusted with
respect to the number of the considered markets. A separate adjust-
ment of the elasticity values is required due to the limited capacity of
the Standard-Solver. The capacity of the Standard-Solver usually only
allows an adjustment of the elasticities of a maximum of eight markets
(cf. the Theory section in this chapter, p. 180). In addition, we can
also check with the model triangulation.xls if the H-matrices are
semi-definite.

Assuming type compatibility, you can activate the adequate start
setting of the Solver for the supply side by clicking on ‘Options’, ‘Load
model . . .’ and then selecting the ‘Model area’ W56:W61. If necessary
the setting can be revised. The Solver parameter for the demand side
may be found in the range AV56:AV73. The feasibility of the obtained
Solver solution, in accordance with the precision setting, can be easily
visually checked with the display in the sheet ‘Adjustment’. However,
the Solver reactions explained in Chapter 14 may, of course, also occur
in this case.

To adopt the ‘microeconomically adjusted’ elasticity values in your
model, which you have successfully calculated in the sheet ‘Adjustment’,
copy the values of the respective cells in the range W18:AH29 and
AJ18:AV29 of the ‘Input&Calibration’ sheet into the respective cells
in the range W6:AH17 and AJ6:AV17 of the same sheet and thus
substitute the start values of the elasticities. You do not need to worry
about a new calibration of the model as it is done automatically,
and you can continue with the analysis using the sheets ‘Scenario’ and
‘Differences’, as described in Step 15.1.
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Figure 15.1 provides an insight into the complexity of the linkages
within a 12-market model showing the ‘Trace precedents’ for the sum
of the quantities supplied and demanded.

Step 15.3 You will find a model filled in and adjusted with the data given in
Exercise 15 in exercise15a1.xls (cf. Figure 15.2). Correct the elasticity
values according to Exercise 15a and you will see the solution in
Figure 15.3 and exercise15a2.xls.

Step 15.4 After the adoption of the adjusted elasticity values in the model you
can solve Exercise 15b with the Solver in the sheet ‘Scenario’. Target
cell is the cell X18 with the sum of the single budget values. Changing
cells are the producer prices in E6:E13, whereby you have to link
the consumer prices in I6:I13 with the producer prices through the
formulas = E6 to = E13. The result is shown in Figure 15.4 and
exercise15b.xls.

Step 15.5 To solve Exercise 15c, set the start values of the prices again, but main-
tain the linkages of the domestic prices. As in Step 14.7 you then enter
the protection rate for the first two products, generate the data series
for the welfare of these two markets at different protection rates by using
the ‘Data, table’ operation and graphically display the data series (cf.
Figure 15.5 and exercise15c.xls).

Step 15.6 When you choose prices in the sheet ‘Scenario’ according to a free
trade situation as required in Exercise 15d, you can immediately see the

Figure 15.1 Complex structure of a 12-market model.
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Figure 15.2 A model with eight markets (exercise15a1.xls).



Figure 15.3 Calculation of ‘microeconomically adjusted’ elasticity values (exercise15a2.xls).
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impact of this policy in the sheet ‘Differences’ (cf. Figure 15.6 and
exercise15d.xls).

Step 15.7 In contrast to Exercise 15b, the producer surplus will be maximised in
Exercise 15e considering a constraint on total budget expenditure. As
in Step 15.4, use the Solver in the sheet ‘Scenario’. Choose as target
cell U18 (with the formula = SUM(U6:U13)) and the constraint is
X18 > = −1000. If the Solver finds an error, which it generated itself
through a negative price, you can run the Solver again with new suitable
prices (e.g. the world market prices). The optimal price policy is shown
in Figure 15.7 and exercise15e.xls, where you can also find the differences
compared to the base situation in the sheet ‘Differences’.

Figure 15.4 Prices at maximising total budget revenue with eight markets (exercise15b.xls).

Figure 15.5 Impact of an increasing protection rate on welfare values of the first two
products (exercise15c.xls).
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Figure 15.6 Impact of a free trade policy with eight interdependent markets (exercise-
15d.xls).
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Figure 15.6 continued.
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Figure 15.7 Optimal price policy for maximising total producer surplus considering a
budget constraint with eight markets (exercise15e.xls).
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Part IV

Budget policy and
priority setting





16 Optimisation approach

Objective

In Chapter 16 we will formulate an Excel model for budgeting and priority setting
using linear programming. With this optimisation approach we will evaluate
which policies should be financed to what extent to meet defined policy objectives
in the best possible way.

Theory

In our previous discussion we have concentrated on the analysis of impacts of
specific policies. If several policy measures can be implemented, which seems
to be plausible for many policy-making problems, it needs to be evaluated how
these measures may be compared and which measures should be implemented
to what extent. If the measures imply budget expenditure, a classical budgeting
problem occurs, posing the questions of how a given budget should be allocated
to different policy measures to fulfil the defined objectives in the best possible
way and how priorities may be set among the measures considered. The result
of the optimisation problem which is the optimal budget expenditure for the
considered policy measures then describes the priorities to be set to achieve the
objectives.

If we define an objective function attributing a specific objective value to
the budget expenditure of the policy measures considered, we have, from a math-
ematical point of view, a continuous optimisation problem. We have already
discussed the formulation of optimal structural policies in Chapter 11, where
the aggregated present values of net welfare effects of the considered
structural policies were to be maximised. This problem setting will now be
generalised.

Assume the objective function:

Z = �
n

i = 1

Z i (BEi) (16.1)



with Z – objective variable

i = 1, . . ., n – index for the policy measures considered.

Let us assume that the functions Z i fulfil the law of diminishing marginal returns,
and hence are strictly concave. The value of the objective variable Z is the sum of
the objective contributions of the different policy measures. The following budget
constraint applies:

�
n

i = 1

BEi ≤ BE (16.2)

with BE – (maximum) budget expenditure.

If we substitute (16.2) by the equality constraint

�
n

i = 1

BEi = BE (16.2)′

we can formulate the following Lagrangian function:

L = �
n

i = 1

Z i (BEi ) + λ �BE − �
n

i = 1

BEi� (16.3)

The necessary condition for an optimum is:

dZ 1

dBE1

= . . . =
dZ i

dBEi

= . . . =
dZ n

dBEn

. (16.4)

Hence, the different policy measures have to be financed to the extent that the
marginal contributions to the objective are the same for all measures. Analogous
to Figure 11.3, Figure 16.1 depicts the optimum condition for two arbitrary policy
measures 1 and 2. The solution values BE *1 and BE *2 thus describe the priorities
for financing these policy measures, and λ* denotes the shadow price of the
budget constraint; this is the value by which the objective value Z would increase
if the budget constraint is relaxed by one unit.

The result is plausible, but only a first step in the analysis of budgeting and
priority-setting problems. In particular, two problems require further attention
and further specification of the optimisation approach. First, the objective func-
tion needs to be revised. It seems unrealistic to empirically determine objective
functions as theoretically outlined above so that we have to accept simplified but
still sensible assumptions. It also seems clear that in reality we not only consider
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one objective, but we also have to take into account multiple objectives. Hence,
the optimisation approach needs to be extended.

The second problem relates to the constraints which have to be taken into
account in the optimisation approach. The budget constraint is obvious, but will
not be the only one for policy-making problems. Hence, additional constraints
need to be considered. With respect to the budget, minimum or maximum budget
allocations can be plausible further constraints for specific policy measures. In
addition, legal and institutional frameworks need to be considered as well as
capital and labour availability. Thus, a variety and a diverse nature of constraints
have to be considered for specific problem settings, making budget allocation and
priority setting a complex decision-making problem.

Against this background, linear optimisation provides a powerful method for
budgeting and priority setting. Figure 16.2 outlines this approach. The perspective
is to find the maximum value of a linear objective function, taking into account a
number of linear constraints in terms of equations and inequalities. As a result
we obtain the optimal budget for the different policy measures considered; the
solution thus outlines how the budget should be allocated and how priorities
should be set.

Figure 16.2 shows an example of two objectives Z1 and Z 2, where the coefficient
z11 denotes the constant marginal and average contribution of one monetary unit
of the policy measure 1 to the objective Z1 and the coefficient z2i denotes
the respective contribution of the policy measure i to the objective Z 2. For the
objective function Z1 we can write accordingly:

Z1 = �
n

i = 1

z1i BEi . (16.5)

Figure 16.1 Optimal budget policy.
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We can formulate Z 2 in the same way. If we introduce weights for the two objectives,
the aggregated objective function is:

Z = α1Z1 + α2Z 2 (16.6)

with α1, α2 – weights.

It is often assumed for the weights that 0 ≤ α1 ≤ 1 and α2 = 1 − α1.
With respect to the constraints, the coefficients indicate the relevant framework

for the optimisation problem. For example, it applies for the budget constraint
(16.2): a11 = . . . = a1i = . . . = a1n = 1. For other constraints the coefficients need to
be determined for a specific case. For example, if we assume that for institutional
reasons the financial allocation for policy measure 1 should be at least twice as
high as for policy measure 2, it applies for this constraint:

BE1 ≥ 2BE2 (16.7)

Figure 16.2 Budgeting and priority setting with linear optimisation.
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or

− BE1 + 2BE2 ≤ 0 (16.7)′

or

− 0.5 BE1 + BE2 ≤ 0 . (16.7)″

Consequently, it would apply for aj1 = −0.5, aj2 = 1, and the constant value on
the right-hand side of the inequality would be bj = 0 (whereby j denotes the number
of the constraint).

Finally, the outlined optimisation approach may be formulated as follows:

max
BE1, . . ., BEn

Z = α �
n

i = 1

z1i BEi + (1 − α) �
n

i = 1

z2i BEi (16.8)

with the constraints

�
n

i = 1

ari BEi

≤
=
≥

br for r = 1, . . ., m
 
 
 

and

BEi ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . ., n,

where the index r = 1, . . ., m describes the constraints, which can occur as
equation or inequality.

Figure 16.3 visualises the optimisation approach for two policy measures. The
constraints define the hatched area of feasible solutions. In addition to the budget
constraint R1, a lower bound R2 for BE1 and an upper bound R3 for BE2 are
assumed. Furthermore, the constraint R4 applies, which, for example, may be
seen as an institutional constraint. The value of the objective function Z increases
the further the Z curve is shifted to the right. Following the definition of the
objective function

Z = z1 BE1 + z2 BE2 (16.9)

we can write

BE2 =
Z

z2

−
z1

z2

BE1 . (16.9)′
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As the optimal solution we get BE *1 and BE *2. If the budget is allocated in that
way, and hence the priorities are set accordingly, the maximum objective value is
obtained under the given constraints.

Figure 16.3 shows that the result changes if the objective function and con-
straints change. Changing the objective coefficients or the weights in the objective
function will lead to a rotation of the curve in Figure 16.3. This will eventually
lead to a new solution if the rotation is big enough. It could also be the case that
the slope of the objective function is the same as the slope of a constraint. In this
case there are obviously multiple solutions to the optimisation problem with the
same objective value. A change in a constraint would affect the value of an
optimal solution in a similar way.

The chances and limitations of linear programming as an optimisation
approach are discussed comprehensively in the literature, so that we do not need
to explain this method in more detail. We need, however, to discuss some add-
itional aspects with respect to applying the method for budget allocation and
priority-setting problems. It seems rather trivial, but nevertheless needs to be
pointed out that the discussed optimisation approach requires the definition of
relevant policy measures, the objective function and relevant constraints for spe-
cific policy-making exercises. Thus, the matrix shown in Figure 16.2 needs to be
formulated and filled in, which may not be an easy task for complex policy
questions before the modelling per se can be carried out.

When conducting the task of filling in the matrix it could be helpful to do this
step by step and to apply a certain ‘zooming’ approach. For example, in a first
step, relevant objectives and constraints could be identified and coefficients gener-
ated based on expert opinion. For the coefficients of the objective function a

Figure 16.3 Set of feasible solutions for a linear optimisation problem.
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simple scale of, say, 1 to 9 has proved to be appropriate. The coefficients 1, 2, 3
would then indicate a small contribution to the objective, while the coefficients 4,
5, 6 would define a medium and the coefficients 7, 8, 9 a high contribution to the
objective. If more information is available (e.g. through research), a more detailed
and differentiated approach could be chosen to improve the empirical basis of the
optimisation approach. For example, the rather crude assessment of welfare
effects of structural policies by experts could be substituted by the calculation of
present values of net welfare effects in the framework of a market model, as
explained in Chapter 11. Generally, such a ‘zooming’ approach would lead to a
gradual improvement of policy decision-making support, instead of totally
refraining from using a formalised optimisation approach due to insufficient
information. In any case, what are the alternatives to solving complex budget
allocation and priority-setting problems?

The optimisation approach discussed is a standard method which may be
used for many relevant policy-making problems, but the approach may also be
adjusted and extended for more specific problems. In Chapter 11 we discussed
a discrete Boolean optimisation problem answering the question which struc-
tural policy should be implemented in a certain context and which policy
should not. This problem setting could be generalised as a 0–1 optimisation
problem on the basis of the discussed optimisation approach with additional
objectives and constraints. You will find a similar approach in Albright (2001,
pp. 367–80).

Exercise 16

A government allocates the budget to different rural development policy measures
as follows:

Using this policy the government aims to increase income in rural areas and to
improve the environment. Experts have estimated the following contributions of
the different policy measures to the two objectives:

(I) Farm investment 70
(M) Marketing support 100
(E) Agri-environment 110
(R) Rural infrastructure 50
(L) Labour subsidies 70

Total: 400

I M E R L

Income 8 5 2 8 6
Environment 2 5 8 4 9
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The government wants to evaluate whether the priorities are set appropriately. In
the evaluation the following constraints have to be taken into account: (1) budget
expenditure for each of the different policy measures may not change by more
than 50 per cent in either direction; (2) budget expenditure for farm investment
and marketing support may not sum up to more than 50 per cent of the total
budget; (3) budget expenditure for agri-environment needs to be at least three
times as high as the amount spent for labour subsidies; and (4) both objectives,
income and environment, should have the same weight.

Develop an Excel model for budgeting and priority setting with respect to rural
development. Solve the following problems:

(a) Determine the priorities for the considered policy measures and draw up a
table and a graph showing how an optimal budget allocation would differ
from the current budget allocation.

(b) How would limiting the available budget to 350 affect the optimal allocation?
(c) How would changing the weights of the income and environment objectives

to 2 : 1 affect the result?
(d) The government believes that the experts have underestimated the contribu-

tion of farm investment and marketing support to the environment objective.
The government is convinced that these coefficients should be 8 for both
measures. How would this judgement affect the optimal allocation (under the
outlined conditions)?

(e) Assume that the budget allocation for farm investment and marketing
support cannot be changed for political reasons. What is the consequence for
priority setting in the rural development policy?

Solution

Step 16.1 Generate an Excel sheet as shown in Figure 16.4.

Figure 16.4 Model for budgeting and priority setting.
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Step 16.2 Select the ranges A2:F7, A10:F10, A13:F13, A17:F17, A11:B11,
A14:B14 and A18:B18 (keep the Ctrl key pressed) and choose ‘Insert’,
‘Name’, ‘Create’ with the option ‘Left column’. Using names improves
the user-friendliness of models. For further improvements in the table,
click on ‘Window’, ‘Split’ and ‘Freeze panes’ and fix the names or labels
in the first row and column.

Step 16.3 In cell B11 we quantify the income objective as a linear function
through the formula = SUMPRODUCT(B10:F10;B2:F2). If you carry
out the selection using the mouse, the names will be automatically
entered in the formula. In the same way you can generate formulas
for the environment objective and the weighted objective in cells B14
and B18. We get the weighted contribution in B17 through the formula
= $H$11*B10 + $H$14*B13. You can copy this formula to C17:F17
(‘Paste special . . .’, ‘Formulas’).

Step 16.4 The range B5:F7 contains the coefficient matrix for the three required
constraints. Review and try to understand the modelling of this step. In
cells H5 to H7, enter the SUMPRODUCT of the coefficients of the
constraints and the vector x′.

Step 16.5 To finalise our model we now need the Solver. As target cell we choose
the weighted objective function in B18 and as changing cells we choose
the available funds (vector x) which have to be allocated to the policy
measures. As you can see, the Solver also uses the chosen names. This is
also the case for the constraints: Lower bounds <= x and Upper bounds
>= x. Add the constraint H5:H6 <= J5:J6 and the budget constraint
as the equation H7 = J7. You can see the parameter settings for the
Solver in Figure 16.5. Since our model is linear, we can choose under
‘Options’ ‘Assume linear model’; the non-negative assumptions would
be redundant.

The Solver solution generates for the optimal budget allocation the
budget expenditures of 35, 70, 165, 75 and 55. If you run the Solver

Figure 16.5 Solver setting of a model for budgeting and priority setting (exer-
cise16.xls).
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with different start values, you will find out that several (alternative)
optimal solutions exist for the considered optimisation problem (e.g. the
values 55, 50, 165, 75, 55). With the same weights for both objectives in
the aggregated objective function every point in the line segment (35,
70, 165, 75, 55) + α (20, −20, 0, 0, 0) with α ∈ [0, 1] is in fact an optimal
solution with the value for the objective function of 4425 in cell B18. For
the considered optimisation problem we thus have an ‘edge’ of optimal
solutions. Three coefficients in the weighted objective function have the
same value. Since in this case the Solver solution depends on the start
values, you should try several start values to review and evaluate the
relevance of the solution.

For specific optimisation problems the case discussed above of several
optimal solutions may not often, or even never, occur, but you should
keep in mind that linear optimisation can potentially lead to several
alternative optimal solutions.

Let us now assume the first generated solution which is shown in
Figure 16.6 and exercise16a.xls. To create a table and a graph with this
optimal solution in comparison to the base situation is an easy exercise.
Figure 16.6 shows that agri-environment and rural infrastructure should
get a significantly higher budget allocation as compared to the base
situation, while farm investment, marketing support and labour subsid-
ies should get a smaller share of the budget.

Step 16.6 To solve Exercise 16b, set the right-hand side (RHS) of the budget
equation (constraint 3) in cell J7 to 350 and then solve the model
again (cf. Figure 16.7). This exercise shows that with a budget

Figure 16.6 An optimal budget allocation (exercise16a.xls).
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constraint of 350 the measures M, E and L should be reduced, while
the measures I and R should remain unchanged. We see that a linear
cut of all measures would be a rather naive policy response to an overall
budget cut.

Step 16.7 Assume again a budget constraint of 400. Enter according to Exercise
16c in cell H11 the value 2, which changes the weighted objective
function in the model accordingly. The model can then be solved again
using the Solver (cf. Figure 16.8). The result shows that under this
objective function a significant reallocation of funds between the meas-
ures would be required compared to the original weights, in particular a
reduction of the allocation to agri-environment and an increase in farm
investment.

Step 16.8 To solve Exercise 16d we only need to enter the value 8 in cells B13
and C13 and calculate the variants of Exercises 16a, 16b and 16c
(cf. Figures 16.9 to 16.11). The figures show how the new objective
coefficients would affect the optimal budget policy and allocation. In
particular, farm investment would always need to be financed at the
upper bound.

Step 16.9 In Exercise 16e we use the Solver again. Before that, set the lower
and upper bound for farm investment to 70 in cells B3 and B4 res-
pectively and the bounds for marketing support to 100 in cells C3 and
C4 (cf. Figure 16.12). The figure shows that in this case the agri-
environment measure could not be extended so much as without this
constraint.

Figure 16.7 An optimal budget allocation with a reduction of the available budget expend-
iture from 400 to 350 (exercise 16b.xls).
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Figure 16.8 Optimal budget allocation with changed objective weightings (exercise16c.xls).

Figure 16.9 An optimal budget allocation with increased contributions to the environment
objective (exercise16d1.xls).
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Figure 16.10 An optimal budget allocation with a reduction of the available overall budget
from 400 to 350 and increased contributions to the environment objective
(exercise16d2.xls).

Figure 16.11 An optimal budget allocation with changed objective weights and increased
contributions to the environment objective (exercise16d3.xls).
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17 Multiple objectives

Objectives

In Chapter 17 we want to examine the importance of the objective function for
the introduced optimisation approach. We will show how multiple objectives can
be considered and the consequences for budget allocation and priority setting.

Theory

In Chapter 16 we discussed how different objectives may be summarised to
an aggregated linear objective function by using weights. This is indeed the
easiest method to consider multiple objectives in the outlined optimisation
approach. Following (16.5) and (16.6) we obtain for two objectives and two policy
measures:

Z = α1 (z11 BE1 + z12 BE2 ) + α2 (z21 BE1 + z22 BE2 ) (17.1)

and

Z = (α1 z11 + α2 z21) BE1 + (α1 z12 + α2 z22 ) BE2 . (17.1)′

Obviously, the aggregated objective function is a linear function of the budget
expenditure for the considered policy measures and the slope is determined by
the objective coefficients of the different policy measures and the weights of the
objectives. Changing these variables would potentially lead to a new solution.
Following Figure 16.3, we would get a rotation of the objective function in the
case of two policy measures, and Figure 17.1 shows that for two different objective
curves Z ′ and Z ″ different optimal solutions are found.

The outlined approach may be extended to more objectives, but this requires
more information. For policy-making problems we emphasise the need to focus
on the most important objectives to reduce complexity. The optimisation
approach is powerful and will also yield results for highly complex policy prob-
lems, but decision-makers may experience difficulties in providing the necessary
information and interpreting the results and drawing conclusions.



A variety of approaches to consider multiple objectives have been suggested.
For example, it would be possible to focus on maximising one or only a few
objectives of a multiple objective program and to consider further objectives as
constraints. With two objectives, then, Z 1 could be the objective function to be
maximised and for Z 2 a constraint Z 2 ≥ Z*2 would apply. One could show through
a gradual change in the constraint (i.e. the lower bound Z*2 ) what consequences
such changes in the constraint would have for the realisation of objective Z 1.
Following this approach the trade-off between the two objectives could be traced.
This approach is also called the constraint method.

The trade-off between two objectives may also be derived through a parametri-
sation of the weights and this method is called the weighting method. According
to (16.8) the following objective function can be formulated:

Z = α �
n

i=1

z1i BEi + (1 − α) �
n

i=1

z 2 i BEi . (17.2)

The idea is to gradually change α from 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 and to show the consequences for
the solution values.

Figure 17.2 shows the result of using this approach, considering an example
with three policy measures. If only one objective, Z 1, is considered, the solution
values are BE1′, BE2′ and BE3′ on the left axis of the figure. A gradual increase in
the weight of objective Z 2 , and an accordingly lower weight of objective Z 1, would
initially not change the solution values, but will then lead to different values.
Obviously, the first policy measure loses with an increasing weight of objective Z 2 ,
while the second measure gains. For the third policy measure the objective weights

Figure 17.1 Solution values of linear optimisation with different objective functions.
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have only a very limited impact. If only objective Z 2 is considered the solution
values are BE1″, BE2″ and BE3″ on the right-hand side.

Figure 17.2 shows four different solutions altogether. If we generate the respect-
ive objective values Z 1 and Z 2 for these solutions, these values describe the different
possibilities for realising the two objectives. In Figure 17.3 these solution values
define the trade-off curve between the considered two objectives. It is evident that

Figure 17.2 Optimal budget allocation with different weights for the objectives.

Figure 17.3 Trade-off curve with linear optimisation.
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with changing objective coefficients and/or constraints, the trade-off curve will
change. Figure 17.3 shows the consequence of a relaxation of the budget con-
straint, i.e. a higher budget is available to finance the considered policy measures.
Apparently, this leads to an outward shift of the trade-off curve. The figure shows
three solution points, which now define the possibilities for policy-making.

The outlined approaches may be used to analyse the consequences of multiple
objectives in specific problem settings. It is emphasised that the number of
objectives should be limited to keep a policy-making problem manageable. If
a limitation to two objectives is not appropriate for a specific problem setting,
trade-offs between two objectives may be examined by including other objectives
as constraints. This would then raise the interesting question: How would changes
in the ‘objective constraints’ affect the trade-off between the considered two
objectives?

Thus, linear optimisation offers different useful tools to consider multiple
objectives for budget allocation and priority setting. Technically, the handling
of multi-dimensional objective functions is not problematic; the real problem is
if the required information for complex models is available and if the obtained
results can be interpreted in a useful way to provide answers for policy-making
problems. Hence, a certain ‘zooming’ approach to modelling is necessary to
formulate the appropriate model for a specific policy-making exercise.

Exercise 17

Let us again assume that a government wants to review the priorities of its
rural development policy. Solve the following problems using the model developed
in Exercise 16:

(a) How should priorities be set to maximise the income objective and, at the
same time, to achieve at least 90 per cent (80 per cent) of the maximum value
of the environment objective?

(b) How would a gradual increase in the weight of the environment objective in
relation to the income objective affect the priorities? Display the result in a
table and in a chart.

(c) Generate the trade-off curve for achieving the income and environment
objectives.

(d) How do the possibilities change to achieve the income and environment
objectives if the budget is cut by 25 per cent or increased by the same
percentage?

(e) Solve Exercises 17b to 17d using a macro. Compute your model for a budget
of 220 and interpret the results.

Solution

Step 17.1 Assume the model from Exercise 16a. To solve Exercise 17a you have
first to determine the maximum value of the environment objective
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under the given constraints. To do this, choose as the weight for the
income objective the value zero in cell H11 and solve the model for the
environment objective only with the Solver. You will obtain a maximum
value for the environment objective of 2585 (in cells B14 and B18),
which you can copy, for example, to cell K14 (as value).

Step 17.2 We now add the additional constraint of the environment objective.
Fill in the left-hand side of this new constraint (the respective values of
the environment objective) in cell H15 by entering the formula = B14.
As a reminder of the type of constraint, enter the character string
‘>=’ in the cell to the right. We then fill in the right-hand side of the
constraint by adding the formula = J14*K14 in cell J15, whereby the
percentage share (initially 90 per cent) is in cell J14.

The next task is to change the weights of the objectives: 1 for the
income objective and 0 for the environment objective (since the environ-
ment objective is considered through the additional constraint). We now
include the new constraint H15 >= J15 in the Solver (click on ‘Add’)
and solve the model. The solution is shown in Figure 17.4.

The result shows that by following this approach farm investment
should attract more funding compared to the optimal solution with
an aggregated objective function and equal weights for income and
environment. On the other hand, marketing support, environment
measures and labour subsidies would receive less funding. Apparently,

Figure 17.4 Priority setting with maximisation of the income objective and realisation of
the environment objective of at least 90 per cent of the maximum objective
value (exercise17a1.xls).
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the new policy scenario in particular favours farm investment. As
compared to the solution with equal weights the income objective value
is now higher and the environment objective value is lower. For the
80 per cent variant of this exercise you have only to change the value in
cell J14 and to run the Solver again. As shown in Figure 17.5, the further
reduction in the environment constraint would, in particular, favour
farm investment. In fact, farm investment would now be financed at its
upper bound. In this policy scenario the income value would further
increase to 2258.15. A further relaxation of the environment constraint
to, for example, 50 per cent would not change this result significantly.
Try to solve this variant using your model.

Step 17.3 Assume again the model from Exercise 16a. Delete the chart and the
cells A21:F22; then enter a series of 0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1 in the range
A20:A30. Write the formula = 1 − H14 in cell H11 and the formula
= A20 in cell H14. If we vary the last formula from = A20 to = A30,
we obtain a parametrisation of the weights from the income to the
environment objective. Copy the values of the respective Solver solutions
from B2:F2 to the relevant row in the range B20:F30.

In addition, we generate the objective variables for the different
solutions in the range H20:I30 using the SUMPRODUCT opera-
tion. Choosing an appropriate column width or format, we obtain an
acceptable display of the numbers (cf. Figure 17.6).

Figure 17.5 Priority setting with maximisation of the income objective and realisation of
the environment objective of at least 80 per cent of the maximum objective
value (exercise17a2.xls).
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Figure 17.6 Optimal budget allocation and trade-off curve with two objectives (exer-
cise17bc.xls).
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Step 17.4 Now generate two charts. To do this, copy the names B1:F1 to B19:F19.
Then select the range A19:F30, choose in the ‘Chart wizard’ the type
‘Line with markers displayed at each data value’ and generate the chart
for the budget allocation with different weights. Figure 17.6 shows that
there is a clear conflict between the objectives income and environment
with respect to farm investment and agri-environment measures. Farm
investment receives a higher budget at a higher weight of the income
objective, but loses at a higher weight of the environment objective. The
opposite applies for agri-environment measures. The conflict between
the two objectives is not as pronounced for the other three policy
measures.

For the trade-off curve in Exercise 17c you can use the above calculated
objective variables in the range H20:I30. Use the chart type ‘XY’ with
smoothed lines (cf. Figure 17.6). The chart shows the five calculated
points of the trade-off curve.

Step 17.5 To solve Exercise 17d we have to set the value for the total budget to
300 in J7 (and 500, respectively) and calculate the Solver solutions for all
weights according to the above parametrisation. The results are shown
in exercise17d1.xls and exercise17d2.xls.

Step 17.6 The task can be simplified considerably by developing a macro. Macros
are powerful instruments to handle parametrisation problems and to
improve the analysis of complex policy problems, but using them is an
‘art’ that has to be learned. In addition, one has to be aware that macros
can unfortunately be misused to spread and implement viruses.

We now want to develop a macro. To do this, go back to Exercises 17b
and 17c. Copy the Solver solutions obtained in the range B20:F30
to K20:O30 to enable later comparisons and then delete the content in
the range B20:F30. Now calculate the solutions for the parameter values
0.3 and 0.4 (cells A23 and A24), and record each step with the macro
recorder.

To do this, proceed as follows: click on ‘Tools’, ‘Macro’, ‘Record
new macro’ and start (with the macro name ‘VectorOptimisation’) by
clicking on ‘OK’. Each step will now be recorded.

Go to H14 and enter the formula = A23, activate the Solver and copy
the solution values from B2:F2 to B23:F23 (next to 0.3). Go again to
H14, enter = A24, solve with the Solver, copy the values from B2:F2 to
B24:F24 and again click on H14. Then finish the recording with the
macro.

Step 17.7 Delete the content of the cells B23:F24 and test your macro by clicking
on ‘Tools’, ‘Macro’, ‘Macros . . .’ and then ‘Run’. If everything works
right from the start, you are lucky. It is more likely that an error message
will appear in a visual basic window with which you may not be familiar.
Close this window, thus stopping the debugger.

Open again the ‘Visual Basic Editor’ (‘Tools’, ‘Macro’ or by press-
ing the Alt-F11 key combination). In ‘Visual Basic’ click on ‘Tools’,
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‘References’ and tick ‘Solver.xla’ and then choose ‘OK’. It may be
that you will first have to search for the Solver, for example, under
C:\Program Files\Microsoft Office\Office\Library\Solver (or for
Excel 2003, C:\Program Files\Microsoft Office\Office11\Library\
Solver). Now click on your Excel model and run the macro again.
Everything should now work. If this is not the case (e.g. the Solver has
not been active), you should record your macro again, with the refer-
ence correctly set before and possibly with an open ‘Visual Basic Editor’
window.

NB: The references are linked to a single Excel file and dependent on
the actual Windows installation; it is recommended that you check in
advance. (If discrepancies exist, the macros in some files provided for
Chapters 17 and 18 may not work. The macros will only work properly
if the reference to the Solver is correctly set.)

General hint : After opening a file with a Solver-macro, address the
Solver once before you run the macro.

Step 17.8 Have a look at the code of your macro in ‘Visual Basic for Applications’
(VBA) and try to understand the code. You will certainly recognise the
two cycles, but we need 11 of these in the right order. Thus you have to
complete the macro accordingly. To do this you can simply use copy and
paste. You then have to edit the cell linkages in the code (from R[6] to
R[16] and Range(“B20”).Select to Range(“B30”).Select). Test again the
extended macro in your Excel sheet.

Step 17.9 The last disturbing thing is the result confirmation provided by the
Solver. This may be suppressed by substituting the command
SolverSolve with SolverSolve(True) in the Visual Basic code. Use ‘Edit’,
‘Replace’ and ‘Replace all’ (cf. Figure 17.7 and exercise17e.xls with the
macro ‘VectorOptimisation’). However, do not forget to ‘Enable
macros’; to set the ‘Security’ under ‘Tools’, ‘Macro’ to a medium level;
and to check the reference for the Solver.

Step 17.10 For a total budget of 220 the model does not have a feasible solution,
i.e. our macro misses a relevant error treatment. Convince yourself by
opening the Solver manually. In Chapter 18 we will extend our macro
accordingly and improve the programming.
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Figure 17.7 Visual Basic code (derived from macro recorder) for multiple objective opti-
misation (exercise17e.xls).
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Figure 17.7 continued. Continued overleaf
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18 Parametric analysis

Objective

In Chapter 18 we want to examine the importance of constraints for the discussed
optimisation approach. By using appropriate parametrisation we will show how
changes in budget or other constraints or coefficients affect the budget allocation
and priority setting. Finally, we will explain how Excel models and VBA programs
may be protected.

Theory

The importance of constraints for the solution of the optimisation approach, and
hence for budget allocation and priority setting, is obvious. Changes in constraints
will in most cases lead to a new optimal solution, which indicates the necessity of a
more detailed assessment of the consequences of a change in a constraint for the
optimisation result.

Figure 17.1 showed the solution values of the linear optimisation approach for
different objective functions. Analogously, Figure 18.1 shows how an optimal
solution is affected by different constraints. With the budget constraint R1′ we get
BE1′ and BE2′ as optimal solution values. If the budget curve shifts to the left to
R1″, the set of feasible solutions reduces by the cross-hatched area, and we get
BE1″ and BE2″ as optimal solution values. The change in the budget constraint
thus leads to lower budget expenditure for the second policy measure and higher
expenditure for the first policy measure.

This example shows that the consequences of a change in the constraints are
difficult to assess even for a rather simple optimisation problem. The problem
becomes more severe with an increasing complexity of the optimisation problem
and constraints to be considered. This underlines the usefulness of linear pro-
gramming in identifying and analysing such problems. The example also shows
that simple recommendations and ‘rules of thumb’ for the adjustment of prior-
ities as a response to changes in constraints often do not provide good answers to
real problem settings. A popular example is the proposed linear cut of the budget
for all policy measures under financial pressure. It is obvious that, given the



complexity of real policy-making problems in budgeting and priority setting, such
a recommendation is rather naive.

But how can we use linear programming to assess the importance of con-
straints and their changes for the optimisation problem? We have already men-
tioned that it makes sense to calculate different solutions for different values of the
constraints. One example is to calculate the budget allocation to different policy
measures for a small and a large budget; another example would be to show
how different objective weights affect the optimal objective values under different
budget constraints or the trade-off curve between the objectives considered.

A general problem of the linear programming approach is that it generates
point solutions that could be different even for small changes in the constraints. It
is not clear, for example, how stable a solution is for different budget levels. It is
hence recommended to conduct a sensitivity analysis varying the constraints and
evaluating how the solution values change.

Figure 18.2 outlines the approach. The example shows how a gradual decrease
or increase of the available budget affects the solution value of the budget expend-
iture for a specific policy measure. We can see that the budget allocation to this
measure is rather sensitive to a decrease in the budget, i.e. already, with a small
reduction of the overall budget expenditure, the financing for this policy measure
would need to be significantly cut. However, with further budget reductions
expenditure for this policy measure seems to stabilise and remains constant. On
the other hand, Figure 18.2 shows that only for a considerably higher overall
budget the financial allocation to the measure considered would be extended.

The suggested sensitivity analysis may also be applied to other constraints
(e.g. the parametrisation of the upper and lower bounds of budget expenditures

Figure 18.1 Solution values of the linear optimisation approach with different budget
constraints.
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for different policy measures). Moreover, a sensitivity analysis could also be con-
ducted for the objective function by parametrising objective coefficients and/or
weights. With respect to objective weights, we have already conducted a specific
type of parametrisation as a sensitivity analysis in Chapter 17.

Such calculations and sensitivity analyses help us to assess the results of the
optimisation approach for a specific problem setting and show the perspectives
for the application. In fact, the approach should not be restricted to the calcula-
tion of ‘point solutions’. The application should instead include some sensitivity
analysis (e.g. analysing alternative scenarios with varying constraints and objective
weights). Such additional calculations provide valuable insights into a specific
policy-making problem and help to improve the quality of decisions.

Exercise 18

Let us again assume that a government wants to review the priorities of its rural
development policy. Solve the following problems using the model developed in
Exercises 16 and 17:

(a) Does it make sense to apply a budget cut from 400 to 300 as an equal linear
reduction of the expenditures for all policy measures?

(b) Draw up a table and a chart to show how the priorities for rural development
would need to be adjusted under a gradual reduction of the budget from
400 to 300.

Solve this exercise using a macro.

Figure 18.2 Budget expenditure for a policy measure with changes in the budget constraint.
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(c) Improve the VBA code of your macro with a ‘For . . . Next loop’ and add to
the macro an error treatment for the case that the model does not find a
feasible solution.

(d) Using a sensitivity analysis, show how changes in the budget constraint from
100 to 600 affect the optimal budget allocation for the policy measures.

(e) Using a sensitivity analysis, show how the optimal budget allocation for the
policy measures changes if the expenditure for agri-environment is x times
(x varying between 0 and 5) as high as the expenditure for labour subsidies.

Solve this exercise using a macro.
Combine the three macros to parametrise the objective function, the total

budget and the above value x in one Excel model for different sensitivity
calculations.

Add a protection measure to your model and macro against modifications
and access.

Solution

Step 18.1 Solve your model from Exercises 16 or 17 with the Solver assuming
equal objective weights and a total budget of 400 and 300, respectively,
and copy the solutions to an appropriate place in your table. Next,
calculate the respective values for both objectives as well as their sum.
Once you have multiplied the solution of the 400 (budget) version with
0.75 and you have also calculated the objective values, the remaining
part of this exercise is only to develop a chart and interpret it (compare
with Figure 18.3). Be aware that there is more than one optimal solution
for the budget of 400, as explained in Step 16.5.

Figure 18.3 A linear budget cut and an optimal solution (exercise18a.xls).
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The figure shows that a linear reduction in the expenditures for all
policy measures by 25 per cent is not a sensible budget policy. In particu-
lar, the expenditures for farm investment and rural infrastructure should
not be cut at all, while expenditures for the other three policy measures
should be reduced by more than 25 per cent.

Step 18.2 To solve Exercise 18b we use model exercise17e.xls with the macro for
the vector optimisation and the linked charts. Enter in this model the
exogenous value 1 in the cells H11 and H14. Change the series in
the range A20:A30 to 400, 390, . . ., 300.

Step 18.3 Next, edit the VBA code of your macro with the ‘Visual Basic Editor’
(Alt-F11 key combination). You should not change the weights (in cell
H14), but change the value for the total budget in cell J7. Hence in the
macro all character strings H14 have to be substituted by J7 and the cell
references of R[6]C[−7] to R[16]C[−7] need to be adjusted, i.e. to be
changed to R[13]C[−9] to R[23]C[−9] (cf. Figure 18.4).

Step 18.4 The new macro should also be renamed; for example, ‘RHS_Parametri-
sation’. If the macro runs without any problems, we should get a result
as shown in Figure 18.5 (cf. exercise18b.xls). You will realise the advan-
tage of our modelling approach when you change the exogenous input
data (e.g. the value of the contribution to the environment through farm
investment in cell B13 (for example the value 8)) and restart the macro.
In this way you can even visually follow the consequences of this
change. The visualisation may be hampered by the high speed of mod-
ern computers. You can slow down the screen updating and improve
visualisation by imposing an artificial time lag using a VBA code
(cf. exercise18e_slow-down.xls).

In Figure 18.5 we have the optimal solution (55, 50, 165, 75, 55) for
a budget of 400. The gradual decrease in the overall budget to 300
would not affect marketing support and rural infrastructure, but would
quickly reduce the budget allocation for farm investment to the lower
bound. Agri-environment and labour subsidisation initially would not
be affected by a budget reduction, but would become increasingly
reduced.

Step 18.5 In this and the next step we will, as required in Exercise 18c, improve
and extend the macro. If you look at the code of the macro in Figure
18.4, you will recognise 11 similar cycles with only a few parts
differing. It makes sense to use here a ‘For . . . Next’ command (see
VBA-Online help), but you have to be aware of the syntax of VBA
programming. You can see a solution in Figure 18.6 and in the file
exercise18c.xls. This makes the program a lot shorter and concise while
maintaining the same functionality.

Step 18.6 Parametrise the total budget from 100 to 600 (range A20:A30) and run
the macro ‘RHS_Parametrisation’. You will note that there is some-
thing wrong with the solutions. If you look at constraint 3 (in H7:J7) or
open the Solver manually (e.g. for J7 = 600 or J7 = 100), you will see
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Figure 18.4 VBA program for the parametrisation of the total budget.



Figure 18.4 continued.
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Figure 18.5 Consequences of a gradual budget reduction for the priority setting (exer-
cise18b.xls).

Figure 18.6 VBA program for the parametrisation of the total budget with the ‘For . . .
Next’ command.
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that the Solver cannot find a feasible solution due to the upper and
lower bounds (cf. Step 17.10). This problem can be solved through a
clever use of the return value SolverSolve(True) of the Solver in the
VBA code, which you will find in Figure 18.7 and exercise18d.xls.
Through entering a character string for the case of non-feasible solu-
tions in the relevant rows in the range B20:F30, the two charts may be
interpreted accordingly (cf. Figure 18.8).

We have thus conducted the required sensitivity analysis (Exercise 18d)
by defining the values of the range A20:A30 and applying the macro
‘RHS_Parametrisation’. Analogously, you can examine parts of the
different budget options (e.g. between 290 and 340 with an interval
of 5).

Step 18.7 To parametrise the element x from the coefficient matrix (i.e. cell F6 of
the constraint 2), proceed as in Steps 18.5 and 18.6. To maintain a
clearly structured sheet, enter the start value 3 for x in cell M6 and write
the formula = M6 in cell F6. As parameter values, enter the series 0, 0.5,
. . ., 5 in the range A20:A30 (cf. Figure 18.9). You now only need to
transform the macro ‘RHS_Parametrisation’ to a respective macro

Figure 18.7 VBA program for the parametrisation of the total budget with a ‘For . . . Next’
command and handling of non-feasible solutions of the model.
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Figure 18.8 Parametrisation of the total budget from 100 to 600 (exercise18d.xls).

Figure 18.9 Sensitivity analysis of a model for budgeting and priority setting (exer-
cise18e.xls).
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‘Matrix_Parametrisation’ (cf. Figure 18.10 and the macro in exer-
cise18e.xls). Then paste your macro ‘RHS_Parametrisation’ and
another adjusted macro for the vector optimisation (‘Objective_
Parametrisation’) into it. At the beginning of the macros we automatic-
ally generate a part of the respective parameter values and at the end of
each macro we enter the relevant start values for the parameter. To be
able to open the macros quickly, we define certain key combinations as
shown in Figure 18.9 (click on ‘Macro’, ‘Macros . . .’, ‘Options . . .’).
Finally, you have to choose suitable start values for the parameters in
A20 and A21 and to run the respective macro.

NB: You should always be sure that you open the correct macro for the
respective Excel file. This applies particularly if you have opened several
Excel files with macros. Macros can be effective for different Windows
programs and files.

The structure of the Excel model exercise18e.xls and of the time-
lagged version exercise18e_slow-down.xls with these three macros may
be extended and generalised. For example, it is possible to carry out a
parametrisation of any coefficient of the constraint matrix, the right-
hand side or the bounds for the variables. All possible data for para-
metrisation may be chosen through an indicator linked to specific IF
functions (cf. Figure 18.11 and exercise18e2.xls). If the indicator has the
value 1, the coefficient will be considered for parametrisation; otherwise
the value is 0. Give it a try. You will possibly have to set a new Solver
reference for the VBA code. You may now have realised that not all cells
of the sheet are accessible. We have incorporated a password protec-
tion. We will explain how you can incorporate such a protection in the
next (and last) step.

Step 18.8 Finally, we want to add protection to the model and the macros against
unwanted changes. Let us first look at the protection of cells in our
Excel sheet, which may be done in two steps. In the first step we format
the cells by clicking on ‘Format’, ‘Cells’, ‘Protection’ and tick ‘Locked’
(and also on ‘Hidden’, if wanted). The default setting in Excel usually
only includes ‘Locked’. In the second step we protect the table with a
password, which we can incorporate by clicking on ‘Tools’, ‘Protection’,
‘Protect sheet . . .’. Note that you have to re-enter the password. The
protection of the cells is now activated.

The activation of this protection implies, however, that all cells, which
we want to access and change during the analysis, now need to be
formatted as unlocked (i.e. without the two ticks). In our file exer-
cise18e.xls this would apply to the ranges B2:F7, B10:F10, B13:F13,
J5:J7, M6, H14 and A20:F30 (simply select and format all ranges
with a pressed Ctrl key). This does not apply for the cell F6 and all
other cells with formulas, for which we activate both ticks under
‘Protection’.
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Figure 18.10 Macros for a sensitivity analysis.
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Figure 18.10 continued.
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Once the sheet protection is activated, the Solver can no longer be
opened via ‘Tools’, but the Solver can be activated using a VBA
program. We have been quite lucky, as the Solver works without any
problems with our three macros.

Furthermore, we can also protect the VBA code against unwanted
access and changes. To do this, click in the Visual Basic Editor on
‘Tools’, ‘VBA project properties’ and ‘Protection’ and lock the program
for viewing. You may use the same password as for the protection of the

Figure 18.11 LP-model for further parametrisations using indicators (exercise18e2.xls).
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sheet. The protection is activated once you have saved the file and
opened it again. The macros and the references will be shown only after
the password has been entered. By the way, the password for our file
exercise18e_protection.xls is ‘exercise18e’. You may need the password
to update the Solver reference (also take into account the note at the end
of Step 17.7).
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